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In 1975, Alex Aronson, a volunteer medical worker who had been
working among the Kurds in northern Iraq, was executed in Baghdad.
He was accused of being an Israeli agent. Alex Aronson was one of the
first western victims of the tyrannical Saddam Hussein regime.

Alex Aronson was born in Holland and was incarcerated in the
Bergen-Belsen concentration camp. He emerged and became a volunteer
medical worker who travelled to Africa to work with Dr. Albert
Schweitzer, then worked in Biafra, Greece and India. Throughout the
1960s and 1970s, Aronson wrote letters to his close friend, Alan
Mendelson.

From Bergen-Belsen to Baghdad is the record of Aronson's
"passage" through life as revealed in these letters. This is a timely,
powerful document of the fate of one man.

"Alex came of age in a cauldron of evil. He exposed himself
deliberately to the evils of war, disease, despair, famine, and
inhumanity - especially as experienced by children. On one level, he
was more conscious of evil than most people; he must have been more
pained by its existence for it never let him rest. At the same time, he
underestimated the capacity of ordinary people to do evil. His need was
to help suffering humanity. His fate was to see the face of evil,

suffering betrayal, imprisonment, and death.

Nearly thirty years ago, Alex wrote to me: 'Life is bound to be
stopped some day and what will remain of us? A book, a painting, a
thought, a picture../ This is Alex's book."
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Preface

This volume contains all the letters which Alex Aronson
wrote tome from 1962 until 1974. It also contains otherdocuments
whichhaveabearingon his lifeand tragicdeath. These letters were
not written withan eye to eventual publication,and so theycontain
spontaneous expressionsandunguarded opinions. Over the years,

both Alex's views and my own which are reflected in the letters

changed. Ihavemadeno attempt to alterormodify opinions which
either of us espoused, even when those views now appear regret-

table. Alex's own honesty was remarkable, sometimes painfully

so. Hewould not have toleratedanywhitewashing ofhis views, or

mine.

This is not a critical edition of Alex's letters. The English in

which Alexcommunicated withmewas outstandingbyanystand-
ard. The editors of this volume have decided to preserve the Dutch
flavor of Alex's English. That is, we have resisted the temptation

to smooth out all awkwardnesses or to replace unidiomatic with

conventional English. Occasionally spelling, punctuation, prepo-

sitions, or the verb 'to be' got the better of Alex. Whenever Alex
inadvertantly became obscure, we have attempted to recover his

meaning with the fewest possible words. Alex tended to write very

long sentences and paragraphs. At times, we divided up prolix

passages; they have not been changed in any other way.
Edited passages (where more than a word or two are in-

volved) are indicated by the use ofsquare brackets. Parentheses in

thesedocumentscontain the author'sown words. The editors have
used italics to elucidate private remarks or contemporaneous
events, especially when those events have receded from public

awareness. We have not thought it necessary to provide back-

ground on such well-known events as the Six-Day War or the

assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr.

In most cases, we do not include the surnames of personal

friends. The given names which appear in this book, however, are

real. This book would have been impossible without the coopera-

tion ofAlex's familyand friends inHolland. The editors would like

to express heartfelt thanks to Alex's mother, Mrs. Sara van Straten-

Cohen; his father, Mr. Leo Aronson; his widow, Mrs. Elisabeth

Aronson; and his first-cousin, Mr. Gershon Eisenmann. The pro-



duction of this book has not been without pain for Alex's family; I

can only hope that they findsome solace in these pages. We should
also thank Rev. Ype Schaaf for his meticulous attention to many
details. In addition, Amnesty International was most helpful in

allowing us to use its files.

Joan Michelson wishes to express her appreciation to the
Memorial Foundation for Jewish Culture for a grant to aid her
research and to Wolverhampton Polytechnic (U.K.) for research
leave to work on this project.

I would like to thank McMaster University, Arts Research

Board, for their financial support. I would also like to record my
deep appreciation to my wife, Sara; my uncle, Joseph L.

Mendelson; and the rest of my family for their keen interest. I

am grateful to Howard Aster of Mosaic Press, Hanan Bar-On,

Patricia Crawford, Sheryl Dick, Grace Gordon, Louis Greenspan,
Hans van Nie, Erin Phillips, David Runia, Gerard Vallee, and
Barry Walfish. I thank them all, particularly those who did not

know Alex personally, for they seemed to share my belief that

his life should not remain unchronicled.

For years I dreamt of bringing the correspondence of Alex

Aronson to life again. Idid notdo this simplybecause Alexwasmy
friend. Etty Hillesum's Letters from Westerbork puts in words what
I have found difficult to express:

One always has the feeling here of being the ears and
eyes of a piece of Jewish history, but there is also the

need sometimes to be a still, small voice. We must
keep one another in touch with everything that hap-

pens in the various outposts of this world, each one
contributing his own little piece of stone to the great

mosaic that will take shape once the war is over.

Thesesentiments were written inWesterborkin 1943, the veryyear

Alex himself passed through that place.

Alan Mendelson

Hamilton, Ontario

15 October 1991
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Two Views of Alex

I

by Alan Mendelson

"Cut is the branch that might have grown full straight,

And burned is Apollo's laurel bough,

That sometime grew within this learned man."

Leendert {"Alex" or "Lex") Aronson was born in Amsterdam
on 20 December 1934, the son ofSara (nee Cohen) andLeo Aronson.
Before he was three years old, his parents were divorced. (His

father re-married in 1937; his mother, nine years later.) In 1943,

Alexwas deported with his motherand his maternal grandparents
via Westerbork Transit Camp to Bergen-Belsen. Alex and his

mother survived for two years. This, in itself, was an accomplish-
ment, for of the four thousand Dutch Jews who were deported to

Bergen-Belsen, less than a third remained alive at the end of the

war.

To my knowledge, Alex did not discuss his experiences of the

war with the friends of his adult years. Alex did, however, share

some of his experiences with his first-cousin, Gershon Eisenmann,
when theywereboth boys. Mr. Eisenmann has recently writtenme
a moving account of those years in Alex's life:
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Lexwas stronglyattached to our grandfather. Hewas more
than a grandfather to him; I would say he was at that time
his father figure. As I remember my grandfather, he was a
very nice and pleasant man, always optimistic and happy,
andhehad notmanyreasons tobe thatway,ashehadahard
life. Our grandfather died of exhaustion in Bergen-Belsen
in the early summer of 1944.

In early April, 1945, when the Allies were nearing the

neighborhood of Bergen-Belsen, the Germans transported

everybody who could still walk a little bit out of Bergen-
Belsen in two trains. Their intention was to drive the trains

into the River Elbe. This never happened, and the trains

droveaimlesslythroughGermany. The first trainwas freed

by the Allies. The second train— and this was the train in

whichLexand his motherandmany otherDutchJews were
— left Bergen-Belsen on 10 April. It drove on for 13 days
until it was freed by the Russians near the village of Trobitz
in eastern Germany, about 60 kilometers from Leipzig.

They stayed there about two months. During that period,

Lex's mother fell seriously ill with typhus, and it was there

that Lex, ten years old, nursed his mother. After she
recovered, Lex himself fell ill with typhus, and she took her
turn nursing him.

As formy grandmother, when the train left Bergen-Belsen,
all the old sickpeoplewho weredyingwere left behind. We
never heard about her anymore. However, when my aunt
was forced to leave, a Dutch Jewish doctor, who knew the
family, told my aunt that her mother would not live for

another three days.

Between 1945 and 1947, Alex was in Switzerland recuperating
from tuberculosis. Returning to Amsterdam, he attended the
Hogere Burger (Jewish Secondary) School (1948-51). In 1952, he
received a certificate in chiropody. For the next three years, he
studied nursing at the Jewish Hospital in London. Then, in 1955,
he suddenly left London to join his father and step-mother who
had emigrated to Israel four years earlier. For a few months, he
worked at the Rambam Hospital near Haifa.
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Years ofwandering ensued. To reconstruct Alex's movements
between 1956 and 1960 in any detail would be impossible. Once
Alex showed me one of his two valid passports. There was not a

single blank page; not even a blank corner of a page. I know that

during this period Alex travelled to India where he worked with
followers ofGandhi in the re-distribution of land. I also know that

he travelled extensively in Arab countries. In 1962, he proudly told

me that he had seen the Golan Heights "from the other side," by
which he meant Syria. His favorite theme at that time was the

nobility of ordinary Arabs whose hospitality he had enjoyed in

several countries. But Alex did not give himself over exclusively

to travel. He also published a booklet ofpoems, written in English,

entitled Surrendering My Love.

At the beginning of 1961, Alex decided to hitch-hike to Albert

Schweitzer's village in Lambarene, Gabon. It took him months to

get there, but he arrived, after a delay in a Cameroon prison for a
customs infraction, on 26 April 1961 . For four months, he worked
in the village and studied the New Testament with Schweitzer,

who had written a pioneering work on Jesus.

Greece had a special appeal for Alex; he had even bought some
land in Fannari, a small village in Thessaly. On this land, he built

a cabin. It was a place ofsanctuary for Alex and his friends. At any
rate, one night in the Spring of 1962, on one of his trips to or from
Fannari, Alex found himself in the Athens Youth Hostel. There he
met a friend of mine by the name of Sharon. At the time, both
Sharon and I were studying in a program for American students at

the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. She had decided to visit

Greece during her spring vacation. That vacationwas tochange all

our lives.

Not long after Sharon returned to the University, Alex ap-

peared in Jerusalem. He was, as Sharon had claimed to me earlier,

larger than life. Even at that time, I was struck with his irrepress-

ibility. He did the things which most of us only dreamt about. He
had hitch-hiked through India and Africa. He had talked to

Schweitzerand Martin Buber as ifhe were their equal. . . .How often

sober second thought, or the light of reason, would stop the rest of

us in our tracks. Not so with Alex.

To Alex, everythingwas possible. He neveralluded to his early

years when nothing was possible. And yet, as his life spreads out
before us now, it seems that with Alex, more than with most, his
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endwas inhisbeginning. Bergen-Belsenwas his first "real" school.

It "taught" him to revere life, to disrespect laws, to question

authority, and to challenge customs which seemed to stand in the

way of the higher good as he understood it.

When our academic year was over, Sharon and I dutifully left

Israel. One of our first destinations was Fannari, "Alex's village"

in the mountains of Thessaly. To get there we had to pass Mount
Parnassos. Itwas easy to seewhy the ancientGreekshad seen their

gods in those places; it was also clear why Alex sought solitude

there.

We spent unforgetable days in Fannari. Then Alex, Sharon,

another friend by the name of Joe, and I continued our journey

westward. In Italy, Alex left us, reaching Amsterdam a month
before we did. Back in Amsterdam, in his mother's house, Alex

again showed us his hospitality. By this time, it was obvious that

Alex was in love with Sharon.

The relationship between Alex and Sharon was difficult from
the start. He was always challenging her for what he perceived to

be herAmericanisms, herneed forsecurity,and herdesire forsome
(modest) creature comforts. Sharon had a genuine affection for

Alex,but his repeated challenges threatened to engulfher. Against

this background, Alex's letters to me begin.

Alexmusthavebeen ready formarriage. Abouta year after the
events recorded above, Alex met Elisabeth van Dieijen at an Albert

Schweitzer village in the French district of Dordogne. They were
married two months later. On 14 December 1964, in Piraeus,

Greece, their son Alwin was born.

For some time, Alex appears to have immersed himself in

family life. Then in December, 1968, he left Holland to work for

eightmonths inGabon, Biafra, and Nigeria asan aid-workerfor the
International Committee of the Red Cross and Terre des Hommes.
On 8 February 1970, he made his often-postponed debut in the

United States. At that time, I was a graduate student at the

University of Chicago. So Alex spent two weeks with me in

Chicago. Then he spent another few months fund-raising, travel-

ling, and working elsewhere in the country. In May, 1970, Alex
returned to Holland. Not long thereafter, he set offagain, this time

to India (November, 1970 - January, 1971).

My next, and indeed my last, personal encounter with Alex

took place in the Spring of 1974. I was living in Oxford, England;
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on a trip to Holland, I went to visit Alex in Friesland. I spent a
pleasant day with Alex and his family. He was as hospitable as

ever. Unfortunately, I left with an indescribable sense of sadness,

for I realized that Alex had reached an impasse in his life.

About three months after my visit, Alex wrote to me to an-

nounce thathewas going to Kurdistan. Late in August, 1974, he left

Holland, this time in his own car. In this volume, we reproduce
letters (in English translations) which Alex wrote to his family ashe
moved to the east.

It was his last journey. On 24 March 1975, Alex was arrestedby
the Iraqis, somewhere in Kurdistan. The next nine months of his

life are shrouded in secrecy. There was a trial and a conviction.

During his six months in prison, Alex managed to have several

messagessmuggled from jail. These messages provideus with our
final glimpses of Alex.

For months, those close to Alex tried energetically, but vainly,

to discover his whereabouts. Only on 15 March 1976 did the Iraqi

Embassy admit that he had been executed. The exact date of his

execution inBaghdad is notknown either to family or to friends. In

April, 1976, Alex's mother flew to Baghdad to obtain the release of

her son's remains. During her stay in Iraq, Mrs. van Straten-Cohen
kept a journal. We are proud to be able to publish an English

translation of it in this volume. On 26 May 1976, Alex Aronsonwas
laid to rest in the Jewish Cemetery in Muiderberg.

For more than thirteen years, I looked forward to letters from
Alex. Long after his romance with Sharon waned,we continued to

correspond. I could never tell in advance what idol he would try

to shatter, what outrageous idea hewould explore, what dream he
would act upon. Ialways thought that his letters were a testimony
to something triumphant in the human spirit. The more I re-read

them now, the more I feel his spirit, still restless, still challenging

those he left behind.

Even today,when disaster strikes, Alexseems tobe there. Each
time an innocent man is kidnapped, jailed, or executed, Alex is

there. Right now, fifteen years after his death, Alex is back in the

arid mountains of Kurdistan.

I began to think about the problem of evil at the beginning of

my correspondence with Alex. Formany years now, I have taught
a course on that theological problem to undergraduate students.

Yet only recently did I realize that I did not have to turn to classic
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texts for examples. For I had known a good person whose life was
a series ofencounters with evil in itsmany guises. Alexcame ofage
in a cauldron of evil. He exposed himself deliberately to the evils

of war, disease, despair, famine, and inhumanity— especially as

experienced by children. On one level, he was more conscious of

evil than most people; he must have been more pained by its

existence, for it never let him rest. At the same time, he underesti-

mated the capacity of ordinary people to do evil. His need was to

help suffering humanity. His fate was to see the face of evil,

suffering betrayal, imprisonment, and death.

Nearly thirty years ago, Alex wrote to me: "Life is bound to be
stopped some day and what will remain ofus? A book, a painting,

a thought, a picture.../' This is Alex's book.



II

by Joan Michelson

I met Alexander Aronson in Holland in August, 1964. He was
then a tall, big-boned, dark-haired, heavily-bearded thirty-year-

old, recently married and soon to become a father. Since his

marriage, he and his wife, Elisabeth, had been living in a tramcar
which Alex had fashioned into a four-room home. He had put up
internal walls to make two bedrooms, one for Elisabeth and him-
self, and the other for the French orphan they were fostering. He
had also built an extension to serve as his study and guest- room.
Later I was to learn that this was characteristic of Alex: however
little he had,healwaysmade provision for others. Andhe expected
others to visit— especially disparate members of his international

community. Iwas countedamong these. "Come,"hetelegrammed
me in Jerusalem. "Bring nothing but smiles."

At the time, I was an undergraduate student en route home to

the United States after a year of study at the Hebrew University of

Jerusalem. Sheltered by my American childhood, protected by
poetry, hitch-hiking with a portable typewriter, I arrived for a
week's visit with this friend of a friend. I don't know what I

expected, but certainly I didn't expect to be disturbed for decades
afterward.

Iremember Alex towering overme. Through his dark-rimmed
spectacles, he seemed to be reading my character. Some of his

observations tallied withmy ownway ofseeing. Others, however,
I contradicted, stubbornly holding out against his inspired and
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assertive convictions. He was wrestling with how to live and
questioned how I was living. He despised the blinkered, the

parochial, and especially the unconscious acceptance of estab-

lished modes. He sought human values wherever they could be

found, and he looked for them across an international landscape.

He directed me to study Indian mysticism, as well as the Jewish

philosophers, Christian missionaries along with Arab farmers. In

order to undertake this study, he thought I should to drop my
suspect university degree course, abandon or at least marginalize

my personal training program in the craft of writing, and travel to

outposts to learn through living.

He didn't mean that I should join the Peace Corps and so set off

for the Third World supported by American defense funding. His

model was more individualistic. He saw himself as a disciple of

chosen masters: Albert Schweitzer and Mahatma Gandhi, to name
two. I was to follow his own example here, possibly as his disciple

or, at least, assisted by his guidance. Then I would no longer be a

"butterfly" as he accusedme on the eve ofmy departure, or, as he
wrote to our mutual friend Alan after I had gone, "an immature...

unpredictable... American girl... happy in her unhappiness" and
unaware of how "VERY young" she is.

Alex spent his formative years in Occupied Amsterdam, in

Westerbork Police TransitCamp and in Bergen-Belsen Concentra-

tion Camp. Of that period in his life, I know very little. His father,

who survived in hiding, told me that Alex was with his mother in

"that hell." 'That hell," he said. Shaking his head, he lookeddown
as if to read something from the low glass table between us. Rev.

Schaaf, a friend of his adult years, used the phrase a "closed

chapter," pointing out that even Elisabeth, Alex's wife, remained
an outsider because she hadn't been "there." According to Rev.

Schaaf, Alex's only reference to theCampswasa jokeaboutmoney.
The Dutch government pays a pension to all victims of the Second
World War. In spite of the fact that Alex was only 10 when the war
was over, he convinced the physicians that he should receive this

pension. It was sufficient for a recipient to live a modest life. Alex
told Schaaf that he was able to join the Frisian S.O.S. (an organiza-

tion similar to the Good Samaritans in England) as a volunteer,

because he had this pension. And, Alex added with a smile, why
shouldn't society pay him for the rest of his life? Especially when
it supported humanitarian ventures all over the world.
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During theweek Ispent talking with Alex, hedidn't discuss the
Camps; and in the letters which follow, Alex hardly ever refers to

the Camps, the War, or indeed, his past. Those references that do
appear are brief and, more often than not, connected to the public

or communal. For example, discussing the Hindu practice of

fasting for purification, Alex notes that he knows what it is to be
hungry. Similarly, but with no personal reference whatsoever, he
comments on National Mourning Day for the dead of the Second
World War. 'Two minutes of silence have just passed in which
everything went dead. No vehicles moved; no man walked; no
child said a word. Why, oh why can't such a moment be pro-

longed?..."

At the end ofmy holiday, I leftAlexand his Europe, only to take
them home with me, alive in my mind and imagination. Alex
didn'tshowmeany scars orold snapshots. Hewas not like another
survivor I met who showed me a snapshot of himself as a skeleton

released from Auschwitz. No, Alex bore his experience in a
different way.

As things turned out, I never saw Alex again. By the time I

returned to Holland, expecting to knock on his door the way I had
fourteen years earlier, as if he would still be there sucking on the

same pipe stem and smoking the same tobacco, he was dead. The
man who told me, a man who stepped out of his car into pouring
rain, put a stiffened hand to his own throat and sawed across it.

"Espionage," he said, with anod like a punctuation mark. Then, as

if that were the whole story, he said "Good day," got back into his

car and drove off.

It is impossible to determine to what degree theCamps shaped
Alex's character. For a long time, I was baffled by the apparent
contradiction: that a Holocaust survivor could chose a humanitar-
ian path. Eventually, however, I came to see that it was refugees

Alex sought to save and heal, especially children, and that, as he
himself had been, they were victims of wartime or other atrocities.

As mentioned above, Rev. Schaaf sees the Camps as a "closed

subject." Yet he refers to the Camps in order to explain why Alex
couldn't work in an authoritarian set-up. Alex's father also links

Alex's background to his subsequent life-style. In a letter to me, his

father explained that as Alex hadn't had a "real normal youth, he
was not always standing with his both legs on the floor.... (This)

resulted in... (his) not always us(ing) the normal and legal ways to
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gain his purpose/'

The story or history of Alex's ways of gaining his purpose is

contained in the letters and documents which follow. Rev. Schaaf

described him as shrewd. I wonder if any child could have
survived theCamps without both wile and luck, on top oflearning

the lessons described by Primo Levi in his memoir of Auschwitz:

to care about nothing, but the most immediate; to recognize when
theft is the onlyway of provisioning; to recognizewhen the laws of

the ordinary moral world are invalid; to know that one is either an
"Organisator," gaining the esteem of the powerful, or one is a

"mussulman," spiritually dead and physically dying, blank-eyed

dragging a body into the dirt.
1 To survive, Primo Levi explains,

"one has to fight against the current; to battle... against exhaustion,

hunger, cold, and the resulting inertia; to resist enemies and have

no pity for rivals; to sharpen one's wits, build up one's patience,

and strengthen one's will-power."2 This was part of Alex's herit-

age. Hard enough for an adult; terrible for a child.

"Look, Old Jew," Rev. Schaaf once told him, "you should have
become a rabbi." By this, he meant that Alex had a yiddische Kopf,

that he was clever, imaginative, and possessed Talmudic reason-

ing. To gain his purpose, which his father identified with the single

word "humanity," and Schaaf described as "caring for people,"

Alex had to depend on both his shrewdness and his quick wit.

These stood by him, helping him out of the tight spots he inadvert-

ently worked himself into.

Three times he landed in jail. The first time was in Cameroon
in 1961 which he was crossing on his way to the Schweitzer

Hospital in Gabon. The second was in Pakistan in 1975 when he

was returning to Kurdistan from India. His strategies proved
successful until, only months after his release from the jail in

In Survival in Auschwitz: The Nazi Assault on Humanity (trans. S.

Woolf; Collier Books, 1961, pp. 80-81), Levi discusses the word
"mussulman." He writes, "This word, I do not know why, was
usedby the old ones of thecamp to describe the weak, the inept,

those doomed to selection." The terms used to describe the

powerful were "Organisator,", Kombinator," and "Promi-
nent." This book was also published under the title: If This is a

Man.
Idem, p. 84.
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Pakistan— an experience which he described as "torture" — he
was arrested by the Iraqi authorities.

At the start of his final trip, Alex was explicitly warned of the

riskhewas taking. Schaaftried to convinceAlex that, since the 1967
war, Arabs considered all Jews to be Zionists. As Zionists, they
were to be destroyed. Although Schaaf understood and admired
Alex's characterand wouldn't have discouraged Alex from previ-

ous risky adventures (such as his flight to Biafra in 1969 to lead

transports of children to safety in Gabon and Cote d'lvoire, or his

journey to Nigeria later in the same year to work with the Ibo

children), regarding the proposed trip to Kurdistan, Schaaf had
strong misgivings.

At that time, Schaafhadknown Alex for overa decade. In 1961

,

Schaafwas in Africaworking forthe Bible Societyin theCameroons.
Alex was on his way to Albert Schweitzer in Gabon when he was
caught in the town ofEdea withoutan entrypermit. As Rev. Schaaf
recalls, permits were products of bureaucracy and "Alex was not
much interested in bureaucracy." At any rate, Alex was pushed
into a corral with onehundredand fiftyotherprisoners. Since there

was no Dutch Embassy in Cameroon then, Alex telephoned the

Bible Society. Schaaf went to see Alex in prison and offered to

contact the vice-consul on his behalf. "Don't bother," Alex said, "I

can talk myself out of this."

It seemed to Schaaf that Alex experienced that period in prison

as a "curious" one,bywhich I believe hemeant that itwasunusual,
in some sense, novel. It interested Alex because it fed his curiosity.

There was no privacy. You could purchase many things... a bottle

ofwine or even a woman. According to Schaaf's recollection, after

three months, Alex was freed. He then continued on his way to the

Schweitzer village in Lambarene, Gabon.
Alex went to Kurdistan as he had gone to other danger zones

because he was an international aid worker who had to substanti-

ate goals he had set for himself. After watching a television feature

on the plight of the Kurds, he made a quick decision. Within a
month, he was packed and ready to go. His plan was to set up his

own hospital for refugees. This proved more difficult than he had
anticipated. The approaching winter weather made the territory

he planned to explore impenetrable. Under the circumstances, he
was advised to wait until the spring. He followed this advice by
making a winter trip to India. When he returned, a weekor so later
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than he intended due to his imprisonment in Pakistan, it was the

beginning of March, 1975. As he made his way towards the front,

foreigners were being advised to leave the country.

An item published in the "Guardian" newspaper quotes an

Agence France-Presse report that he was arrested on 24 March in

possession of political and military reports to his "Zionist superi-

ors." None ofus who knew Alex believes that he could have been

involved in espionage. His life was too clearly focussed. He had
trainedas anurse; hehadworkedwithSchweitzerand inSchweitzer

homes; he had worked with Gandhi's followers in India; and in

Holland, with his wife Elisabeth, he had opened his home and set

up homes for injured, disturbed, and lost and runaway children.

Rev. Schaaf summed up Alex's character as follows: "Alex

proved to beaman with idealismand excellentcommon sense. On
the one hand, he did not want to be a toughbusinessman likesome
members of his family; on the other hand, hewas a cleverbusiness-
man himself. So the semi-official way the Kurds operated suited

him perfectly."

When Alex told Schaafthathehadmet aman from the Kurdish
resistance and that he was going to Iraq, he warned Alex that

because he was a Jew, hewas in danger. Schaafcontinued, "Alex's

answer was typical: 'Precisely as a Jew, I want to prove that help

can cross borders. And don't forget, I always find away out/ That

last sentence came with a big smile. Well, he was wrong and paid

for that miscalculation with his life."

Alex was buried in the Jewish Cemetery in Muiderberg, on the

outskirts of Amsterdam on 26 May 1976. On his rough-hewn
gravestone, it is written that he died for the sanctification ofGod's
name, a martyr for his people. His mother felt that this epitaph

summed up her son's life and fate.

Although Alex's wife disagreed with his mother, she accepted

the gravestone marking and attended his religious funeral service

and burial. Further than that, however, his wife felt she could not

go. The following October she wrote to Alex's parents explaining

that she could not attend the unveiling of the gravestone because

the "Muktidas" in Alex could not be there. MUKT, as Alex

explained in a letter to Alan, means FREEDOM; DAS means
SERVANT or SLAVE. Muktidas was the name Alex's best friends

called him, and it was the one he felt he really earned. Gandhi's

successor, Vinoba Bhave, had given it to Alex as a sign ofapprecia-
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tion. So Alex identified himself as a Servant of Freedom. In his

wife's understanding, as a Servant of Freedom, Alex belonged to

the universe.

There is a pleasing irony in the thought that a child who
survived theNaziCamps, couldbecome a Servant ofFreedom. But
this turns bitter, knowing, as we do, that this Servant of Freedom
was arrested, imprisoned, tried behind closed doors and hanged.
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Alex, playing a trumpet at the age ofsix, pictured with his grandfather,

who perished in Bergen-Belsen, and his first-cousin, Gershon

Eisenmann.

Alex with Albert Schweitzer, Lambarini, Gabon, 1961.
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Letter of Introduction

by Dr. Albert Schweitzer

(Eds. Thefollowingletterwas writtenbyDr. Albert Schweitzeron8July
1961. It is rubber-stamped in the upper right-hand corner with the

author's nameandaddress. ThelatterisgivenasLambarenefRepublique

Gabonaise {siteofSchweitzer'sfamous village;geographical coordinates

are .45°S, 10°E}. This document is a letter of introduction which
Schweitzer wrotefor Alex to a medical colleague in nearby Port Gentil,

Gabon.)

Doctor Rene Kopp
Port Gentil

Dear Friend,

Permit me to recommend an unusual person who will be
spending some time in Port Gentil. He is a twenty-eight-year-old

Dutchman of Jewish origin. Mr. Alexander Aronson is travelling

the world to gain first-hand experience. He already spent one year
in India studyingcontemporary philosophical systems. Since then
he has come to me to learn my philosophy of humanism. He has
been here since 26 April. Nowhe wants to return to Holland. Since
he lacks money for a ticket, he is looking for an opportunity to do
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any kind of work as an extra on a freighter, a kind of work he has

already experienced. Here too he worked. I am recommending
him to the stevedores and to the representative of the shipping

company Hugo Lines. Permit me to recommend him also to you
for one or two meals. He is a very interesting person. I have

profited from what I have learned from him about modern India

and its thinkers. With my best thoughts for you and your wife,

your devoted,

Albert Schweitzer

[P.S.] He speaks German, Dutch, French, English, and Hebrew.
Also he is conversant with Jewish theology. If you could find a

corner in the hospital to place him, that would be a blessing. He
doesn't have a penny. I've given him some money, but I wonder
what he will do after he has spent several days in Port Gentil.

It tookMr. Aronsonfourmonths to get here, walkingand hitch-

hiking from Algiers to Lambarene.

[translated from French by Dr. G. Vallee]



Section One

Single in Amsterdam

October 1962 - November 1963
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stand upright, speak thy thought, declare

the truth thou hast, that all may share,

be bold, proclaim it everywhere;

they only live who dare.

ALEXANDER L. ARONSON
(MUKTIDAS)
Andreas Bonnstraat 25

Amsterdam, Holland

18 October 1962

Dear Alan,

I don't know whether you have any regular contact with

Sharon, but I thought I would tell you anyway that it is finished

between the two of us. Though she thought she had made up her

mind three weeks ago, it appears that she can't stand the influence

of her surroundings and is completely overcome by the perfection

of American life and society. When you two were here in Europe,

it was you who, as I called it, "played the American" (don't mind
the sarcasm) and she was the "idealist." Yet I have the strange

notion that you especially are going to be harder on your own
people and your own society and system than she ever was. Am
I right? Though of couse I am sorry that now I will not have the

opportunity of visiting the States and seeing with my own eyes

what I am, apparently unjustly, thinking about it, I am in a way
happy that a final decision has been made. Even if it be in the

negative. It is not very pleasant not to know what you are up
against. And I am sure it is a good thing we (or rather she) broke

off at this early stage. Also because, when the distance is greater, it
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doesn't hit so hard.

How are you getting on with your love life? Is musicalHolland
or Israel favorite?

(Eds. Alex is joking about the fact that at this time Alan had expressed

. a fondness for two female musicians, a Dutch cellist and an Israeli

student of the piano.)

And how are studies? I did write to [Albert] Schweitzer and
[Martin] Buber about the problem of evil; but so far no response.

For a few weeks, I have worked in different places, thereby
making more money than I did in the Amstel Hotel. It leaves me,
moreover,much more time to do whatever I want to do for myself.

Chiropody-practice is constantly increasing, and I am even doing
some private Hebrew tuition. Next week I intend to take a few
days off to go to the south of France to meet Dr. Magreet van der
Kreek, a Dutch medical doctorwho married a Frenchman, worked
five years in Lambarene with Schweitzer and is now trying to put
up a home for orphans.

Now plans for going to the U.S. havebeen dropped, Iam trying
to figure out what to do in the coming year. I might go back to

Greece to complete thejob (toilet, etc.) onmy cabin there. And Iam
trying to gettwo friends to joinme, onea carpenter, the otheran art-

painter. So if ever you think of returning to Europe, I shall be very
glad to see you there, and I hope you will not have to wait till night
when you wish to use the W.C. again.

(Eds. A few months earlier, Alex had purchased a white ceramic toilet

howl in Athens and had brought it by bus andfoot to his cabin in remote
Thessaly. It was the only toilet of its kind in the village. Alex was
planning to build walls around it. But in the meantime, the toilet stood

over a hole in the open; it could only be used after dark.)

I tried to get a copy ofZorba the Greek, but it is not available here.
Would it be possible for you to send a copy of it to me? In return,
I would be only too happy if I could send you something from
Holland, though I doubt whether they will tolerate wooden shoes
at your university.

I am sending this letter to your parents' address [in Washing-
ton, D.C.], for I think this is the surest way for you to receive it. If

not, then write me which address would be better.

I shall not be continuing correspondence with Sharon. It

would be too difficult on the two of us, and I don't believe in
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"friendly relations" with a person one has once loved. So you shall

be the only contact I have in the U.S. and hope we will correspond

regularly. Believe me, I would have been most happy if you were

the one that was going to replace me with Sharon because I have

observedhowmuch you are suited together. A pity that neither of

you has this notion.

Do you have the address of Joe? And what is news about him?

(Eds. Joe was another American who had been studying at the Hebrew

University during the academic year 1961-1962. He visited Alex in

Greece with Sharon and Alan. As a pacifist, he later objected to the war

in Vietnam and spent two years in a Federal prison.)

Write me something about your studies, too. I am very inter-

ested in starting some violent discussion with you.

Greetings and respects to your parents, all friendship to you,

Fraternally,

Alex

P.S. With beard.

(Eds. Alexhad cut offhis beardand mailed it to Sharon becauseshe

preferred him beardless. He now thought he could grow it back.

Alex's stationery was professionally printed. Pride of place

went to his maxims for the conduct of life. (Those who knew Alex

agree that he remained remarkably faithful to these dicta.} Only

then did he get down to the business of giving his names and

address. Until his marriage, Alex lived in the attic ofhis mother's

house at Andreas Bonnstraat 25 in Amsterdam. Here he enter-

tained Sharon, Alan, and others mentioned in these pages. Alex

used this stationeryfor over a year. The editors indicate his use of

this stationery by reproducing thefirst line, as in the next letter.)
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stand upright, speak thy thought....

Amsterdam
27 November 1962

Dear Alan,

Receiving your letterwas a great thing,and I waited especially
until I got Zorba so that, in this letter ofmine, I could thankyou both
for the letterand thebook. Even more I appreciated the dedication
you wrote inside it. Both from itand fromyour letter Isaw that you
at least understand me and my ideas. Not many people do.

But let me first answer your letter. About Sharon not much
should, or could, be said. I miss her more than I had ever thought
possible. Yet I could hardly expect her to change her ways so
completely that it would suit me, and I know myself only too well
to realize that if I everwould change mine, it would mean a certain
death to me. I could best refer you to the characters of Larry and
Isabel in Somerset Maugham's Sharp of the Knife which, I think,
could have been a biography ofmyselfwhile Sharon plays the part
of Isabel. Don't think Iblame her. I love her too much for that even
now. Yet I wouldn't want you to tell her this.

(Eds. Alex clearly is referring here to Maugham's novel The Razor's
Edge, 1943.)

The matter ofmy beard you have realized very correctly. It is

not somuch the thing itself (thoughSharonmay tellyou it is) as the
idea it stands (hangs) for. Would Sharon have the "belief" you
have, we might havemade an excellent pair. Without it, it is better
(for the two ofus) to leave things as they are. I have neverdoubted
thatshe lovedmeand tried to "do right" as you put it. I realizenow
that I have done a great wrong to her to shave offmy beard in the
first place. I hope she'll forgive me.

Reading your "revelation" of yourself (for the confidence of
which Iammore grateful than youmay think), Ican't help thinking
that we are less different than you supposed. True, our ideas may
differ, but we must have many things in common, otherwise we
would never understand what goes on inside the other. Your
writing about America enlightens me a lot, and I hope you'll
continue thesame. Perhaps Imay stillsomedaycomeacross thebig
water, and I am sure with your continued instruction I may see it
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in a different light (anda clearer one) . Usually Ido notmakeupmy
mind about something of which I know nothing by personal

experience. America is the only land which violates this principle.

Iam sorry to see myself so subjective on this country. Please make
it change.

Please rest assured about anything I may want to send to you.

It will never be in return for something. I do hate this terrible

bourgeois custom too much myself. If I do present something to

somebody, it is to satisfy my urge to do him or her a good turn.

Today something very beautiful and true which I want you to

know about. One of the radio corporations opened an action for a

village which is going to belong to and be inhabited by invalids

only. This action consists of a 23-hour program (now well near its

end) in which more than 400 artists will appear in Amsterdam's

largest hall, and all these hours led by a very popular reporter (a

woman). People come and go bringing presents and money. To

start with, they had counted on a total donation of 4 million

guilders, but, with still 5 hours to go, they are well over the 8. And
all this collected by "small people." Children bring their weekly

savings, sometimes that makes not more than 60 cents; workers,

laborersworkone hour extra for the benefit of this villageand their

employers double the amount; an impoverished former Olympic

champion swimmerbrought her golden medal as the only thing of

value she could offer; a bride (invalid herself) came in a wheelchair

to bring the money she had first intended for a bridal-gown (then

somebody donated another bridal gown to her). It is all very

confusing and touching. The "big people" too didn't stay at home
(for everyone comes to this hall to bring his or her gift). The owner

of the land on which the village is to be built (and the sale was
already agreedupon for 800,000 guilders) suddenly thought better

of itand decided to donate the land rather than to sell it. And so on.

The queen sent a telegram promising a gift and the show finished

ten minutes ago with a speech by our female minister of social

work. Do tell me whether there was anything in the American

pressabout it. (P.S. It is finishednow with a finalsum of 12 million.

)

Well, Alan, write to me again soon. Iam wishing you already

a Merry Christmas (which I celebrate every year as one of the
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greatest events) and a Happy New Year. Regards to your family
and greetings to you,

Fraternally,

Alex

Amsterdam
6 January 1963

Dear Alan,

First of all, wishing you a very happyNew Year. Isuppose you
areback at theUniversity so therefore this letter is addressed to you
there [Brandeis University, Waltham, Massachusetts]. Thanks for
your card and what you wrote on it. Though I had the impulse to
write to Sharon more than once, I knew to check it. And what you
supposed (that she might surprise us both) came indeed to pass.
Partially at least. I received a letter from her yesterday. She is not
very sure of herself. Strangely enough, you may think, I have tried

to discourage her as much as possible in the answer I sent to her
today. To discourage her from giving up America with its "secu-
rity" and to discourage her from getting herself involved with the
banditlreallyam. ("Vagabond" ismaybea betterword.) Ofcourse,
I left her the chance ofchoosingmyway of life, but in a manner that
makes it very clear that all material comfort and security might be
unobtainable. For you see, though I really did want Sharon very
badly, I have realized during the past few months that it would be
my spiritual ruin if I were to give in to the "American way" even in

the least bit. I think I lovemyfreedom (myself?) too much tobe able
to abandon it for a longer period. Though I do feel that my time of
wandering is now finished, and I am ready to settle, I intend to do
itmy way. And Iam archaic enough to wantmy wife to follow me,
if not to agree with me, in everything I do. And if the result will be
that I won't get a wife, Iam everso sorrybut shallhave to accept that
as the consequence. Do I lack in love? I don't think so. I might be
afraid to give it all at once.
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At present I have a guest from India, a good friendwhose guest

Ihad oftenbeen inBarodaandwho isnowworking in England. He
doesn't find life too pleasant there. Thereseems to be a great color-

bar. But if you ask me this is not only inevitable, but (like us Jews)

they bring it on themselves. "Do in Rome as the Romans do" is a

proverb they may have heard of, but consciously ignore. They

can't place themselves mentally in the places of the rightful inhab-

itants of the country. In England, they believe themselves to be

rightful inhabitants instead of just guests. I know there is a lot to

say about consequences of colonialism, but if you askme that is all

rot. I have seen myself that, though colonialism has indeed

profited a lot from the dark continents, it has brought plenty of

"good" too. (I put "good" in quotation marks because Iam talking

about it from the worldly point of view.)

I know (and you do, too) how I feel about some tourists who
invade a country (it doesn't even have to be my own) with their

noise, their cameras, their touristic attractions, etc. And they are

not even staying a long time. Thenhow must itbewhenyour place
is invaded by similar people who intend to spend the rest of their

miserable lives there? O, I wholeheartedly agree with Article 13 of

the Declaration ofHuman Rights, but I believe there should be an

addition, or at least a warning to the effect that persons emigrating

to a new country should either completely conform to the local

customs (even more completely than the inhabitiants themselves)

or take the risks.... I don't think, for example, that I would like my
toilet to be sat on by a person who doesn't know how to pull the

chain or who is not interested in learning how to use the flush.

Please let me have your ideas on the subject.

About pre-conceived notions, the following: I agree with you

that however objective the observermay be, the color of one's skin

remains. But you shouldn't think that any true emotion will be

stopped by skin-color. Color is a good protection against "love at

first sight".... No, Alan, I am not reading the liberal press. I just

listen to the news from all sides, and leave it up to my experience

which fails very rarely to sift the ridiculous from the possible truth.

Loving one's country is not vanity or escapism. It usually is

plain stupidity or ignorance of the existence of other countries.

Generally it is derived from the natural nostalgia for "the old

times"— times of one's youth which will always remain, however

wise the person.... I believe you fully when you write the good
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points of your country. But it was not necessary for you to write

them. I would have known that there are good things in USA as

well. Unfortunately, Ihave the habit ofseeking out theweak points

everywhere. Which makes me very unhappy at times. It is not

pleasant to play the gadfly to everyone like old Socrates. Butsome
people like me just have to.

Your letter makesme want tocome to the States just to see you.

But I shall wait till you have finished all your studies. Then I

promise you to come on condition that you will spare a full month
at least toshowme allyou wantme to see. For ifyouwould tellme
only where to go and leave it up to me to see it, the same thing

would happen again: I would come back with mainly the bad
things I noticed.

Alan, do write me soon again. I love hearing from you. Best

wishes to everyone you love.

yours ever,

Alex

stand upright, speak thy thought...

Amsterdam
13 February 1963

Dear Alan,

Ifnot for fear ofbeing misunderstood, I might have started this

letter with "beloved Alan." It is not customary here in the West
and, Isuppose, even less in the States, formen to address each other
like this, so I leave it at this hint ofmy warmest brotherly feelings

for you. For I regard it as a very great honor for a man to entrust

a girlfriend of his to a friend. Maybe it is the greatest mark of trust

and friendship between men. I believe there is quite a bit of

literature on the subject. I recall onebook I recently finished by Lin
Yutang,A Leafin the Storm: a Novel of War-swept China [1941 ], which
deals with it.
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Ido not recall themoment ofwhichyousay that Imade indirect

acquaintance withHER [Sandy W.]. At least I do not suppose you
mean Sharon. Strange, but I still see you and Sharon as the perfect

pair. Reading from her letters I believe she is going through quite

an ordeal ofinner turmoilnow (withwhich lovehas nothing to do).

She has started to "grow up/' meaning, of course, her search for

what perhaps most properly can be called the "self/' I did NOT
write to her anything hurtful "point-blank," yet I do think I made
her realize thatwe do not suit very well together. Two more letters

have been written since, and I think we have, at last, reached that

state in which we can remain intimate and yet never be more than

friends.

It is funny but, with the exception of one cousin from whom I

sexually feel great nauseation, Ihave never yetbeen able to become
intimately friendly with any girl without the sexual question

becomingadeciding factor. I havealways felt greater true (selfless)

affection for my male friends because there is no question of sex

becoming involved. If it were not formy sincere regard for nature

and its creations, I might have had myself castrated, so much do I

feel that it is in my way. (And with "it" I mean the natural urge to

"cleave".) It is one of the things I trust old age will give me. And
YET and yet and yet What would life be without the constant

struggle to receive sexual love? For the only ones who are able to

see humanity with loving eyes are the ones who either are in love,

were in love, or want to be in love.

To speak personally, I myself feel I have had my fill of it.

Talking the subject of "love" over with a fellow laborer in the

factory I presently work in (about my work more later) the man,
who is a real working class guy, remarked, "One cannot say one

doesn'twant to marry. Marriage is like shitting. Youmaynotwant
it, but the urge to do it comes up suddenly." (Unlettered men
usually do have more common sense than we philosophers.)

"Life," the same kind you were writing about, has been very

kind to me of late. There is a girl who gives me an occasional kiss

when she feels my loneliness too great. I teach her Hebrew (and

very fast too). There are my records I listen to with dreamy eyes.

There are some very fine discussions which I attend. There are

some fine performances; this week, the first performance in Hol-

land of The Persians by Aeschylus. And finally there are the classes

I now frequently, though not regularly, attend. For I had myself
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officially registered as a student at the Amsterdam University
(Faculty of Philosophy and Letters) with the understanding that I

will not participate in exams.

The education system here in Holland, I think, is exceptional.

One can attend any classes one likes, when one likes and take
exams too the same way. The classes I follow are 1) Democracy,
AristocracyandMonarchyinGreece, 2) InterpretationofHerodotus,
3) History of Slavery in Greece and Rome, 4) Interpretation of the
Qur'an, 5) Cicero, De Republica, and 6)History of Ancient Greece.
They are really very edifying. At the same time, of course, I work
doing (besidesmy privateHebrew tuitionand Chiropody) manual
labor, changing my job about every month. (Part-time labor is less

wanted by laborers and, therefore, better paid.) Of course I earn
and save for the sole reason ofcontinuingmy little cabin in Greece.

Be it therefore to yourknowledge that I shall remain inHolland
at least tillJune/July . After that about 2months in Greece (Fannari)
and about 1 week in Israel, to return to Amsterdam in September.
So when your friends come here, let them write in advance when
theycanbe expected. So as not to have to inconveniencemy guests
by sleeping on the floor, I bought last month a foldable camp-bed,
quite comfortable. And Iam having quitean influx ofguests which
greatly gratifies me. As for your particular haverah [Hebrew,
girlfriend; here, a reference to Sandy W.], she will naturally be as
welcome as you are yourself. Your writing has made me quite
anxious to seewhat she is like. Ifshe is thesame girlyoumentioned
to Sharon while you were in Israel, I might know her (a bit) from
Sharon's criticism of her at the time (don't remind her). There is no
way of getting to know a girl from aman in love with her, but, here
I agree, neither from another girl... That's it for today. Tomorrow
I shall reply onsome philosophical details you touched upon. One
more thing: I am sending you a small present, a sort of show-of-
esteem. It is something you will certainly like and value. It is, in

short, aesthetic (Damn it, how do you spell that word?). There is

only one condition: that it shall never be used (copied, multiplied)
for commercial intentions. The condition isn't mine, yet I agree
wholeheartedly with the original owner.

(Eds. The small present was a copied tape of a private recording of
Gandhi's voice which, Alex explains in a letter written on 16 March
1963, "used to be in possession ofMirabehn" {Miss Madeleine Slade}.)
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Yotn Shabbat [Hebrew, Sabbath]

16 February 1963

At thesame stand whereyou got Beethoven's "Les Adieux" for

me, I just bought Dvorak's "From theNew World" Symphony for

5 guilders, and it shall be the company of my pen while writing

this....

Did I write to you that Iwasunhappy? Or did I just say that the

increase of knowledge (or, rather, awareness of the True) leads to

loss of happiness in general. I meant the latter. For I am happy as

far asan intellectual canbe happy. If Ido miss something, it is from

my own choice...the security of a home, for instance. Now it is the

moderntrend to denythat "great art grows out ofphysicalhunger"
and to call this a "romantic idea," but I shall refuse to agree with

this. For facts and experience have proved to me that it is not a

romantic idea at all, but a hard fact. There is a very terrifying fact

as a parallel: i.e., that love for something has never unified or

pushed people to action, but hatred has. Even so physical poverty

has proved to be of greater incitement to greatness than just the

want to create. Take the Olympic games. The greatest fastest

runner cannot make the time a man makes who is pursued by a

dangerous animal; the highest Olympic jumper cannot scale the

walls ofa prison over which acondemned prisoner escapes. Three

grey mice, three grey mice.... I saw the fact proved at primary

school where I had quite a teacher who used to experiment with

our powers under different circumstances. Also this,why is it that

the greatest inventions are made in wartime (margarine, penicil-

lin)? Nothing, I repeat, is a greater urge to create than the hard

struggle forpreservation of the only tangible thing thatwemay call

ours, the body.

However to return to the question of security of a home, don't

you think that this same security can damage a thinker insofar as

it cuddles his awareness of bare facts to sleep? True, this doesn't

have to result from security alone, but you agree that the danger is

there. It must be a very strong personality who can survive.... As
for going from pillar to post, if one but chooses one's goal in

advanceand strives towards it, it doesn't have to be a "going from
pillar to post." Going from one country to another is just a means,

never a goal. Oneday one gets so far (as I believe I myselfnow got)

as not to need to wanderanymore, unless it be now and then just to
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revive and refresh one's perceptional powers. I indeed do insist

that wandering is an absolute essential for everyone who intends to

emerge as an individiual from the sea ofsociety-anonymous. Ifthe

resulting loneliness (never "emptiness" though) causes one to

stand alone for a long time, it is too bad. Yet you must realize that,

if you fulfill your intention to "wander" (the early Russians had
many such "stranniki") even for one year (which may or may not
be sufficient), you will never emerge the same as you went into the

wanderer's (searcher's) life. And as it is easier for a man to follow

and lead this kind of life, than for a girl, the result is that there are

few, if any, girls of this disposition. So that one may find it very
hard to satisfactorily marry. Sometimes, when loneliness will get

to be too much, one may compromise and settle with an ordinary
girl. It will be the ruin of one's achievements ofwandering. Itmay
give happiness, ifone is too small a personality to regret the loss....

To find the other part to make a spiritual unity will be the great

ideal. I lost faith in ever finding one. They usually become nurses,

social workers, spinsters, all ofwhom I detest. If I would find her,

she would find inme the mostdevoted husband, ready to sacrifice

himself, his freedom foremost, yet (and that would prove her
suitability) she would never need nor want any such sacrifices.

That is as far as I wish to go in this letter. It is easy to say what
one wants, needs, loves, does. Yet when ultimately two personali-

ties of the opposite sex meet, there can be no telling what the
resulting formations of mind, body and thoughts will be. They
may be the union of two split atoms, bringing about an enormous
explosion. They may just run round each other, finding no point
of contact at all. Theymay absorb one another. Theymay, like two
magnetic poles, cleave to each other. And that last, idealistic

result...who knows, itmay happen to me, to you. But never forget,

life is bound to be stopped some day and what will remain of us?
A book, a painting, a thought, a picture-

Write soon again,

Alex
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stand upright, speak thy thought...

Amsterdam
11 March 1963

Dear Alan,

If I didn't know you so well, I would have thought that you
were trying to sell me something. I am, of course, very happy to

read all those good things about a girl who is going to bemy guest

[Laura], yet you should know that I always prefer to know the bad
sides (weak sides) ofa person I have got to live with forsome time.

It makes accepting those weak points easier than when you come to their

discoverysuddenly. At thesame time Ihopeyou are not weaving too
many fables around us. When sending someone to me please, and
I repeat, please, tell him, her, them, my soft spots in the first place.

I am too self-sufficient, self-centered, a confessed egoist, and
sometimes very hard-headed. Yet, though I may indeed have a

ratherhigh opinion ofmyself, I certainly will not go as faras calling

myself or letting myself be called the First Man of Europe. There

are, as a matter of fact, a few individualswhom I lookup to with the

greatest respect and who earn that title honestly. These are few I

regard as being better than myself. Greater is the number of

individuals I know on whose level I put myself. And I know but

too well that there are numbers of individuals ofmy potentialities

whom I do not yet know though usually, sooner or later, same-
levelled people do find each other. But enough on this subject. If

it were not that I regard you very highly as a friend, I would not

have written this to you. Very little is necessary to give a wrong
interpretation to words written about oneself.

One very importantchange has taken place inmy program, for

I have accepted a job as travellers' guide during the summer
months. Iam going to conduct tours, believeme ornot. ME, theone
who is so much against conducted tours. However, my reason for

accepting was mainly that the conducting ofmy tours is being left

entirely to me. Though there is some sort ofschedule, the choice of

program, places, and things to be visited by the herd is left to me.
It will be a great experience to see how herd-minded tourists will

react to the shepherding ofan individualist. Probably it will end in

the surrender of the individual, though the chances are there

(though very minute) that the crowd will discover new potentiali-
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ties. And it is on those chances that I am building my plan.

The countries I shallbe passing through are Germany, Austria,

and Italy and the period I am engaged for is from 14 May till 9

October. I do not know what will happen in October. I might go

to Greece by train. I might have again to change my program. If

you were to ask me what to advise your friend [Laura], I should

say, send herhere byplane right away1 1suppose that she could afford

a one-way air passage to Europe. She shall be my guest from here

onwards. The pleasure would be mine.

One more thing. If your friend [Laura] doesn't like beards,

don't send her. Enclosed— a snap of myself at my worst. Maybe
it frightens her off! Even for friendly intercourse (Imean psychical)

alone, physical disgust can be decisive. I, on my part, wouldn't

even be able to talk in a nice way to a girl with untidy appearance

and unkempt hair. Writing this makes me understand Sharon's

disgust with beards. It might not have been psychological after all,

but purely physical. Talking about Sharon, I hope you have not

quarelled with her. Your letter did give that impression. Please

remember that I still like her toomuch to tolerate criticism ofherby

third parties without frowning.

As you see on the envelope, I wrote U.S.A. in brackets instead

of Massachussetts. For you see either there exists a Union of States

and then the Union is of prime importance, or each state is a

separate entityand then Union is ofso little importance that it need

not be mentioned and is only a political fact. (This is the case in

India. No one there will call himself an Indian, but a Bengali, or a

Assamese, or a Punjabi.) In America I believe the feeling of Union

is less important. Please your views on this as well as onmy reply

to you inmy last letter. Discussing with you is great. Regards and
friendship.

Alex
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stand upright, speak thy thought...

Amsterdam
16 March 1963

Dear Alan,

It was good to get your nice letter, and I shall start at once

answering it, though it may take a few days. There is a lot to reply

to you on.

To quote you: "to do something worthy of the memory of a

great man." You may not know it, but this is a typical oriental

thought. Itcanbefound in the Veda: "Manmust find himselfa Guru
(teacher) whom he attaches himself to and who will guide him
throughout." Even in ourown Pirke Avoth [Ethics ofthe Fathers 1.6],

we find "make yourself a teacher and get yourself a friend" (and

not "buy" yourself a friend as some author I could mention

construes it). I want to remark, however, on one essential differ-

ence between your remarks and my quotations. You want to do
something worthy of the memory of a great man while my quota-

tions clearly indicate the necessity of finding a live teacher. This,

Ibelieve, is ofgreatimportance especially in view ofyourdesire "to

find inspiration from human sources." Remember that anything

done in the memory ofsomeone leads to organized religion (Moses,

Jesus, Mohammad). [The same applies to the future; in that case

people act in the expectation ofa greatman (Messiah). There is also

a danger in taking one's inspiration from "human sources."]

[That danger lies in] the "deadness" of the Master. In order to

see the Masteras perfect, people begin to spin legends. Gandhiji is,

at the moment, being deified in India. Fortunately there are still

people alive who knew him intimately, him and his faults. When
they are dead, his scriptures will be analysed so as to suit man's
need for finding "a perfect Man." Remember what has been done
to poor Jesus. If he would know it, I am sure he would come back

to earth. All this does not mean that one may not take a dead man
(orseveraldeadmen) asan example to form one's own personality.

Gandhi is indeed my great light. But when it comes to deeds, I

would not do them in his memory.
Just one more question that may seem contradictory to what I

wrote before. You say that you don't hold to theology, but what is

theology if it is not = the history of human sources?
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Don't read biographies of Gandhi (or of anyone)!!! Read what

he wrote about himself. I am enclosing a shared list of the things

that would be of help to you. The tape I sent you has a story. It is

a copy of a private recording which is in the possession ofHolland

Radio. The latter is a copy of an original which used to be in the

possession of Mirabehn, a 70-year-old friend of mine who worked

with Gandhi for 25 years. She once gave it to the Gandhi Center in

Vienna, but the lady in charge of that place (an Indian) went to

California, and it is supposed that she took the record with her.

Very probably two more copies exist with the B.B.C. and All-India

Radio.

Ask Sharon aboutmy opinion of Catcher in the Rye. I think it is

the most worthless rubbish ever written. I didn't get further than the

first four chapters, after which I threw it away. So don't send it to

me. Iwould like you, however, to getme thisDostoevsky storyyou

wrote about, "Notes from Underground." I looked up all shops

and libraries today. It cannot be had.

I've had two letters thisweekfromSharon. Iknownow that she

must be still very much in love with me. It frightens one to know
that one's impression can be so great. I suppose that the only cure

will be my going to the States, if only to wipe away the good
memories withmy beard. And I presume thatmymany bad sides

are being forgotten.

Your remark about married girls: I too know some. But even

there where sex between the girl and myself is out of the question,

Imust everrealize the danger ofthe intellectual intimacybecoming
too great. The husband, when he cannot share it, may feel greatly

injured.... (I experienced one such case.) The slight of intellectual

intimacy may even be heavier to a husband than when his wife

sleeps with another. For in the former he may feel personal

inadequacy in addition to injured propriety. Anyway, one should
always be careful when dealing with women. They usually do
more harm than good to the efficiency of one's intellect. Yet they

can sometimes be great arousers of flames which light the fires of

creation. An artist, when he really wants to put a soul in his

composition, must feel some sort of fever that annihilates reason.

No great work can come out of deliberate composition. Technique

and skill alone are not enough to create masterpieces. Indeed, the

greatest creations do not standup in the "light ofday" justbecause

their human short-comings and incompletenesses are then seen
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more clearly. That's why we go to a dimly lit concert hall, or listen

to records in the dark of our rooms: to grasp the imaginative

motives of the composer. (That's why we make love in the dark.)

That'swhywe can understand Heine onlywhenwe are,havebeen
orwant tobe in love, and OscarWilde's "Reading Gaol" onlywhen
we have been imprisoned.

So ifyoudo havea "fever" make the best ofitand letyour "wild
ideas" runamok as much as they like. BeNOT afraid to live on the

brink. Remember too that the brink, in a way, is a zenith as well.

Sitting in a valley is, theorectically speaking, only right for those

who indeed wish no more than to contemplate and speculate on
that which is beyond. Aren't we all in a valley when our discus-

sions leadus on to the subject of"God"? Wemust realize, however,
that there are matters we can and must contemplate from up high,

standing upon a mountain. And we should NOT hesitate to put
ourselves on that spot. If we do hesitate, we commit a crime

towards ourselves, toward reason.

One more thing I disagree with. Hunger, you say, doesn't

promise anyone the reward of insight into reality. Butwhy do you
think do we Jews fast on Yom Kippur? Why do the Indian saints

practice fast? I once wrotean essay on abstinence. The essencewas
thatnot only is it the poorand hungrywho know life best (andwho
incidentally are mosthuman themselves), but one can force insight

into life's reality by fasting and abstinence. (There are rules that

must countermand the dangers involved in the experiment, as

Gandhialso clearlypointed out.) Icanseefromyourreasoning that
you have never been hungry. ("Man doesn't live to eat. If I were
really hungry, I'd find it very easy to think that." Only an always-
fed person could say that.) The only thing that I could wish you is

thatsomedayyou will experience thebeauty ofhunger. Whenyou
come to Europe, I shall gladly oblige you by sharing the experi-

ment, though God knows I know what real hunger is.

(Eds. To this letter Alexappended a reading list. The editors have added

certain bibliographical information in brackets.)

By Gandhi himself

Autobiography [or, The Story of my Experiments with
Truth, 1948]

In Search of the Supreme [3 vols.,1961]
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The Gospel of Renunciation [compiled by R.K.Prabhu,

1961]

What Jesus Means to Me
All Men are Brothers [The Life and Thought of

Mahatma Gandhi as told in his own words, edited

by K.Kripalani, 1960]

By D.B.(Kaka) Kalelkar

Stray Glimpses ofBapu [1960]

Even Behind Bars [by Kakasaheb Kalelkar, 1961]

By Mirabehn [Madeleine Slade]

Bapu's Letters to Mira [1949]

Navajivan publications are available in America at

American Friends Service Committee, Cambridge, Mass., and
Philadelphia.

Amsterdam
20 March 1963

Dear Alan,

Just this short note as a preliminary answer to your last letter.

I shall write amore explicitonewhen I receiveyour reply tomy last

letter which I suppose crossed yours on the way.

Please read my last letter carefully. I believe I wrote in it: "If I

didn't know you better I'd think you wanted to sell me something/7

So need I be more generous if I already admit in advance that Iam
cognizant of your real meaning?

My apologies to your yedidah [Hebrew, female friend, a refer-

ence here to Laura] because ofmy mistaken remark about "afford-

ing the air-trip/' Iam very sorry if I will not meet her. Butwhy not?

She'llcome to Hollandanyway, won't she? And Imayhave a spare
weekend. By the way, I could even take her in "my" bus to Italy.

Ido notapprove ofcontact lenses. Wearing glassesmay indeed not

be so beautiful, though I know a girl to whom it is very becoming.

But at least wearing glasses is honest.

I shall leave it at this till I get your next letter. There is still a lot
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I want to say concerning your haverah [girlfriend, a reference to

Sandy W.] and love in general. Ifyou need consolation very badly,
start reading [Heinrich] Heine. It helped me!!!

Yours,

Alex

stand upright, speak thy thought...

Amsterdam
24 April 1963

My dear Alan,

Received this afternoon your gift [a copy of Dostoevsky's

"Notes from Underground" in the translation of C. Garnett].

Thanks greatly. After working my body like a slave this day Iam
now settling down to read it. I won't take time to eat, but will

suffice with my great friend, the schnaps bottle... a good compan-
ion to the lonely. While reading I shall tell youmycomments. They
may, of course, change as I approach the end.

First chapter. The man seems to be utterly unhappy, needs
someone perhaps. Second. He is highly intelligent, yet I don't

think I'd ever agree with him. Third. Confirms my previous idea.

"Merciful Heavens! but what do I care for the laws of nature and
arithmetic, when, forsome reason, I dislike those laws and the fact

that twice two makes four?" He is saying the same here as Will

Brangwen (D. H. Lawrence, Rainbow). But how different in man-
ner, and why do I agree with the latter and disagree with the

narrator.

(Eds. Alex is scrupulous about distinguishing Dostoevski/ himselffrom

the fictional narrator of "Notes from Underground")

Fourth. I thinkhe realizes himselfwhat I said about him under
"first." Fifth. Reading this chapter, I suddenly feel a strange

sensation. All this I have discussed before. I know even where: in

Ne'veh She'anan in the hills nearHebrew University. It must have
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been in a dream, yet I recognize thesame sensationand reflections.

Is it the influence ofmybottle? Idoubt it. Yet Ihavehad this feeling,

of returning ages in time, before, without having tasted a drop. I

like the little bit about his trying to make himself fall in love. The
fact that he triedshows hisneed forprojecting love. Woe to theman
whorealizesthis,hetrulycanbepitied. Sixth. "Ilove all that isgood

and beautiful" This must appeal especially to you, the aestheticist.

It does to me. But don't let this phrase fool you into believing you
must identify yourself with this man. Seventh. I would have
recognized this reference to Plato anywhere.

(Eds. This is thepassageAlexis referring to: "Oh, tell me,who was itfirst

announced,whowasitfirstproclaimed, thatmanonlydoes nasty things
because he does not know his own interests; and that if he were
enlightened, if his eyes were opened to his real normal interests, man
would at once cease to do nasty things, would at once becomegood and
noble because, being enlightened and understanding his real advantage,

he would see his own advantage in thegood and nothing else, and we all

know that not one man can, consciously, act against his own interests,

consequently, so to say, through necessity, he would begin doing good?

Oh, the babel Oh, the pure, innocent child!")

Did you underline this passage for me? And if you did it for

yourown purpose, is ityour intention that Ishould return thebook
to you? Or may I keep it?

(Eds. Alan intended that Alex should keep the book.)

I do believe I act out of self-interest. Sometimes I even pride
myself on it. At least I never wind any bandages around that fact.

I think I need a bit of fresh air. Continue tonight or tomorrow.

26 April 1963

While Robert Casadesus hammers away at "Les Adieux," I

continue. Meanwhile I heard that Ben-Zvi died. Who shall be his

successor? I hesitate to putmy bet. ProbablyAbba Eban orNahum
Goldmann....

(Eds. Alex is referring to the death of Mr. Izhak Ben-Zvi, elected

President of the State ofIsrael in 1952,and re-elected in 1957 and 1962.

Alex now returns to his discussion oftheseventh chapter of"Notesfrom
Underground")

//
Will you take it upon yourself to define with perfect accuracy

in what theadvantage ofman consists?" I thinkone can [define the
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interest of a human being], basing one's theory on the Indian idea

ofdharma (wantme to explainwhat it is?). Naturallyman's interest

changes depending not only on the person, but even on the

particularminute in the person's lifewhen the definition is wanted.

Generallyspeaking, I think that the interest ofa personmaybeseen
in terms of two rules. A) It has to lie in the line the person follows

(at that moment) to the goal he aims at. B) It must satisfy a

(consciously or subconsciously felt) desire. It may happen that

these two (conscious and subconscious) collide. In that case I

believe the person is automatically made aware of the subcon-

scious and will follow its desire.

I don't think the interest of a person can be identified with the

good for the person. The former, to me, is left entirely to the

discretion ofthe personhimselfwhile the lattercanbediscussedby
others. Take suicide. Some may say it's not a good, yet a man may
ata certain timesay that it's in his interest. Therefore Idisagree with

the narratorwhen he puts the question this way: "And what if it so

happens that a man's advantage, sometimes, not onlymay, but even
must, consist in his desiring in certain cases what is harmful to

himself and not advantageous?" About the "golden pins" I keep
silent. This is our friend Freud's department.

(Eds. Alex is referring to the undergound man's comment that Cleo-

patra "was fond of sticking gold pins into her slave-girls' breasts and

derived gratificationfrom theirscreams and writhings. " The narrator's

point here is that, ifanything, civilization has madehuman beings more

bloodthirsty.)

27 April 1963

Eighth. I fully agree here with his idea of reason and free will.

He will do it in order to establish his right to wish for the most idiotic

things.... He puts it very nicely and leads up to my own idea, that

of the supremacy of man's individuality. Ninth. I like this

formulation of the "twice-two-is-four" problem.

(Eds. Alex is expressing his approval ofsentiments such as thefollow-

ing: "Man is afrivolous and incongruous creature, and perhaps, like a

chess player, loves the process of the game, not the end of it. And who
knows...perhaps the onlygoalon earth to which mankind is striving lies

in this incessantprocess ofattaining, inotherwords in life itself,and not

in the thing to beattained, which mustalways beexpressed as aformula,

as positive as twice two makes four, and such positiveness is not life,
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gentlemen, but the beginning ofdeath." Years passed, and Alan got to

know Alex better, but this passage stillseems to epitomizesomethingat

the core of Alex's being.)

But who, except the few of us who battle to preserve our own
ego, will agree? Yet I don't think that gives us a need to creep into

each others' mouseholes (to identify, if you like.) Rather the

opposite, I should say.

Did I say I'd ever agree with him? Oh, but I do now!!!

So much for the first book. You noticedhow I cycled around to

complete agreement with the narrator? Was that your intention?

The rest of the book, though I will presently continue reading it,

probably won'tneed such exactcomment onmy part. Suffice it for

me to say that I understand nowwhy you identify here. If you do,

we have a lot incommon. Yourenvironment, however, mustmake
it a lot harderon you than on me, I suppose. Tellme, for Imay learn

from it, what the greatest conflictsare withwhich you have to cope.

I know mine, and how hard it is to break with custom, with the

"what-shall- the-neighbors-say" mentality, and last but not least (I

have not yet got so farmyself) with one'sown family. I think I shall

only be able to make the break complete when I find a wife strong
and equal-minded, who could catch that part of me that would
become unattached and swinging in the winds.... Sharon obvi-

ously would not be able to fulfill that part, I agree. Yet she would
probably be such an addition to the opposite side (that of the

custom-neighbors-family) that the whole of one's weight would
topple over. And as the man said, how do I know that that isn't

really what I want? What's your opinion?

28 April 1963

Tonight rehearsing for the singing which I'll do in tomorrow's
commemoration service for the dead president [Izhak Ben-Zvil.

It's been a long time since I've sung. I hope my voice still carries.

Anyway, cotton wool is cheap. The day before yesterday I found
a piece oftriplex-wood lying in the gutter. Turning it over itproved
to be a painting. I loved it and had it entirely restored. Costs are

15 guilders which is not too much. No signature on it, but it must
have been quite a painterwhomade it. It presents a landscape with
dark woods, a small pool and an old farmer's cottage. Quite
common in Holland, yet beautifully caught.

My room undergoes small changes now and then. Additions
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like these are not uncommon. This month shall be the last I live in

it; at least for 1963. I arranged withmy mother to keep it alive and
liveable so that any chance-visitors willalways find here a pleasant

repose. I hope many will come. My intention is to come to the

States next Christmas. Do you know a certain retired professor

named George Boas (Johns Hopkins)? Iam going to be introduced

to him as well as to "other persons of fame." I just wonder.... Tell

your friend I just found out from UNESCO that there are regular

student-flights fromAthens to Tel-Aviv (everyweek) andbetween
Greece and Italy (every other week).... I myself shall go from

Holland to Italy every month. It may be interesting for her to get

UNESCO's "'Vacations Abroad" in which a lot more information.

Shalom rav,

[Peace be with you]

Alex

stand upright, speak thy thought...

Amsterdam
4 May 1963

Dear Alan,

Today National Mourning for the dead of the Second World
War. Two minutes of silence have just passed in which everything

went dead. No vehicles moved, no man walked; no child said a

word. A moment of great beauty in which everyone felt at peace

with the world. Why, oh why, can't such a moment be prolonged?
Your letter gave great joy and quite a lot to do. I hopemymind

will retain all details thatcome into it while reading, so thatyou can
partake in my reactions.

Starting with your remarks about quick judgment. First of all,

I did write down my responses to "Notes from Underground"
from the very first chapter. I did it for you to be able to follow my
reasoning and for myself— to discover where I failed. Yes, it does
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make life harder to be this way, but it makes it easier on my
personality to maintain itself. Who said that it is not theweakwho
can afford to change opinions, but thestrong? Gandhi, in one ofhis
letters, says that if he is heard to say something which contradicts

one of his previous utterances, it should only be regarded as a sign
of progress in his education. It is interesting to note this progress

in the writings of all great men. In theNew Testament we see how
Jesus'mindwasshapedevenbyshort encounters. Forinstance, the
briefmeetingwith the gentilewomanwho begshim forhis miracle.

("Even the dogs eat of the crumbs that fall from the children's

table/')

(Eds. Alex is referring to Matthew 15:21-28 or Mark 7:24 - 30.)

Youhavea tendency, Alan, to regarda bookassomething holy.

Don't. It isn't organic. It is the record of a person's mind, which
itself is very fragile. No, I do not judge books by whether they lead

up to ideas that are mine. I judge them by whether they lead up to

any idea at all and by whether they succeed in making this idea

understandable to the reader.

Naturally, when the book leads up to my idea, it will be a great

help (morally sustaining, too), but I may even learn more from a

book which expounds an opinion different from my own. Take
Lady Chatterly's Lover for instance. I completely disagree with
Lawrence on the question of the importance of sex. Yet the book
made me aware of those who think differently. It even gave me
occasion to put up my fences against their ideas.

Jesus was a great man.
Twelve o'clock midnight. In order to be able to answer your

letter and the question of Eichmann and capital punishment in

general, I went to see the "Judgment at Nuremberg" with Spencer
Tracy as Judge Haywood. I am too tired to start writing now; the

film gave too much formy mind to digest at once, but I'll start first

thing tomorrow.

5 May 1963

National Liberation Day
Something on the radio which I can't identify, but it is nice.

Capital punishment... or? "Of the ninety nine war criminals

sentenced at Nuremberg to life imprisonment, not one is jailed
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anymore." Thiswas theconclusion of the film Iattended yesterday

night Is that justice?

At school I learned that the spirit ofa law shouldbe considered

before the letter ofthe law. Life later taughtme to replace the word
"law" with "justice" for law may be wrong when given by a bad
governor. (I herein disagree with Socrates' regard for law.)

The music on the radio was Haydn's Symphony inA Major. A
Schubert symphony follows.

One should follow the spirit of justice. What happened at

Nuremberg — the sentencing of the criminals and their later

release— is what I would call the "letter of the spirit of justice."

When talking to Martin Buber on the subject of Eichmann, before

the end of the trial, he said, "Death is not punishment, first of all.

Secondly, a crime so big really cannot be punished. If the judges

want to keep their moral integrity, they should not answer hatred

with hatred. It's important for them to keep their hands clean.

Capital punishment will lose them the right to judge...."

There are plenty of other great men to support this. I want to

mention only one more quotation from the very great author Alan

Paton (Too Late the Phalarope): "If man takes unto himself God's

right to punish, thenhemust also takeupon himselfGod's promise

to restore." Which doesn't say that I'm religious. But this is pure

sense because it is based on a promise the existence ofwhich cannot
be disproved. (Nor proved, but that's beside the point here.)

So Iam against capital punishment, and I tell you I always was.

But imprisonment is no punishment either. Here in Holland only

4 criminals of war still serve their life sentence. Their rooms are

provided with shower, toilet, radio, t.v. etc. "If that is whatmywar
crimes are going to give me, I am going to be a war-criminal." I

have heard it said.

The best way of punishment in such capital crimes I have
always thought to be the Japanese Hara-kiri (suicide). But a

western character, ifhe's reallybad, will never killhimselfwhenhe
is asked to. The westerners, moreover, lack the eastern sense of

"saving face." What then should be done to remove a warcriminal
from society? (You see Iam not talking of punishment any more.)

Let them walk around freely, I say. With an iron mark or some
Cain's mark. Of all the punishments we nowadays have, I don't

think any one is adequate. It's the whole system that should be
changed.
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Don'tbe sad aboutme and "my bottle." I'm well aware ofwhat
it might lead to, yet it never will to me. I consciously use it as a

temporary release of some mental disturbance which may or may
not pass some day. If that disturbance would be only a sexual one
(I mean, if it would be only sex that isn't getting its fulfillment), I

would be at rest in the assurance that old age would mend it. But

unfortunately that function doesn't count with me. When loving

a girl Ihavealways counted intellectual intercourseas the deciding

factor. You may not believe it— but, in my 28th year, I am still a

virgin. This is strictly between us. Anyway, no one would believe

it, counting the number of girls I have courted.

During my travels I have adhered to the strictest discipline. I

couldbecause I felt myselfstandingon amuch higherlevel than the

people whom I came in contact with. Nowadays, leading the life

of a wage-earning civilian... feeling myself, from time to time,

uplifted in my correspondence out of the miserable bourgeoisie

that surrounds one here, I can again believe in myself. Some day
when my present aim, to earn in a short time enough to make me
financially independent for the rest ofmy life— I have counted on
tenyears ofslavery— I shall againbe able to becomemy entire self.

I have realized the danger: to become addicted to slavery, to

feel safe amongst a crowd. When I get near that point, and it is a

longway off yet, I shall break withmy intention and not hesitate to

become myself even if my present aim has not been reached....

(Eds. In what follows, Alex is obviously referring back to "Notes from
Underground." In Chapter 8 of that work, a piano-key is taken to

symbolize life without desire, freewill, or choice. As the narrator says,

"The whole work ofman really seems to consist in nothing but proving

to himself every minute that he is a man and not a piano-key")

Talking of a piano-key, what would you think of a piano-key

club? As many members as there are keys on the piano. I would
know 3 or 4 who could be considered. The thing might grow into

a nice group of fellows. Something like the Thirty-Six Just. Answer
s.v.p.

(Eds. Reference here is to theJewish legend thatatany time there are36

just people living on earth. A contemporary treatment of the subject

was The Last of the Just by Andre Schwarz-Bart [I960].)

Alan, I wish you were here now. We would have a marvelous
time, and I would be the beneficiary. Started recently anew sort of
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communication— incoherent, maybe, to those who don't know
the writer. Just notingdown the thoughts that come into my head,

following no specific pattern. Of course the prime condition is to

leave out no single thought so that the recipient may be able to

follow it; even bad things coming into one's mind should be
recorded. (Influence of Dostoevsky's Idiot?)

Tomorrow's anotherday; going tobednow. But before I forget:

all correspondence should be sent to this address [in Amsterdam],
even when I am away. My mother collects everything and for-

wards it to me wherever Imight be. I shall getmy mail about twice
a month. A letter might remain unanswered for a month, but no
more.

8 May 1963

I'm not getting any further with this letter. Quite a few other

letters have to be written in between. Hardly any time to get tomy
reading. Gave up the newspapers quite a while ago after your
example. Indeed, it leaves more room for fresh air. We use
newspaper for the toilet here so now and then I get a bit of "outside

information," the latest being that America has introduced new
brassieres for girls of 9 (nine) years old. Sounds exciting.

I didn't know of Norman Thomas. Glad you wrote me some-
thing about him; another Person I shall have to meet in America.

(Eds. Norman Thomas, the Socialist candidatefor President of the U.S.

in all electionsfrom 1928 until 1948, hadspoken at Brandeis University.

Alan had reported his speech to Alex.)

The day after tommorow, I shall go to see Gre Hofmans, the

woman who was friendly with our queen, treated our youngest
(not 100% normal) princess with faith, and was thereby the cause
of quite a scandal here, as you might remember.

9 May 1963

The idea ofa piano-keyclub doesn't leave me. There areGrand
pianos and Upright pianos. It is understood that club members
should be well aware ofdistinctions between keys. They should in

fact possess keys. Well, I'm raving again, as usual when I am
tired.... Till Tomorrow.

(Eds. At this time, Alan owned a piano-key which he had salvagedfrom
an old upright. He tied a string to this remant and hung it from the

ceiling where it turned and swayed.)
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11 May 1963

This is going to be the last part of this long letter. Have just

written a short note to yourhaverah [girlfriend, a reference to Sandy
W.] to ask if and how we might meet before I leave Holland. For
Inow know that oncemy job has begun (1 1 June), there will not be
a spare minute till I finish on 14 September.

Have I answered your letter on every point? Yesterday, I met
with Miss Hofmans. She's great and truly inspiring. I can see why
she offended "society" and how open she is to abuse and slander.

It needs some very honest mind to appreciate what she stands for.

Imight tellyoumoreabouther later. When Iwas with her, Ibecame
aware of the certainty of my impending trip to U.S.A. Seems to

have become unavoidable now. I shall come on a tourist visa. Yet
theremustbe an opportunity forme to earnmy stayduring the (3?)

months I'm "over there." Do you have any suggestions?

Well, Alan great friend, this must be it for the time being. Do
write to me again when you find time, which I hope is soon.

Yours ever,

Alex

P.S. Saw a three-year-old child in synagogue today. Could
have been you when you were that age. Truly two drops of water.

(Eds. This letter is undated and is not headed with the -printed dicta

{"stand upright... "). His new heading is rubber- stamped: ALEXAN-
DER L. ARONSON, INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING,
AMSTERDAM - HOLLAND, ANDREAS BONNSTRAAT 25.)

July [?] 1963

Dear Alan,

This shall be a very concise letter, half in telegram style. No
time. Full stop. My herd is completely occupying me from
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morning till evening. Moreso than otherguideswho can takeaday
offwhen they feel like it. I try to live up to my own standards and
show them more than they really bargain for. I seem to be in the

hands of a favorite guardian angel. Last week I had to take a group

to a place near Stuttgart, but refused to go with that particular

driver with whom I had an unpleasant experience before. I got a

tour to Garda instead and a colleague tookmy trip. They crashed

offtheautobahn, 1 peoplekilledand thecouriermortallywounded
in hospital. Hope to be able to see him today when I return to

Holland via Stuttgart where the accident happened.

My program has changed.... I have an extra trip added to it

which will occupyme till 28 September. This last trip starts on the

17th. So if your, so beautifully described, Laura is willing to come
on an eleven-day trip to Iesolo [Adriatic coast, to the northeast of

Venice] she is welcome. After this trip, I could show her Amster-

dam. All this, of course, at no cost to her (or to me). I just have to

know it well inadvance so I can give you directions forwheresheTl
have to meet me and at what time. The schedule is pretty close.

When I return one group to the airport, the plane that takes this

group back to England brings me a new group. So I have an hour
between groups which makes the last and first day of trips quite

hectic.

You may pass my picture on to her. Tell me if your supply is

exhaustedand I'llsendyousomemore snaps. Tellher that if I don't

see her in Holland, I shall certainlycome to Paris. Meanwhile your
haverah [girlfriend, a reference to Sandy W.] was in Amsterdam
with another friend and visitedmy mother, who liked her. Unfor-

tunately I missed them by one day, for I had an unexpected break
of three days. I wish I knew some nice girl going to America; then

I could repay the compliment. In fact I do know one who is a very

good yedidah [female friend] of mine, is in Israel now, and will

thence go to Canada. Enough girl- talk. Let's be sensible and not

spoil our precious time. After all, I do believe that everything is

predestined, even meetings with girls.

I don't agree with your idea of evil of others being in you as

well. This sounds too much like the dogma of original sin. I do
certainly not agree with the idea of one being responsible for the

actions of all men. Yes, it is up to everyone to pursue justice for

himself as well as for others, but this is a personal challenge which
everyone has to decide on and which should not be imposed.
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When it is imposed, like in dogmatic religion, it is prostituted by
priests and the like.

Yes, we could say there are saints and devils. But remember
that it is not only the fate, but the dharma [Hinduism, ultimate law
orpurpose of life] ofa saint tobe persecuted. Andremember,when
you try to find justice for a saint, the only thing you do is help his

adversaries. Silent adoration does a lot more for the saint as well
as for yourself. More later.

Greetings

Alex

(Eds. Alex keptpreparing to makea trip to the States. He wanted to see

Sharon and Alan, but also America itself. Again and again he worked
out the details in his letters. This type of forward planning is as

characteristic ofhim as his seemingly impulsive and hasty departures.)

Amsterdam
? [sic] August 1963

Dear Alan,

A short entr'acte letter. This is just to say that I havebeen to the
U.S. Consulate. Things which I need:

A) Ticket to the U.S. (provided for)

B) Return ticket or guarantee for the same (provided for bymy
bank here)

C) An official invitation by an American saying that I am
invited by him and that during my stay in the U.S., boarding and
lodging are provided for by him

D) Ifpossible a request from any employer to the local immigra-
tion authority to grant me a working permit for a year so that I can
work for that employer.

This last will enableme to do somethingby way of earningmy
expenses in the U.S. It takes six weeks for the authorities to grant
this. Any employer's request will do; I am not obliged to keep to
one job once Iam in the U.S. If you don't know anybody willing or
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able to do this, I can only enter the U.S. on a visitor's visa, not

permitting any labor whatsoever. "C" is essential in any case.

You can rest assured that any invitation or guarantee you can

providemeshallnotbeimposedupon. Once Iam in theU.S., I shall

know how to workmy way through the places you will want me
to see.

I intend to come over before Christmas which I wish to cel-

ebrate there. It is a Holy Day which means a lot to me and my
philosophy.

In a letter to Sharon, I suddenlyhitupon anew idea concerning

Man. That is, it is not a duality of flesh and soul, but a trinity ofMan,

Existence, and a Meaning added to it— not by the Existence-part,

but by the Man-part of it. Iam still working on this. Has anybody

ever thought of anything similar? Literature?

Dancing Eyes [Laura] already haunts my imagination, which

shows you in what state I must be in.

The History of the Labor Movement in the United States [a book

written by Laura's father, Philip S. Foner] is a work of perfect

research. But to me it is the work not of a communist, but of a

reactionary republican. The spirit of the book has a lot in common
with Gandhi's conclusions.

Yours,

Alex

stand upright, speak thy thought...

Amsterdam
21 August 1963

Alan, Alan,

What have you done to me?!! Do you want me to commit

suicide that early? Should I become a complete drunkard? For

with your red letter [a letter written in red ink], I got a reply from

Laura AND a picture of her. Good God, but what shall I do after
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those few days she will visit me? Those few hours when poems
shall again flow out of my pen like so many drops of rain? Alan,
dearest and most beloved friend, can you stop her coming here?
For if she is not like that picture, I shall get mad, and if she is

anything like it, I shall be forever enslaved, whether she encour-
ages me or not. I have not drunk a drop of liquor now but I am
crying in unison with the Dutch rain. And my mother, for once,
understands and agrees with me, and she tries to comfort me with
the idea that in reality she looks less like Mona Lisa than in this

picture. I praymy mother is right forsuch beautyshould reallynot
be allowed to walkaround unveiled. Saysmymotherwho doesn't
read anything but Wuthering Heights stuff: "A beauty like that

invites crime/'

From Dostoevsky this phrase would come as a commonplace,
from her it is a true vision. Go slow, langzaam [Dutch, slow], says
you, have a sense of the dramatic. You FOOL, don't you know that

everything governed by sense drowns when the winds of feeling

blow? Yes, I've said, 'I'm willing to give up a lot of what I hold
precious." And Irepeat itagainand again, forwelldo I realizehow
feeble reason is when it has to combat that indefinable Ulysses that
some say comes from the heart. If it were only a matter of sex, one
could cut off one's penis, but has anyone ever succeeded in letting

the heartbeat stop, even one second, and live? No, boy. Books
teach a lot, and you can even use them for a shield around your
body against that what comes from the outside. But you are
helpless when the attack is made from that powerful fifth column
within....

A night of blissful sleep has passed, and the sharp edge of the
shock has worn off. Of course, I do not mean it when I ask you not
to let her come. The damage has been done anyway. Your letter,

I'm afraid, shall not be ofmuch help. Iam so unfortunate as always
to give myself away. Also I realized that American girls may flirt

and pet without meaning anything more serious than temporary
pleasure. Here, as soon as a girl lets herselfbe kissed and touched,
it means that she cares a hell ofa lot for you. Which explains to you
my (I realize now unexpected) immediate genuine friendship for
Sharon. By the way, her friend Sandy C. came here, and Iam afraid
neither one ofus was very faithful to Sharon's memory. She is very
nice, and after her two-day stay it seemed likewe knew each other
a lifetime. She told me she met you while you were in New York.
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She and Sharon are going to share an apartment in which I am
invited to stay. Complications?

In her letter Laura writes, "Although I don't know you, I have

so much respect and affection forAlan that I have complete faith in

his judgment about people/'

This fact only shall probably helpme in restraining myselfthan

anything you wrote in red. Remembering that it was you who
recommended me, I cannot but try to live up to the picture you
must have given her about me. And I wouldn't want anyone to

blame you because of me. So rest assured, all shall be well. And if

I get to be destroyed, nobody shall be any the wiser for it.

No, I'm not angry at your words. Only people who love and
respect each other can afford to pronounce them or listen to them

in the right spirit. And don't blame yourself ever if you need to

scold an older person. It is an old Jewish custom prescribed by the

Sanhedrin.

Don't ever let yourself get "Alexandrized" (or whatever the

past principle). Be an individual; be Alan; it is good enough....

(Eds. HereAlex uses a classical Greek verb, Alexandrizo, which means

to be a partisan ofAlexander. Clearly Alex means that Alan should not

be unduly swayed or influenced by him.)

Pray for me on the 16th. I shall feel like on judgment day:

hatimah tovah.

(Eds. In thinking about his impending meeting with Laura, Alex

pictures it in apocalyptic terms, and he employs the traditionalHebrew

greeting reserved for use at the High Holiday Season: may you [in this

case himself] be inscribedfor good. This greeting evokes a most solemn

Hebrew prayer.)

Alexander

[signed in Hebrew]
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Amsterdam
1 September 1963

Dear Alan,

Just a reply on the official things. More intimate letter will

follow later. I went with the information your letter contained to

the U.S. Consulate General. Their reply is as follows: you must
have been misinformed. Everyday they issue so- called H-visas.
These are temporary worker visas with no immigration implied.
Theycanbe issued for3,6,9, or 12monthsdependingon the request
of the employer. These H-visas, moreover, do notcome underany
quota scheme. (By theway Iwould otherwise fallunder the Israeli

quota and not the Dutch for I have an Israeli passport.) DO NOT
INFORM OR AQUAINT THE DUTCH CONSULATE OF MY
POSSIBLECOMING. As faras theDutch officialdom isconcerned,
travelling is taboo for me.

In order to getme an H-visa, the only thing required from your
immigration authorities is a PETITION NO,12g-B. Sandy C/s
father is in a position to do some hiring so I believe it better to let

her do this part of the formalities. I am sending all information to

her. I do need this OFFICIAL invitation to stay in the U.S. as your
guest. For the unofficial one in your letter, I am very grateful, yet
hope never to abuse your father's hospitality. But do send me the
thing for counsulate's eyes. I'll tellSandy to write to you ifshe fails.

Then you can take up the thread later if that be necessary. Here
follows the information you will want in filling out forms etc.

Name: Alexander Ben-Aharon [Hebrew form of Aronson]
Address: Andreas Bonnstraat 25, Amsterdam
Born: 20 December 1934 in Amsterdam
Nationality: Israeli

Passport: Israeli No. 85673 issued in Beersheva on 3 August 1957
valid till 14 August 1965

A little bird told me that many H-visas are issued to mother's
helps (unobtainable in the U.S.). Why not introduceme as a Butler
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or House-servant? Remind officials of Our Man Higgins if they

object.

Your man,

Alex

P.S. Laura willmakeacquaintancewith a beardless me. On the

way to a bar mitzvah, I had an accident and broke my jaw. (This

was yesterday.) Painful and unable to eat more than porridge, but

shall be able to look normal by the time she arrives.

(Eds. It is obvious from this letter that Alex held dual Dutch-Israeli

citizenship. Ata later time in his life,some mis-information on this point

was spread, for the claim was made that Alex was not an Israeli. The

denial ofAlex's Israeli citizenship was clearly intended to save his life.)

Amsterdam
[Early September 1963]

Dear Alan-my-lad,

Back home in Amsterdam and for the umpteenth time out of a

job. Iwasmade to quit, wanted toomany thingsmyownway. That

was not appreciated. Ofcourse, I had expected it so it did notcome
out ofabluesky. There is stillachance that theywill give in tosome
of my wishes: more expense money for porterage, more liberty

during excursions, etc. There is a lot to the job which goes straight

against my ideas, and I naturally take the consequences. Pity, the

going was good while it lasted. As it is, I have earned the journey

to the U.S. For the rest— my living expenses there andmy return

here— I still have to find some way, and I will....

Wrote a letter to your lassy with the dancing eyes [Laura],

telling her the trip to the Adriatic had to be cancelled, but not to

worry for I'd make her time an unforgettable one anyway, or

something to that effect. Iam reallylooking forward to hercoming.

I am ready to fall heavily in love at any given moment now. Not
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that Istopped loving Sharon, but Iam verysuspicious ofmy feeling
for herand thinkthat itmaybejust theshadow ofmy desire to love.
The state of mind I am in is really very dangerous, for I am ready
to give up a lot of what I hold precious in exchange for a bit of real
love. It is so hard to find!!! I can imagine how you feel when you
are having a crisis in connection with your emotional center. She
[Sandy W.] did come here with a male friend, though my Mother
said there seemed to be nothing between them. But, Alan, girls are
so strange and unreliable. Were it not that we need them so much,
I would spend the rest ofmy life hating them. If I do not find a girl

for myself soon, I might get myself a pet monkey. One needs an
outlet for one's surplus emotion.

During my last trip to Austria, I made a discovery in a record
shop, and you will have it in your mail-box soon. Really great!

(Eds. Alex hadfound a record ofMartin Buber reading hasidic tales in

German. The record was entitled "Wo ich gehe— dul")

Talking about names, I prefer Alan to Al. Alan Paton is my
favorite writer. Oncea person tried to callme Al, too,and Islapped
him (an American soldier in Massawa, Ethiopia). Alexander is not
my real name, you know. The L. stands for Leendert, an old Dutch
name which I despise for its suggestion of bourgeoisie, but that is

what Iam really named. Since my childhood, however, I hated it,

and my mother always called me Lex [lex in Latin means law] to
which I put an "A" because Iam so opposed to written law. So the
name Alexander was born about ten years ago.

Yet now my best friends call me Muktidas which you know is

a name I have really earned. It was Ghandhi's successor, Vinoba
Bhave, who gave it to me as a sign of appreciation. The meaning
is Servant ofFreedom. MUKT = FREEDOM in mainly the spiritual
sense. DAS = SERVANT or SLAVE.

Said old Shakespeare: What is in a name? But isn't it like the
clothes one wears? It not only makes you for the outer world, but
it can even form one's whole personality. The soldier is a brute
because he wears a uniform and is called sergeant. That's the
difference with the Israeli soldier: he does weara uniform, but they
call him Moishe anyway.

Iam at present racing through (don't you write "thru"?) a few
books by Laura's father. Not properly reading, for I have better
books that call my attention. So far I can't form an opinion.
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Enclosed another picture of me to replace the one you sent to

Dancing Eyes. Taken at a last-night party for one ofmy herds. At
the time, I had swallowed about 8 bottles of beer, but you see I still

behaved. So even while being scratched, I still did not become a

barbarian. I believe Freud was wrong when he said, Scratch a

European and uncover a barbarian. Any person when properly

scratched will produce the barbarian, or rather, primal qualities.

(Eds. Alex obviously has in mindanadage like "Scratch a European and

find a barbarian

.

" What is notso obvious is whetherFreud actually said

this. The key words of the adage do not appear in this context in the six-

volume Concordance to the Psychological Works of Sigmund
Freud.)

Look at a mother,whenharm isdone to herchild; lookataman,
when his chosen mate is endangered. They do not lose their
//
civilization

//
...at least I don't think so. But their natural senses

become sharpened to the quick. And that is probably what Freud
meant by "scratch/' Not scratch at the civil varnish, but scratch at

the person's life.

I don't understand the feeling ofmurder, because I never felt it

yet. I do know the feeling of killing which, I want to make clear, is

not quite the same. Murder is aimless; killing is protective (what-

soever itmay protect, fromproperty to love) . Or perhaps, in calling

killing protective, I might be right in calling murder acquisitive?

Alan, I stop. My head isn't fixed to it any more, and it wanders
off to Greece. Please realize that Iamwaitingforyour parcel oflong
dark hairONLY [Laura] . But I know that anything or anyone sent

by you would be worth the effort.

Xairete [Greek, be
glad or rejoice]

Alexandras

[signed in Greek]
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INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING...

Amsterdam
16 September 1963

Dearest Alan,

Laura and I both writing to you, sitting opposite each other in
thesame little attic thatyouhonored witha visit, soyouknowhow.
She in the easy chair in the corner near the window, I sitting near
the little table at the door.

She didn't come by ship, but managed to get a free passage by
air to Paris and decided to arrive here dafka [Hebrew, precisely
then, with the suggestion that there was something slightly per-
verse about the timing] on shabbat by train. Before that she had
notified me by a telegram of 15 words (of which 7 were unneces-
sary) which trainshe wascoming on,and Imanaged to pickherout
of the crowd though she doesn't look a bit like her picture. Fortu-
nately, for I wouldn't have had a peace ofmind if she'd turned out
to look anything like it. But she is very sweet, and we understand
each other very well. She has contact-lenses which I have per-
suaded her not to make use of, and she now uses her old specs
again. Lastnightwe went to "TheGoodHour" [a cafe in Haarlem].
We both enjoyed it. She agreed with your calling it aesthetic. I

believe she loves you a lot.

I do have a copy of the Buber record on tape, for I now possess
such a machine. It is quite handy, and I'll take it along with me to
Greece, together with a portable record player that works on
batteries, my favorite records, and nearly all my books. A Dutch
friend will go withme to help with the building. I hope to get a lot
ofworkdone in two months, thoughGod knows forwhat purpose
I am doing it all.

Don't send me Hannah Arendt's book on Eichmann. As it is,

I haven't even read half of all the books I possess, though I keep on
buying those which I somuch want to read. Got lately allGandhi's
majorworks sent overfrom India (20 ofthem) andboughta lothere
besides.

Your writing about sex, love, etc. givesme a great wish to have
discussions on these subjects with a group of Americans who are
willing to give themselves entirely in these discussions. Could you
gather around you a group of people as follows?
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A) Equal number of men and women and boys and girls

B) None of them should be the "traveling kind" as you call

them, but all ofthem ready to open up and, if necessary, to become

personal

C) Not exceeding 10 persons in total.

The subjects I would wish to discuss with them are:

1) Segregation, 2) Love and marriage, and 3) Sex.

Here in Amsterdam such groups already are in existence, and

theywork out very well. Maybe you can start such a group at your

university, and then I can come over for the hours that above

subjects can be discussed. This is just a thought of mine; what do

you think? The idea is for me to get an insight into the average

American's way of thought.

I don't want to answer you on paper on your charge that I am
less honest (perhaps withmyself?) on thequestion ofmen/women
relationships. It too easily leads to misunderstanding, but I shall

continue our discussion on that subject orally. Inshallah [Arabic,

God willing].

The Consulate here gave me the necessary papers for an H-

visa, and said they don't agree at all with the view held in the place

you were advised. I filled out the things concerning myself and

then sent them to Sandy C. Meanwhile I hope you send me your

invitation in some more readable form (for the consulate). It is

ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL for you to remember that, whatever

they may say in the U.S., here counts what is said here.

So far in reply to your last letter. You may understand how
little I am really inclined, with Laura sitting here, to write at all. I

feel a great urge, but I am afraid to lose myself again. Right now I

can't afford to fall in love, or rather to love at all and then tobecome

disappointed. There isn't much that keeps me alive, and I don't

want to lose the little values I still possess. This may sound indeed
self-conscious, but, spiritually speaking, I am desperate... and the

spirit is what counts, or rather, what I want to count.

Tell me to be less self-conscious, and you are saying the same

as "be your age" or "behave as any ordinaryman would." Though

I know I could do it (with more ease even than to maintain my
presentbeing), I alsoknow that itwouldbe thedeath ofAlex A. and

some nincompoop called A. Aronson, Esq., would wander aim-

lessly around. And you wouldn't want to know him.

Don't replyme on this. You may understand it better when we
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meet again. Enough about myself.

Today, after letters havebeen written, Laura and I will go to the

flea-market,Rembrandt house,andAnneFrankhouse. Tomorrow
theVanGoghmuseum. I thinkshe has faith inmy program for she
never has any opposed suggestions. She is good. I like her.

Thanks,

Alex

Amsterdam
22 September 1963

Dear Alan,

I suppose you must be very much in love with Laura yourself.

Else how could you have written such beautiful things of her? By
this you may have guessed that she has become a disappoint-
ment.... I LOVED having her with me AS I LOVE EVERY GUEST,
but to get such a regard for her as you seem to have is impossible.

Right now Iam having a terrible time because a wisdom tooth
in the lower jaw had to be pulled. An aftermath of my little

accident. The pulling wasn't done too well, and I am writing this

duringmy third sleepless night. Ihope itwon't last too long for this

Monday I shall leave for Greece. A Dutch friend who is a good
mason will go along for three weeks to help with the building. I

myself will stay there till the end of November.
Have applied fora tourist visa for the U.S., but will have to wait

foran invitationWHICH IS ESSENTIAL. Also fora clearance from
the U.S. consul in Israel. All that may take a month, if I ever do
succeed. I am getting impatient with your country. But then, I

suppose, it would be the same over here. Do send all your letters

from now on to Yatros Alexandros, Fannari (Karditsis), Greece
(Thessalia). He is a person I met last year... beardless yet still quite
a character. I decided to renew his acquaintance. But seriously I

don't feel half so naked as I did without beard last year, which is

good.
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26 September 1963

Bought at last my ticket for the ship to the U.S. Unfortunately

I had to accept a later ship than I planned in order to get a cheap

fare. Believe it or not, the fare is only $130. The ship leaves here

around 15 December so that I may have to pass my birthday, and
probably that of Our Lord too, aboard ship. They don't get as far

as New York. The waiting now is for the visa, le-shanah tovah

[Hebrew, Happy New Year].

Alexander

[signed in Hebrew]

Fannari

[=Fanarion39°N,21°E]

12 October 1963

Dear Alan,

Your letter just arrived as I was sitting in the cafe where we so

often used to sit, the one up high that used to be opposite the

church. "Used to be," for the great snow fall last winter made the

church collapse. The tower still stands and rings every hour. My
own cabin is 100 per cent all right, thanks to 1the care of my
neighbors who kept it clean of snow all winter. My Dutch friend

is now helping me with the building of kitchen-shower-WC as I

had planned. We just spoke to the local priest,and he agreed to sell

the old church doors (anno 1871) to be used by me. Continuously

raining, foggy, windy and nothing to be seen of the sun. This

hampers the work a lot, andmy first load ofsand (to be used in the

cement) was completely washed away. A big loss, but one that I

have meanwhile overcome.

Your lettergavemea lot to thinkabout. About the part in which
your Sandy [W.] figures, I will not reply but this: I pity you andam
happy for your sake. This is not a contradiction....

About my trip to you. My ship leaves around December 15th

and arrives 10 days later in Hampstead Roads, Norfolk. I have
askedSharon to meetme thereALONE. She might notwant to, but
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I'd hoped she cared enough for me to save me embarrassment of

having others present at our first meeting on her territory.

You must know that I am against the purchase of Rembrandt
reproductions. The stuff they sell "ready-to-hang" at the
Rijksmuseum is tourist-trash. Please, Alan, allow me to pick

reproductions foryou. Anddon'tyoudare try to re-payme in cash.

There will be enough for you to give me once you lead me into a
book- or record-shop. I've already discovered the Folkway series,

and I want to dig in it deeply when I get the chance.

Your characterization of me is perhaps correct. [I do have a
sacred mission] to shatter idols. But you have forgotten one
important thing: I am doing this as an adult, on an irresistible

impulseandagainstmyown inclinations. God knows how Iwould
like to be "normal"...an all-accepting nobody.

My writing, I suppose, is verybad rightnow, for it is night, and
I am straining my eyes by the light of an oil lamp. Shall continue
tomorrow. My companion just had a clever idea and took the oil

lamp from the wall and set it on the table so I can continue now.
Concerning the National Geographic Map of the Classical

Lands of the Mediterranean, let me say that I'd be interested in it.

It sounds good, at least. But is it historically correct?

Your statement of invitation [for the U.S. consul] is, in one
word, darling (with all the sentiments included). I believe it will

do, but I won't know until I return to Amsterdam. Meanwhile I

hope you'll continue writing to this here address. Your letters are
a welcome diversion from everyday Greek life.

My day is as follows: Waking up (with a pain in the back) at

5:30, fetching water, washing, and boiling the milk (one bottle

brought daily by a dear little girl) till 6 a.m. Reading till 6:30.

Writing till 7 a.m., drinking the cooled milk, mixing cement. My
friend takes the work over at 7:30, and I go about doing the daily
chores: laundry, food, cleaning, shopping. When my friend Peter,

a Mennonite who converted to Judaism, goes on October 22nd, I

shall do less work at home. (Incidentally Peter is a sailor now
serving the Dutch Rabbinical Kasruth Control, autodidact and a
jewel.) I will probably spend my time then travelling around
Greece visiting good friends.

My cooking here is very satisfactory; people wonder about a
man being able to make tasty things. But then cooking is one ofmy
hobbies. And I made an oath never to eat from tins any more. No
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canned goods whatsoever, which my American hosts will prob-

ably regret, but I am this way.

Fannari

November 1963

Today I left the world. Having worked last night till 11pm

putting the finishing touch to the completed kitchen/toilet by
whitewashing the walls, I suddenly felt I had to flee from Fannari.

(Interruption fora bread, olivesand something saltish that I faintly

recognized as smoked herringlll) I absolutely had to be alone for a

few hours, and I have become so much involved in Fannarian life

that the only hours I really had to myself were the siesta hours

(12:30 to 3:30pm). So this morning I got up with the idea of

spendingmySabbath elsewhere. Not in Trikkala or Larissa, where
there are Jewish communities, as was my habit.

Shabbat has become very dear to me as also Jewish company on
that day. Old age? My idea, then, was to spend the day in the tiny

village somewhere on top of the Pindos mountains where I am now.
To get here one has to walk one hour from Fannari along the road to

Kappa and then to drink a strong retsina in a roadside coffeehouse to

gather strength for the two-hours stiff climb (2,000 ft). Just before

reaching this village (1,000 inhabitants), you turn around and say

goodbye to the world. Then you follow a bend in the road to a

mountain crag where you are curiously received by a nosy, but

friendlyraceofpoorfarmers weakenedbyrheumatismand continued
intermarriage. When you are here for the first time, you are led to one
of the four village "Americans," local sages of 65-85 years old who
spent their youth in the U.S.A. and still know a few words of "Eng-

lish." As it was, I had been here before and had some friend to go to.

Panajotis Passialis is one of the three village barbers, a young
man of 26, married, with a not too healthy looking child and an 85-

year old "American" father. Passialis seems to have been the

adventurous family of the region, for, besides the old man here

who will show you a row of ancient medals, there was that brother

of his who went to South Africa and married a black Congolese
woman. This "African" Passialis had a son (now dead) called
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Lamberos, a half-blood who shared my cabin in the Albert
Schweitzer Hospital inLambarene wherewe hada fine friendship.

It was he who gave me the address of his Greek relatives and
therebybecame the indirect cause ofmy Fannarian venture. Foron
my way to this mountain village one and a half years ago, I had to

pass through Fannari and became so enamored with the beauty of

the view that I decided to make myself a retreat there and then.

My friend Panajotis here helpedme to get the piece ofland and
now, after building on it again, I have come to see him before

leaving Greece this year. Call it my yearly pilgrimage to eternity,

for here you really are outside yourself— as you may notice from
my style. It is, moreover, the ideal place to visit beforeundertaking
a journey to America, for the atmosphere here, because of the old
"Americans," is U.S.-minded....

Interruption. This time for a walk through and around the

village. First, ofcourse, to the centralcoffeehousewhere Iam heartily

greeted by people who remembered welcoming me last year. (Ad-
vice to hitch-hikers in Greece: always go to a central coffeehouse,

wherever you are. It will save the expenses of food and lodging.)

Meeting with a young fellow who speaks English rather well.

He was in the army in Athens and Turkey (NATO-plan) and
"studied," which probablymeans that he visited theAthens Univer-
sity Library one day. (Like the typical Indiansurgeonwho advertizes
"Ram Singh MBBS, FRCS {failed}".) Now he will go back to Athens
to open a restaurant there. Of a rich family, naturally, but he knew
a lot of the local history and showed me around in the way I like,

bringing me first to the primary schools, housed separately in two
small buildings, and then showing me a large 40-room palace,

abandoned (but still retained) by a rich local family who moved to

Athens. I was offered a small house and, though it was something
I could afford (because of its low price, not my bank account), I

decided not to take a "summer-house" here or anywhere. The
beauty here is so great that it would become boring after a while. So
I prefer to keep this village in reserve for rare yearly visits.

My own paper is finished. I am getting some scraps from my
host. Slept peacefully last nightand had a very satisfactory bowel-
movement just now. Lots of olive oil and Turkish coffee. Our tour
last night ended in a coffee-house where we sat for two hours,
sipping ouzo embroidered with "little nothings," platters of pick-
led eggplant, etc. One of these platters contained, to my surprise,
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salted chick peas. Result, me turning the wheel of a coffee-mill for

half-an-hour to make hummous. It turned out quite well.

Over the blue window pane [in the coffee-house where I am
writing] hangs a colored print of 1920... "With the compliments of

Joe Pizzurro, manufacturers ofMaccaroni and Bread, 232 East 29th
Street and 236 Elizabeth Street (near Prince Str.), New York."

Moreover, last night I dreamt that we were visiting New York
together. I am getting in the mood for your country (which is just

as well). Gota not-too-nice letterfromSharon tellingmeshecannot

come to meetme in Norfolk [Virginia] since she has not been so far

in the U.S. before. Rather stupid to admit such a thing. Anyway,
I noticed on the map that Washington is much nearer to my port of

landing and so you are the one person after Sharon who has the

right to introduce me into "la terre sainte" of the U.S. It will

probably prove even better after all to have your friendly and
typical American face awaiting me than one which could provoke
antagonism. For you too, however, the same goes, do meet me
alone and don't letmy attention be diverted by other ornew faces.

Interruption. This time for a long walk amongst and over sur-

rounding mountains. My host and the English speaking youngster

accompanyingme, thinking to themselves, "How far does that foolish

foreigner want to go now?" They, getting tired after a four-hour

climb... and I, getting drunk on the continuous beauty that surrounds
us. Four hours of savage life; scraping the rocks and being scratched

by thorns; sliding down muddy paths and stumbling over uneven
tracks. Four hours of calling hello to laboring farmers and jumping
oversmall rivers. Fourhours oflife,viewingmyownFannari likeGod
from up high and wishing for wings to fly like a bird.

Returning to Gralista to rest in a coffee-house (you see how
important a part these inns play here in Greece) and getting again

filled with that feeling of love for mankind, this time caused by a

great number of ouzos. I tasted the satisfaction of being allowed to

pay for a round ofdrinks, the sure sign thatone is accepted and is not

an outsider any longer. In the only store of the village, I bought you
a notebook with themap ofGreece on its coverand an old-fashioned

cigarette lighter, though I don't think you smoke. Finishingnow this

letter before taking my siesta. Shall write again to say when exactly

my ship arrives and what is its name. Love from your

Alex

(Eds. Enclosed in this letter were three dried pressed leaves.)
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stand upright, speak thy thought...

Amsterdam
10 December 1963

My beloved friend Alan,

This letter will bring you a great disappointment, for it will tell

you that I shall notcome to your country; but I hope it will also give

you a bit of joy, on my account, when you learn the reason for it.

Everythingwas settled formydeparture to the States. Ihad got
my visa, bought my boat ticket, received my vaccinations, saved
my pocket money in dollars, packed my suitcase. In short, I was
ready.

Then, two weeks ago,comingbackfrom Greece, I passedbythe
Albert Schweitzer village, a house for refugees and orphaned or

abandoned children. The idea was to visit a Danish friend ofmine
who worked there as a carpenter, but he was gone when I arrived.

So I did not meet him. But on the third day ofmy stay there (I had
been asked to remain for a week to help with a few odd jobs), Imet
Bess. Afterwekneweach othera full week,we realized thatwe just

have to marry. Andwe will. Our ideasand ideals are the same, our
characters for nearly 100% identical, and we were born in the same
month, she on the 10th (today birthday celebration here), I on the

20th. There is one drawback... She is not Jewish, and I shall

therefore have to break with my Mother and her orthodox family

completely. Which I do without any hesistation because I feel that

when I shall be completely free from them, I'll be able to develop
myself better. Those whom I cherish most, my more intimate

friends like you and a few others will, I trust, remain by me. We,
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that is Bess and I, have been offered the post of Father and Mother
of the orphanage in France. The way matters stand right now, we
may move in there in about three months. The wedding shall be
very soon yet nothingmaybewhispered to the wind. Ido not want
my Mother to know anything about it till the very last moment.

In Holland onemay not marry without parents' consent till the

age of30 which is still a way off forme. (Bess is 34.) So I shall have
to tell my Mother about it the day before it happens. No need for

me to askyou to keep it under your hat for the time being. You are

the first and only one to whom I tell this, for I feel I owe it to you.

Iam writing to Sharon aboutmy not coming; no more. I shall write

to her all the rest when everything is settled to my satisfaction

which may take up to one month.

Now to reply to your two letters as far as it still is appropriate.

First of all, the reproductions which you requested will be sent by
sea. Try to get me a complete catalogue of Folkway records, and I

shall tell you what you may send me in return. This is only to set

your conscience at ease. I don't agree with your statement that all

reproductions are incorrect and incomplete. To show you what I

mean, I shall enclose one which I would have chosen.

(Eds. Alex sent reproductions of two paintings by Rembrandt, "Titus,

son ofRembrandt, dressed as a Monk" and "Portrait ofan Oriental")

Since I cannot getamap ofclassical lands,youmaysendme one
which you choose yourself. Another thing which I am sorely in

need of is the Dictionary of Classical Antiquities by O. Seyffert.

I can still answer you in a general way about the idea of

disappointment. It is true thatwhen one has not seen a good friend

fora long time, one is liable to idealizehim or her. (With girlfriends,

another factor, that of sexual images, comes into the picture.) At
any rate, when the acquaintance is renewed, there is a tendency to

become disappointed— at the lack of obvious qualities which one
had thought that friend possessed; at the change of physical

features; at the coldness of the unknown that hovers between you
and him (or her).

I have experienced this kind of disappointment several times

and am continually afraid of it. Yet I have found it usually very
helpful to be very reserved at the first reunion and to forget the

former friendship altogether, although of course one can never
cipher away entirely the pleasant feeling of expectancy.
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To put your conscience at ease concerning your not having
been able to come to Norfolk (if Iwould have come), letme tell you
that I would not have forgiven you if you were to come there with
so much work ahead. Not to speak of the fact that it would have
burdenedme unbearably to have deprived yourmother ofyou for

those two days. So please never write tome any excuses for doing,
or not doing, something. Our friendship suffices to warrant the
lightness of what we decide.

To returnyouacompliment, Iam sendingyouayedidah [female
friend] of mine with whom I am on a very sound brother- sister

footing. She is 22 years old, just back from Israel and is over-
whelmed by it. She may sound a bit too firm and materialistic for
a girl, but is not. Please write to herand discover a fine personwho
will NEED your friendship. Israel has given her a perception of
people that made her give up many of her former friendships....

Pleasedo forgiveme fornotcoming. In a way, it isadisappoint-
ment forme, too. The joy which causes it, however, is so great that
I feel completely happy. Regards to your parents.

Yours ever,

Alex

Poortugaal, [Holland]

22 March 1964

My dear Alan,

Hurrah! Gotyourtwo lettersand shallanswerimmediately, for
I delayed writing on purpose to hearwhetheryou had received the
reproductions. I am glad that these were to your liking, for I had
lost the letter in which you wrote which ones you desired, and just
chose them to my own preference. Boy, I wish you could see my
room here in which I am writing to you now.

I am so very happy. The wedding went very well. I received
your telegram the moment we stepped out of the townhall where
the ceremonyhad taken place. It was not too stuffy in there thanks
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to ouradopted French son (2
x
/iyears old)Jean-Paulwho mimicked

the official and did everything to draw everyone's attention to

himself. An hour earlier, I had a nice adventure with my black hat
which was blown offby a strong breeze across a barbed wire fence
into a muddy ditch at the foot of the dike (where we now live). So
I stepped into the townhall with my (only) shoes unrecognizable
by botz [Hebrew, mud].

On the whole, we were both very glad that everything went a
bit topsy-turvy for neither of us likes convention. Elisabeth and I

are so very much alike in our thoughts and ideals that we are still

continually surprised. Of course, now that we have been married
for nearly two months, we get to discover our differences as well,

but these, too, are all very much to the completion of each other's

self.

This week Iam starting work as a male nurse in the local home
for the aged. Staying in Amsterdam doing my job there and
coming here for the weekends only, as I had planned, did not turn
out well. I got homesick the minute I left the house. This house, by
the way, is a converted streetcar (sleeping room, in daytime play-
room for the boy, living room, kitchen) with an added shed. The
shed contains our hall and toilet (which I built myself two weeks
ago) and my room that breathes the same atmosphere as my attic

in Amsterdam (now dismantled). Unfortunately, a largenew road
will be built very soon. It will pass this lovely free spot (orchard of
my parents-in-law outside the village), and we shall have to move
all our things in a year or two.

Anyway, we had not intended to finish our lives here but we
are going to start a children's home somewhere. Of course,
everything depends on our finances. We are thinking of a real

home in the sense of a family with lots of kids in France or Greece,
but in order to start properly we need at least $2,000 for the first

year. After that, I hope to be able to earn a regular wage to pay for

daily needs. We have a good start in Greece where I had a kitchen
and toiletadded tomy cabin last year. I just got the offer ofa prefab
wooden house to be put there (in addition to the cabin) so that at

least we need not worry about space to live. I also bought the
neighboring plot last year so there is plenty of room to expand. In

August Bessy and I are going to Greece and Israel for a visit of
orientation. In the meantime, she continues as leader of a kinder-
garten, and life here is very sweet.
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I got the National Geographic Map of Classical Lands. It has a
prominent place in my study on the wall next to the map of Israel.

I use it frequently. I hope that the dictionary will be found, for it is

supposed to be a good one. As a gift I received from Bess a
marvellous first edition of Whiston's Josephus bought at our Am-
sterdam flea market. A pity that this part of Amsterdam will also

be removed shortly.

(Eds. The full title of William Whiston's translation is The Genuine
Works of Flavius Josephus, the Jewish Historian: containing
twentybooksof theJewish Antiquities, sevenbooksof theJewish
War, and the Life of Josephus, written by himself.)

Alan, friend, this is it for today. I hope you will find the
opportunity to write tome soon, foryour letters are a constant shot
of energy into my spiritual muscles.

Love from Elisabeth and Jean-Paul.

yours,

Alex

Poortugaal

17 May 1964

My most dear friend,

This week I received your second letter and so urgent it was
that I feeltheneed ofsittingdown toanswer itnowon this beautiful
day inMay while the sun is shining brightly onmy back. The child
[Jean-Paul] at themoment stands beside me, looking on the play of
this typewriting business. How long we shall be able to keep him
is not known. Officially he should have been out of the country a
long time ago, but the mayor, as yet, doesn't dare to lift his finger
against him. The child has become very popular with the people
here, and I do not think they would let him be "deported" back to
France without interference. I have also engaged a lawyer to take
official steps in the departments, but I doubt whether he will have
anysuccess. Anyway, ifnecessary,we shall let our little one "dive"
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into one of the many homes that have been opened to him in

hospitable defiance of the law. Until, of course, we shall leave

ourselves and take him along wherever we may go.

My tribe, ifyouso wish to call it (it is rathera circus, you know),
consists at the moment of Bess, the child, myself, Beaucould (the

mother dog), her two six-month-old black children and her two
two-week-old children, and The Cat, whom we call Pussychat (a

mixture of Jean-Paul's Dutch-French language).

My environment is not so very difficult to picture. The room,
outside ofwhich Iam now writing to you, is a replica ofmy attic in

Amsterdam, in my Mother's home. That is to say, most of what is

in it and its atmosphere are the same. A little more "aesthetic"

because it is all wood. The orchard that surrounds our tramcar

home is in full bloom; this week the cows entered the meadows
behind our rear window.

I am so completely happy that I continually wish for a speedy
death. Very egotistically, of course, but if it were not for Bess, I

would have put an end to myself knowing that life, as it is now
given to me, cannot be improved upon. There are daily anxieties,

ofcourse, material matters which people like myselfand Bess shall
always have to put up with as long as we live.

Lastweekwe had anotherpossession thrownupon us by sheer
coincidence. A wagon with gypsies spent a few nights here in the

village. Every village in Holland has a small piece of land set apart
forpassing gypsies. Some ofthese "camps" are merely flat sites for

easy wagon-parking; others have electricity, running water, and
toilets. When we saw these gypsies, both Bess and I had conceived
the idea ofaskingthemwhether theyknew ofa nicewagon for sale.

And they did. So I went with them to another gypsy camp to

bargain with the owner of a large wagon. And the sale came off.

So now we have a real gypsy car standing behind our tram
wagon. There is a lot still to be repaired sincewe want it to be fixed

properly before we begin our wanderings in it.

Our plans have changed several times since I wrote to you last.

Undoubtedly, they will change again before we leave here. As it is

now, the program, though not fixed, will keep us here in Holland
at least till August/September. We may be gone for a week or so
inbetween to takeabreath offoreign air—adeepbreathwhich will

give us energy to stay here so long.

Please tell your friends that they arealways welcome here. We
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have room for about twenty guests now, though not beds for all.

Anyone sent hereby you mustbe prepared (ifneeds be) to sleep on
a carpet and to eat dry bread. I don't think it will ever come to that

since guests usually come singly or in twos. Neither do I want to

frighten your friends away. ON THE CONTRARY. Everybody
passing Holland shall be MOST welcome; and when they are sent
by you I shall be the more happy to entertain them. Laura will

come here after the exams (in June), and I havean idea that she will

notcome alone, but willbringa friendalong with her. We havehad
a very fine, though rare, correspondence since she left for France,

and I feel somehow that Europe has done her a lot of good.
As for you, I gather that you are still not fixed up with a more

constant nymph. I shall be glad to see the one you call your muse
now. Be sure that I shall give you my verdict. I hope that it shall

be someone worthy of you, for you know that I think a lot of you.
American girls, I find, are a bit "too easy" on the whole. Of course,
theremay be exceptions. I doubt whether an American girl would
be suitable for you. If it were up to me, I would fix you up with a
French girl.

There is one thing that disturbs me in you and that is your lack
of interest in "originals." It is, I find, not so much the value in

money that shouldbe the attraction ofan originalpainting or letter,

but the thrill of directness: i.e., the spiritual contact that comes to

one through an original book, painting, or any object that has
passed itself through the hands of a Master. I have here a letter

writtenbyGandhi himself. It is not the value that I cherish. It is the
fact thatThe Masterhimselfhas rested his hands on this paper, that
it has absorbed a few drops of his sweat. This gives me the feeling

ofhaving contact with Him as ifhe were still alive. "For whatman
knoweth the things of a man, save the spirit of man which is in
him?" Thus Paul in his letter to the Corinthians [I Cor.2.1 1].

Concerning those records, do not hurry to obtain them. I have
got lots ofthings to occupyme and, though I shallbe glad to receive
them, Iam not waiting for them. There is one thing Iwouldbe very
eager to have here withme and that is yourown person. Isn't there
a chance of your coming here again? Although I know that you
must be very occupied, I hope you will some time write to me a
short dissertation on your view of the "History of Ideas." Tell me
also your view on whether you see a practical application of it in

life. Personally I regard philosophy as a great help when great
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decisions are to be made.
Listening to the music of Vivaldi. Life is brimming over with

happiness. I wish I could have many people here to share it. If I

were rich, I would invite many chosen friends to a secluded spot
here or in Greece where I would set up a "centre for happiness/'
But I am starting to dream. I feel floating on thick air. I am not
drunk, unless drunk with milk and honey. So I wish you may feel
some daywhen you have found thewoman ofyour choice. A great
quietness....

Bessisnowsittingbymyside,peelingpotatoes,alovelyblonde
creature, home-like and my equal in thought and action. Well,
dearest Alan, I must stop for energy in writing is fast fleeing from
my head, and I must turn to other pleasures.

Write again soon and tell me something about your new
president [Johnson]. How is he behaving on domestic questions?
And what are the prospects for thecoming elections? Here it is said
that Nixon again will have a try at it and may have a good chance.

Love from the whole family Muktidas,

yours affectionately,

Alexander

P.S. My beard was shaved offwhen I fell on a station-platform last
summer and broke my jaw. I kept it off in view of a meeting with
Sharon whom I didn't want to disgust at first sight. I stopped
shaving onmy wedding-day. Bess hadno antipathy toward it. She
now grows her hair long to please me.
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(Eds. A feature article about Alex and his wife, Elisabeth van Dieijen,

was published in the "Trouw" newspaperon 22 July 1964. At the time,

they had been married for six months and were living in Poortugaal,

Elisabeth's home village to the south of Rotterdam. The two-year-old

Jean-Paul was living with them. He was the French child they had

brought back with them from the Schweitzer village in France where

they had met the previous December. This article was translatedfrom

Dutch.)

The Couple Aronson-van Dieijen of Poortugaal Start a Home for

Displaced Children

In the French district of the Dordogne, in the Albert Schwietzer

village, a Dutch cow is at pasture. Her name is Kivapo...she is a
present from the children of Poortugaal. She is a living symbol of

friendship, faith, and sympathy. Kivapo came to Dordogne, far

from Poortugaal, because a brave Miss van Dieijen told the chil-

dren about the great Albert Schweitzerand his charitable work for

humankind.
Together with her husband, Alex Aronson, she has unfolded

ideas about helping suffering. Their first idea has already materi-

alized. Jean-Paul, until lately a weak, ill,and neglected French boy,
isnowa striking example ofDutch health. One ofour reporters has
written up the adventures of the couple.

Letter to the Queen for Jean-Paul

She was Bets, the ringmaster of the children's circus in

Poortugaal, and he had received the name Muktidas from his

Indian teacher. The name means "a servant of liberty." Since

February, they have been man and wife, the thirty-year-old Alex-
ander Aronson and the thirty-four-year-old Elisabeth van Dieijen.

They live in a house at the bottom of Welhoeksedijk, just outside
the village of Poortugaal, midst fruit trees and rich grass. Two
weeks ago, Elisabeth was still a teacher at the nursery school. Alex
remains a nurse at the Old People's Home in Siloam. At the town
clerk's office (where I asked how to get to their house), there was
sneering. "128 Welhoeksedijk! It's practicallya slum. Andshe,the
Miss of the nursery school." (I thought, "Little child in the cold, we
will help you.")

They gave us just enough information to keep us from getting

lost. At number 128 Welhoeksedijk, a red and white house hidden
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at the bottom of the dyke, we found an old man. He told us to go
down the path until we came to a tramcar. "It's my daughter," he
explained.

We heard the high voice of the child, then saw the little

hideaway. Mrs. Aronson-van Dieijen is not thekind ofpersonwho
waits for visitors at the door. "Come in," she said, nodding us
towards two chairs. "I hope you don't mind if I carry on." There
was a jumble of things which she was busy moving, not bothered
by the clutter or untidiness.

Bets explained that she read an article about the Albert
SchweitzervMagemDordogne inMargrief [aDutch ladies' weekly].
That was three years ago. She thought, "That's for us." So they
went to work at the local nursery school. The children painted
plates and had a sale to raise money which was spent for the cow.
Once she had a first cow grazing on the grass in Dordogne and
giving milk, she pressed on for a second. "Children in need," she
advertised, "Please help." A secondcowcame fromDutch soldiers

in Fontainebleau.

This kind of activity is familiar to Elisabeth van Dieijen. "It's

difficult in Holland because of all the rules and regulations," she
said. But she has always been involved in welfare on an interna-

tional level.

Last November she met Alex Aronson in Dordogne. It ap-
peared that he had the same ideas about helping the suffering.

Three months later, they were married and went to live in the
tramcar in Poortugaal. They had the idea of starting something
together.

The first of these "somethings" is standing in the grass scream-
ing. This is three-year-old Jean-Paul whose mother could not look
after him.

Jean-Paul

"If only you knewhow difficult theymake it for us to keep him
here," Alex Aronson says. "The government has declared him to

beanunwanted foreigner. No one in authorityseems to appreciate
thatwe have taken in a neglected French child. Nowwe've written
to the Queen. Whatever happens, we will never let Jean-Paul go
back to the gutter." He is a determined man in possession of a big
black beard. There is too little room in Holland for him to achieve
his ideals. He finds himselfhemmed in by laws and regulations of
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all kinds, especially for the kinds of initiatives he and Bets would
like to develop. "We have to go abroad/' he says, nodding at the

window through which the new buildings ofMeenwenplaat [Rot-

terdam] and the Pernia oil refineries are appoaching. It's oppress-
ing him because they are coming closer all the time.

Albert Schweitzer

Alex does know. He has seenmuch of the world: Africa, where
he worked with Albert Schweitzer; Asia, where he was taught by
a follower ofGandhi;Amsterdam wherehewasborn; andLondon,
England, where he earned a degree. Elisabeth and Alex are not the
settling type. But they have a definite goal: to start a home for

homeless children, not a shelter or institution, not in the way of

Josephine Baker, but for a large number of children who miss
something in their lives.

They want to leave early in September. Indeed, they would
have preferred to have left right after their wedding in the spring,

but Elisabeth had to complete her school year at the nursery. This
trip will be a belated honeymoon as well as an orientation voyage
to discover where the best place for them is. First, they will go to

Greece, then to Israelwhere Alex's father lives. Alexknows Greece
very well. "Ihave a littlecabin in Fannari in Thessaly ona 70-meter-
high mountain. I am completely at home there. The people in the

village have seen me coming and going for years. It's a very
primitive district, but I do everything myself."

Greece

"Why would we choose Greece? There is a great need there.

There aremanydisplaced children, as wellas orphans. Also there are
many poor children who need nursing care. How we are going to

start, we don't yet know. It will take money, but we will battle our
way through that. We have had vague pledges from friends. More
than that, I don't want to say because of course we don't know if it

will work. Nobody can know. The thing to do is to start small."

Their own children's home. That is their dream. No govern-
ment will prevent them from bringing their ideals into practice.

"Governments arealways againsteverythingwhich has notproved
to be successful," Alex says. The government should seehowJean
Paul has developed. He jabbers a French mixed with Dutch. He
moves like a young cat. He is their best advertisement. "We hope
that we can give Greek children the same good fortune."
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Poortugaal

23 July 1964

Dearest Alan,

Seeing you yesterday on television made me think of this long
overdue letter. "How's that?" you ask. Yes, my dear friend, your
image came to me via a lovely movie called "Virgin Islands" and
themanplaying themain partwasyourdouble—JohnCassavetes.
Ifyouhaveseen the filmyoumayunderstandwhat Imean. It really

was you.

I have got the idea that this letter is going to be written with lots

of interruptions. There is, of course, the small matter ofmy job that

keeps me busy from seven in the morning till about four p.m. I

enjoy the work: playing nurse to people old of age. They range
from 65 to 97 years old. Boy, if you get them to talk about old
times!!! After my daily work, there are naturally some household
chores to be done for the wife who is getting heavier day by day.

For, and this will probably be a pleasant surprise to you, a little

Muktidas has announced itself,andwe awaithim or her (Ihope for

the latter) around the middle of December.
Can you imagine how happy we are? We just can't stop

quarreling from morning till night for sheer love. I am very much
satisfied with married life and can full-heartedly advise you to do
the same. My Elisabeth is a very good cook and a very ardent
housewife though I am constantly trying to teach her my ideas
about order in the house (which she doesn't seem to be able to

adopt). This is sometimes very tiring, but it is a failure of hers that

I accept, considering her many good sides. Another thing about
my love that I have to put up with is my own inability to take
inspiration from her. Howeverwe talk and agree with each other,

she just doesn't activate me. The fault, very likely, is with me. Or
rather, with my proximity to her. If we would be separated for a
long time, Iam sure thatmy spirit would surge to great heights, as
it didwhen Iwas so verymuch in love with thatSwiss creaturewho
made me write many poems, when I was far away from her.

Isuppose it is because Iam being too well fed, with food as well
as with love. Iam getting so that I sit on my chair with a smoke, a
cup of coffee, good music on the radio or the pick-up, and my wife
in front of me, washing or darning or peeling potatoes. At such a
moment, I feel myself spiritually dead, though there must be a
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good side tomy realizing it. I get thrown back to my old selfwhen
a visitorarriveswithwhom Ihave no daily contact,andwho makes
me take up conversation on different subjects in which I am well
versed....

After writing this I talked it over with Elisabeth. She told me
she experiences thesame thing. Sheused to do a lot ofpainting, but
hasn't been able to draw a simple design since we have lived

together. Strange, isn't it? Or perhaps not. The formula for an
increase of spiritual power was phrased by Jesus in the New
Testament. It was known even before his time in old Indian

philosophy. That is, the decrease of worldly pleasures will auto-

matically force the spirit to counterbalance man's need for any
comfort. This is proved by the fact that the poorestamongmen are

themost faithfulbelievers. This,by theway, is tome also thereason
why a new religion, in order to be successful, has to be started

among the poor. Do write to me what your History of Ideas says

about this.

On the first of September, we shall start our tour through
France, Italy, Yugoslavia to (of course) Greeceand Israel. It is final

at last. Iam still notsurewhether finances will carry us all through,
butwe justdo not wish to put it offany longer. I realized that, once
thenew world-citizen isborn,we shall nothavemuch freedomany
more. Besides, there is still the matter of our Jean-Paul, the French
baby whom we have succeeded in keeping with us till now.
Against government's wishes. Pressure has become very strong,

however, and if we do not bring him out of Holland very fast, he
shall be deported like any unwanted foreign criminal, notwith-
standing his 3 years. Officials here are very much afraid that some
day he will become a charge to the country, though we have given
all possible assurances and guarantees. The fact is, however, that

here in Holland there is quite a child-problem already (the reason
ofwhich, Ido not wishnow to discuss). This is not to be talked over
withanybody else, since it is kept absolutely secret, but about 4,000
children per year are being "sold" to America. The fewwho know
this do not wish to make a scandal out of it, because they (or rather,

we) know that these "exported" children are getting good homes.
They are also getting futures that couldn't ever be given them if

they were kept here in Dutch "institutes," "homes," or whatever
you may wish to call places where a few hundred orphans or
children from incapable parents are "kept."
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Both Elisabeth and I still cherish the idea of establishing a real

HOME for some of the unfortunate. Yet everynew bit of informa-
tion we get points to an increase in essential capital required to

begin the project. So I don't see the realization of ourdream yet. I

know Iam getting lazy and lose a lot ofmy fighting spirit livingIN
society, instead of above it, as I used to do when single. But how
theheck shall Ichange it??? Thiscoming trip, I realize, is important
to both of us to refresh our spirits by letting fresh impressions of

misery on the way awaken our better impulses. For I am sure that

the worst that can happen to a man like me is the replacement of

impulses by "reason/
7

Yesterday I received a postcard from Laura informing me that

there won't be a chance for her to come to Holland again. Great
pity, for Iwouldhave loved to seewhatEuropeand Israelhaddone
to her, ifanything. Butshehas already left Europe, and since I think

she might have flown, it is quite possible that you have seen her
already. Do report to me about her "being."

Alan dear, I think you write wonderful letters and could even
write poetry about your "muses." Why is it thatman must always
be in love with someone or something in order to evoke theutmost
of his abilities?

Please do not worry too much about finding those records.

There is absolutely no hurry and certainly no "must" in getting

them. Just think of them as items of luxury which one can do
without. Another thing is the following. I just got a list of "Mentor
Books" which is a series ofpaperbacks. Iwould love it ifyou gotme
the following items: The Papal Encyclicals (edited by Anne Freman-
tle), The Bhagavad Gita, The Tao Te King, The Sayings ofConfucius, The
Teachings of Buddha, The Upanishads. Also, urgently, The Authentic

New Testament. Lost my copy yesterday.

If you can get them soon, I would be happy. If you could, send
them NOT to Holland, but to Post Restante, KARDITSA, Greece
(Thessaly). Not to Fannari because I doubt if they understand the
idea Poste Restante.

The idea is that I will havesome more good reading to do inmy
little placewhichweundoubtedly shall visit forsome weeks. Since
you took the New Testament as one of your subjects (you know it

is one of my pets), I am perhaps a bit late in advising you to get
yourself the Schonfield translation in this series. Hugh Schonfield
is a good friend of mine, or rather, he was. (We lost contact about
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three years ago.) He is a real yid and a very unusual one, for he is

a yid with ideals, who translated the New Testament in a quite

Jewish fashion, showing more of the background of the Book than

any translation has achieved so far. I do not like all of his ideas and
translations, but still regard his version as one that reallyHAS to be

read and studied. Another one of his beautiful translations is the

Song ofSongs whichyou alsoMUST read. Hugh Schonfield,bythe
way, is the founder and president of the Commonwealth ofWorld
Citizens. Once I was a very active member. I lost touch with them
some timeago sincemy interests in idealistically motivated organi-

zations waned.

(Eds. Alan bought these books in Washington.)

Back to our conversation about "originals." Of course, I realize

that wanting an original is based on man's desire to possess. One
may possess a thing for the sake of the thing itself... but one may
also wish to possess a thing for the idea or the force that stands

behind it. It is not the artistry of a person that decides whether he

is capable of assessing the value of an object. And your argument
that a thing in your possession deprives others of seeing it does not

have to work at all. What is your opinion of all the Stradivariuses

laidup inmuseums, useless? For everyone to see, yes. But I would
rather have one given to a person like Menuhin to play upon and
to draw inspiration from.

If you wish, there are opportunities enough to put an owned
article into museums forsome days or weeks. The best exhibitions

here are not the ones ownedbymuseums (usually I find amuseum
so crowded with beauty that I get sick of it), but the exhibitions of

private collections that are on view now and then in a specially

reserved room.

SomersetMaughamwrotesomewhere thatbeauty, purebeauty
when seen a long time together, is very wearying. Do you know
why? Because it is up to the person who looks at it to decide for

himself whether a thing is beautiful or not. Beauty is not absolute.

It depends upon the watcher. A quite useless, to me ugly, object

may have a very real beauty in your eyes. A letter of Gandhi,
interesting for others to look at, curious for historians to see, is a
thingwhich (to me) linksmy spirit with the writer of it. Then, ifyou
do not wish a hand by Rodin, to HAVE it, it doesn't mean that you
deny yourself a possession, but simply that your wish to feel
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contact with the Master is not very strong.

I believe verymuch in originals. I got myselfone ofthoseGoya
prints, and it is opposite my desk at this moment. It depicts the
Horror ofWar; aman takenup a ladder to be crucified while abody
that was hanging on it before is being slung down. A priest tries at

the last moment to convert the poor creature. Not that it would
have helped him. He would have got only the privilege of being
hung by the side of the neck, to die immediately, instead of getting
the rope around his throat, to be slowly strangled. A soldier takes
one of his boots off to try it on himself. Yes sir, this picture would
have been great, even as a reproduction. But this is an original by
the Master himself. To me this means that the air of the scene is in

my room when I look at it. The man who saw it, thatman touched
this paper and printed it himself. It is alive.

Perhaps Iam over-sensitive. ..but themost treasured item inmy
room is a stone, taken from the ruins ofan old synagogue of which
my grandfather (whom I loved very much and who is still my
guiding spirit) was the Gabbai .

(Eds. Alex is referring to his maternal grandfather, Hartog {^Herman
or, in Hebrew, Tsvi) Cohen, who died of exhaustion in Bergen-Belsen
early in the summer of 1944. Tsvi Cohen had been the Gabbai in the

Linnaeusstraat Synagogue in Amsterdam. Alex mentions his grandfa-
ther again in one of the last notes he wrotefrom prison. A gabbai was a
synagogue warden, originally probably a dues collector.)

Two broken tiles on a bit ofcement on which I painted the verb
from the Psalms thatHe gaveme when I was born. "Some trust in
chariots, and some in horses, but we, in the name of the Lord our
God, SHALL REMEMBER [nazkir, Psalm 20.8]/' If it were not for
the fact that Iam married to a shiksa [Yiddish, non-Jewish woman],
I would get VERY religious continuing this letter. I cannot afford
that now.

Letme end this discussionbyremarking that tomy beliefevery
single person, you included, has his sacred spot or spots. And any
object closely connected to this spot would become a holy relic to
him. Ifonly to chase away his own fears ofbecoming disconnected
from his own sacred spot [a man turns to] art, a person, a religion,

or whatnot. Perhaps Imay even go so far as saying that this "relic"

or "originals" business is, insome way, equivalent to the crucifixes
of the southern Catholics, the paper images of the Chinese ances-
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Linnaeus Straat Synagogue, Amsterdam, built in 1927-28 by architect

J.S. Baars and destroyed during the War. Alex's grandfather served as

gabbai (warden) of this synagogue. Source: R. Wischnitzer, The

Architecture of the European Synagogue, #210.

Interior of the Linnaeus Straat Synagogue. Alex kept a piece ofrubble

from this synagogue among his most prized possessions. Source:

Wischnitzer, The Architecture of the European Synagogue, #209.
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Alex's greetings to Alan on the Jewish New Year, September, 1962.

Pictured is the street where Alex lived until his marriage.

Alex during the summer of 1962.
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tors, or the puppets ofTerah. But that, ofcourse, is going too far for

this, innocent, discussion of ours.

4 August 1964

Hurrah, your muse has contacted me. Got a letter today from
a certain Joan Michelson, and I gather that she is it. She intends to

come at the end of this week. So Iwired her that she is welcomeany
time. Joan met Laura and the latter has not discourged her to see

me. Thisweekis full ofguestsanyway. My fatherand hiswifehave
come overfrom Israel. Mybrotherwith his wife hascome too. And
finally my youngest brother, who has been here a year to study,

will join the family reunion tomorrow. The idea is to get a picture

made of Papa with his three sons and their wives. We are all very

happy tobe together again, ifonly for a few days. Shortly Elisabeth

and I shall be in Israel again ourselves, and this is a good first

acquaintance for her with Israeli life and thought, while it is on her
own grounds that she meets it.

Reading your friend's letter, I fear greatly for her intelligence

unless it is the first time that she uses the typewriter. Don't be
afraid that I am going to prejudge her, though. You shall have my
thoughts about your muse when she is gone back. Somehow Iam
happy to see an American face at this stage of my life. Any face

would have done, but the fact that there is some spirit of yours in

her (this would have already been for she writes, "I am Alan's

friend") makesme look forward eagerly to her visit. I hope to give

her something that you may recognize when you see her again.

Spiritually I mean. Anyway I still have some hopes of seeing you
again in not too distant future. I have sort of a feeling that you are

going to be here shortly.

Alan, dear, do write to me again soon, please. Your letters are

a constant uplift of warming fire in a world that is so very pleas-

antly lit already. My love and respects to your parents,

Yours ever,

Alex

P.S. Just this. When asking for the Brecht House Un-American
Activities Committee record, I was under the impression that it

was a real recording of Brecht's interrogation before the commit-
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tee. If I am mistaken, then don't bother about it.

(Eds. Bertolt Brecht appeared before the House Committee on Un-
American Activities on 30 October 1947. Brecht cleverly dispelled the

Committee's suspicions about him. What interested Alex was Brecht'

s

facility in dealing with those in authority, not Brecht's ideological

commitments.)

About Burl Ives: aren't there any 45 r.p.m.'s of his with guitar
only? If not, just choose the one that you think is the most
"aesthetical." I have got good faith in your taste. Do play the
records once ortwice on yourown pick-up so that you can honestly
writeon theoutside ofthepackage that they aresecond-hand records.

If your finances don't hold, please write to me, and I shall mail
you theamount required. For thebooksrequested in this letter Iam
giving something to cover expenses along with your muse.

Love once again

Fannari

? [sic] September 1964

Dear Alan,

Here we are again at a point which we have in common, my
cabin inGreecewhich is slowlyemerging into anewdenomination
called "bungalow"— like the little ugly duckling into the swan.
Stirring me into activity is Dvorak's "From the New World"
Symphony. And here are my three white mice again.

Yesterday I went with Elisabeth to the village Gralista from
which I wrote to you last year. She preferred it to Fannari and, in

a way, so do I; but to me it is too much out of the way, too difficult

to reach to havemyhomestead there. The road to Fannari has been
greatly improved and from Karditsa it now takes me twenty
minutes in the Morris. The climb around the mountain to the cabin
remains the same 15 sweatful minutes. Besides the wooden hut
whichyouknow, there is the additional toilet-kitchen in brick, built
last year.
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The past week has been occupied working out some of

Elisabeth's ideas: a largecupboard against thewall inside thecabin
that she herself supplied with a beautifying curtain and a balcony

around the hut which has given the whole a great aura. Under-
neath it, in the coming week, we shall build a shed; later on it will

bechanged into a guest room. Pictures willbetakenwhen thework
is completed, and you will naturally receive some. Yesterday was
a "tourist" day, and we gave ourselves some much needed diver-

sion. Today will be dedicated to music and script.

I got your parcel ofbooks the day I arrived in Karditsa. Lovely.

I doubt whether I shall be able to read them all through, but they

have found their place. My parents-in-law sent me a letter telling

that the records had arrived too. Thanks a lot. I am forever on the

lookout to find something worthy of you. A little parcel is on its

way with Greek "little nothings."

Beethoven's "Pastoral Symphony." A minute to sort out some
stamps. A fewweeks ago I started to to collectstamps again so that
my son/daughter... will have a nice collection to start with. When
you write again, do put some nice ones on the cover of your letters

instead of using the printed air letters.

Elisabeth and I have decided on the naming of our child to

come. If a girl (which I hope for) she will be named after one ofmy
greater lights, Mirabehn (LadyMadeleineSladewhowassonamed
by Gandhi whom she served for twenty-three years in India). If a

boy, he will be named after my Grandfather (Tsvi) who is still

guiding me from above and, as a second name, I wish him to have
your name, Alan, in a slightly altered fashion: i.e., Alwin which
means Noble Friend. I hope you agree to this small change; I hope
too that you will agree to be his godfather, if and when he shall be
born in December.

Alreadytwo peoplehaveprophesied that it shallbeaboy. Ifthe

popular idea is right that an infant is a boy which makes much ado
inside his mother, then it will certainly be so. For one can see the

unborn baby jumping up and down Mama's belly from the out-

side. Judging from his movement, he will be either an actor or a
dictator. In either case, the happy father shall find suitable pur-
pose. The funny thing is that both Bess and myself feel like parents

of a live baby already. It is a very rare experience to have created

something in one's image. Something that breathes and lives. Did
anyone say that there are no more miracles happening today? He
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is a fool who doesn't see the daily miracle of nature's everlasting
progress.

Looking out over the fields at my feet, hearing Beethoven's
"Pastoral," I share God's disgust at those who do not enjoy every
second of life given to them. In moods like these, I have often the
desire to enter into the eternal. If I ever die (and sometimes Idoubt
whether I ever will), I hope it shall be in the great happiness which
now surrounds me, having my loving wife at my side and in the
midst of my own creations, in the communication with my best
friend and his world.

I read Joan's letter to you about me. In away she observes very
well and is extremely exact. I love the way in which she knows to
put down her observations and, as long as she remains single, she
will continue to write marvelously. Yet I believe you to be wrong
to call her your muse. She is happy in her unhappiness, looking
from the exterior much like you and thinking much like you, but
lacking your aloofness from possessiveness.... I try not to be insult-
ing, forIdo notknowhow intimateyou arewith herat thismoment
and, moreover, I DO like her. But I believe it to be destructive for
a man to get involved with her,and I have the idea that she has the
same idea about herself. Yet there is one thing, orrather, two things
that may change her. First of all, she is VERY young (I don't think
she realizes herself how young she really is and how immature)
and, secondly, she is an American girl, which means unpredict-
able. I don't believe in the education the American girls and boys
get. They think and act too much sex. It is too prominent in their
minds. It may be a sign of the times, for American youth did not
have a war and its aftermaths to fight like us here in Europe.

Iam too farremovedfrompresent-dayyouthhere tojudgehow
they act and react. It may be that they, too, will have a time like

yours is having now. Fortunately (my opinion solely), we have
"The Beatles" and their like which can craze the minds so far as to
exclude the need for other outlets. I suppose that American youth
have outgrown these "outlets" and have realized how they are
being fooled. With the result that they arenow fooling themselves,
a fooling that is far more serious and can have far more serious
consequences because it is not a momentary illusion, but an intru-
sion in body and mind.

Beethoven's Ninth. Ja— wer auch nur eine Seek / Sein nennt auf
dem Erdenrund! / Und wer's nie gekonnt, der stehle / Weinend sich aus
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diesetn Bund. ["Ay, and who a single other / Soul on earth can call

his own; / But let him who ne'er achieved it / Steal away in tears

alone."] One of the great.

A week later. I want to get this letter on its way. So I am
stopping and just closing the envelope. Next time more of the

same, probably from Israel.

Love

Alex and Elisabeth

(Eds. In this letter, Alex enclosed a list of the "little nothings" he was

sending. A month or so later, the objects arrived. As Alex himself

describes them, the objects included "2 boxes ofmatches, 1 old-fashioned

cigarette lighter in use by the villagers in the interior, 1 chip of the

mountain Olympus, and a little piece of camel's meat prepared in old

Turkish fashion." The latter was probably meant to remind Alan ofa

dish Alex himselfhad prepared in Fannari. The main ingredients ofthat

dish were eggs and canned camel meat. By serving such a meal, Alex

could "shatter" several idols at the same time.)



Section Three

Fatherhood
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(Eds. Alex wrote the following letter shortly after the birth of his son.

Writtenfrom the point ofview of his newborn, this letter was addressed

not to Alan, but to Alex's parents. Perama is a refugee camp in Greece.

The letter has been translated from Dutch.)

Perama
24 December 1964

Dear Opa and Ama,
This is my first letter, and Papa said I have to write it in my

parents' name. Let me apologize that they aren't writing because

they are so busy. Papa is occupied cooking and washing, while

Mama is at the breast pump trying to cope with her surplus milk.

But let me introduce myself since you know only the details Papa
sent in the telegram. My name is Alwin Tsvi. You wrote that you
thought it beautiful, but what about the meaning? The first is a

modern version for the Old Dutch Adelwyn and thatmeans Noble
Friend. It's after great-grandfatherCohen [Alex's maternal grand-

father who died in Bergen-Belsen], who lived like a noble man in

his mind; and after Papa's best friend, an American named Alan,

who is more or less my godfather. Papa and Mama agreed that a

child should have a meaningful name, and they hope that by
carrying this name, I will be a noble friend to many.

I am typing this on Papa's machine because it's quicker and
clearer for you to read. My handwriting is bad due to lack of

practice. At the moment, I can only use my hands to pinch Mama
and to pull Papa's beard. Now and again, I put one hand com-
pletely into my mouth. When I do that, everyone is pleased

because it appears that my solo practice sessions for the next
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Eurovision Song Festival are not very much appreciated.

I am writing this on the 10th day aftermy birth. Do you know
that I played a trick on my parents? You know that it was Mama's
birthday on the 10th and Papa's birthday on the 20th, so they had
hoped I'd be born on the 15th. And so I let them believe I'd come
into this world on the 15th. But when my Mama stopped for a

moment at five o'clock with her work in the workshop where she

was cutting patterns, I thought, "Now she will lie down for a

moment, and I will seize the opportunity." Indeed she lay down
for a rest, and I broke the water. That went quite easily, just a pang,

and I didn't even hurt her. Of course, she knew that Papa would
not be home much after that. He'd gone to Athens to set up a sale

for the products of the workshop and, although that wouldn't
finish until eight o'clock, he felt so strongly drawn to return home,
that he left the stalland droveback in his Morris. He arrived at half

past five, listened calmly to whatMama had to report, and went to

finda doctorwho coulddo ahome delivery. Neitherparent felt like

driving to the clinic in Piraeus. But it turned out that none of the

Greek doctors was prepared to take on a home confinement. So to

Piraeus we went.

First Mama was examined, then she had an enema, and then

she toldPapa that itwas high time indeed. Thatwas at ten minutes
past eight. There was no pain which disturbed the doctor so he
gave her some tablets to bring some on. Still the pain was hardly

noticeable, and the doctor whistled with astonishment to find her

so far on without much pain. Then at ten fifteen, he prescribed an
injection. That took her to the labor ward, she on the table, Papa
beside her since his nursing experience entitled him to remain.

This pleased Mama because he was able to talk to the doctor and
translate for her. Nowand then theman wantedMama to pushand
she did. Then Icame out. Floop! That was at ten thirty . Mama was
stiched up and walked on Papa's arm upstairs to our room while
I was carried by the nurse. Now they are not the only Sagittarians.

Iam one too. That means that Iam just as hard-headed and pushy
asmy parents and that I havemyown will as well and will not give
in.

By the way, the clinic was typically Greek. We were first class,

but do not think that anyone came to wash Mama. They did not
seem to do that in Greece. What they wanted to do was to throw
away the three bouquets which Papa brought the next morning
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andwere in ourroom. Flowers smell, theGreek said, and thatsmell
is bad for the newborn. Papa protested. He argued that it was a
Dutch custom to feed the newborn an extract from odoriferous
flowers. They thought it strange, but gave in. For the first three
days, I had camomile tea with sugar because Mama's milk hadn't
come in yet. Nowshe overflows. Itshows shegrewupamongZuid
Holland cows, and I cannot get enough of it. At birth I weighed
3,600 grams; buthowmuch I weight now Ido not know. You can't
get baby scales here. You cannot get much in Greece. Papa had to
go all overAthens fora breastpump and endedup with onlya very
small one. Mama is struggling with it all the time.

These first ten days have taught me that, if I choose to live

abroad, it won't be in Greece. What people! When we wanted to
leave the clinic after 5 days, the doctor insisted that Papa pay. Papa
was quitesurprisedbecause theyhad alreadyagreed about a price.

(Even in clinics and hospitals one can bargain for it.) Yes, said the
doctors, it's the Greek custom to pay on the first day, but because
you are foreigners, we've waiteduntil the last. Well, Papa thought,
theycould have toldme that a bit sooner. The luggagewas already
in the car,andMama and I were dressed for the trip. Papa only had
1,000 drachmas in his pocket, half of the agreed price, and he
wanted to pay this first; but thedoctorwouldn'thave it. "Youdon't
leave withoutpaying the fullamount.. .." To pay within aweekwas
not good enough. "NO." My parents were both angry. The doctor
went offto phone his partner to askhow to handle it, andwe drove
off in the Morris.

Since then, of course, the bill has been settled. A strange
country, Greece, but perhaps later I might think it interesting to
have been born so far from home. Because Papa and Mama will
always call Holland "Home." They hope to be moving on soon. If

the workshop continues to do as well as it is, they should be able to.

That's the way it is when you have a car. Papa has now
officially bought his Greek driving licence, and so that is in order.
I like being with Papa in the Morris. When we left the clinic for
home, we bounced over a few holes in the road which helped rock
me to sleep.

When we came home to Perama, Mama was helped into bed
first. Afterwards, I was transferred to my new rocking cot which
was rather roomy, but quite comfortable. And then Papa came in
with a big surprise. Forsome time now,wehave had two chickens.
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They ate lots offeed without paying for the costs. Nowwhen Papa
went to take them some food, he suddenlysaw two small eggs, the
first from our own pen. Since then, we have had two eggs a day,
one from Pietepiet and one from Agaga.

Ourroom is nicely heated with an Aladdin paraffin heaterand
on this a kettle is kept constantly boiling formy diapers and all the
other things theywrapme in. Iam also wrapped in a lot of love, not
only from my parents, but also from you which I saw in your
telegram.

Now, dear Opa and Oma, I have to finish this because it's my
feeding time again. Like in the zoo, isn't it? I long for you because
Iknow that you like little children. But don'tbe mistaken. Iam not
so little any more. From the moment my umbilical cord was cut
and I looked into the world with big blue eyes and took everything
in, my parents have agreed that Iseem quite grownup formy age.

My face looked a lot like my grandmother van Dieijen in the first

few days, but Papa thinks I have improved a little. Now I look like

his brother Bertie. I have seen his picture and the likeness is really

striking.

To close letme send you many dear wishes for 1965. I hope we
will be able to embrace each other soon.

Your loving grandson,

Alwin Aronson

Poortugaal

[February, 1965]

Dear Alan,

In a hurry. First of all, congratulations on passing your [Ph.D.

qualifying] exam. You didn't write, but I just guessed from your
note that you are in a jubilant mood.

(Eds. Alex's congratulations were premature, for the results of this

examination were ambiguous. Alan was far from being in a jubilant
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mood. At the end of the academic year, he left Brandeis Universityfor
the University of Chicago where he completed his doctoral studies.)

And so are we here in Holland. For just this week, we received
notice that we may move into an old farmer's house just a 10-

minute walk from here. It belongs to the municipality of Rotter-
dam and will probably be demolished in 5-10 years. In the
meantime, however, we have been allowed to rent it, and we are
rightnow in the process ofpaintingand decorating it. Fortunately,
my wife and I share the same ideas about what is aesthetic and
what is not. Alwin Tsvi doesn't have anything to say in the matter
as yet, thoughhe lets his voicebe heard fromtime to time. Wehave
5 rooms to furnish, a hall, a kitchen, a toilet, a shed, a chicken pen
and a vegetable garden about twice the size of Fannari. Tomorrow
we all go to raid the flea market of Amsterdam which will have to
provide most of our furniture. The main sitting room will be Old
Dutch, at least our vision of it. I hope you will be here to enjoy it.

We move in on the 21st of March (with the spring). The house is a
very lonely spot in themiddle ofa polder with windows on all four
sides.

More about our return trip from Greece inmy next letter which
will be written after receipt of yours. Do write a lot.

Ournewaddress is ELFTPLAAT5 Poortugaaal (ZH) Holland.
"ELFT" is a fish that used to let itselfbe caught in this polderwhen
it was still under water.

Poortugaal

? April 1965 [sic]

Dear Alan,

Finally a quiet afternoon and I shall try to concentrate on this
letter to you. Your latest epistle is full ofnews and remarks which
I cannot leave unanswered. First of all, and this may seem cruel to
you, Iam almost happy that you failed [yourexamination] because
of politics. (I can easily say this to you because I am certain that in
the end you willovercome all obstacles and pass with honors.) You
see, a philosopher has to overcome one very great danger, and that
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is to become so much attached to his ideas, to become so much
involved in a world of past and future, that in order to "solve" all

problems of the present, he resorts to formulating these problems
in terms of "could have been's" and "should be's." Much like a
postal clerksorting letters into theirreserved spaces. Ido agree that
this system is excellent for the chosen fewwho wish to liveup to it,

butwe easily forget that this world, unfortunately, belongs 50% to

theunfortunateand49% to the greedy. Resultingin this politicking
which you (and I with you) so much detest.

Butperhaps it is for the good thatwe aresometimes confronted
with this business now and then. It may help us to understand
bigger politics which really is very easy to understand if one only
compares it with the politicking necessary to remain at school. A
few hundred trucks fora few thousand Jews, a few monopolies for

the right of Negroes to register, some business contracts for the de
jure recognition of a country, a few ship-loads of surplus for the
right to build an army base. Boy, it's so simple. So SIMPLE even
that when you come to look at it from a distance (as a philosopher
must place himself in order to see the whole) you can only shake
your head at yourself for not having seen and understood it from
nearby.

Anyway, coming back to your situation, an M.A. may be an
insignificant degree in the U.S., but I never heard of Socrates
having even that. I quote your letter: "I just want to lead a quiet life

— stimulating and being stimulated in turn by students...." Dear,
dear Alan, do you think a Ph.D. will give you this? Sure, you will

get a position in some school and teach BUT.... 1) You will have to

teach your whole class and not only the fewwho stimulate and are
stimulated. You even have to teach gold-diggers if they pay their

tuition fees to the school-board. You may not show favoritism. 2)

You are to teach what is required in the books. You may not select

the things which to you seem most important. You may not
contradict General Opinion. 3) You are not the only teacher at a
school. There will be types who will try to make you out a fake if

only for advancing theirown cause. I could go on indefinitely, but
I think you understand what I mean.

The only quiet life, in which you can select the students that
interest you, where you can teach what interests you, is the unob-
served life in one's own closet. There you can concentrate, medi-
tate, and live in a rarefied atmosphere with those who are at the
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same timeyourstudentsandyour friends. And even thenyoumay
finally have to swallow the cup of poison. Knowledge is a sorrow,
indeed,and the vanity is other people's recognition of itby degrees
and honors. Which is why I am glad to have stopped my singing

lessons in time to be able to still enjoy it. What does the Torah say:

al tishtamesh ba-Torah ka-hafirah lahpor bah.

(Eds. The literal translation of this Hebrew sentence is, "Do not use the

Torah as a trench in which to dig." Alex is warning against worldly use

of spiritual goods. To support his case he refers to a passage "in the

Torah." But the proof-text he picks is notfrom the Torah, butfrom the

Ethics of the Fathers 4.7. In fact, Alex's version bears only a slight

similarity to the original.)

Anything that is used professionally stops being a pleasure.

The ideal and most creative life, as I see it, was that of the old-time

rabbis who were shoe-makers, lived poorly on their handicrafts,

and were still verymuch sought after and respected by young and
old. This is the kind of life that I am after myself, and I think that

now that I am getting settled in married life, I am very near
reaching it.

My wife goes out to work as a headmistress in a nursery school
and earns more than I could ever get as a male-nurse. Moreover,
it is a job she had always resented having to give up when she
married me. During the daytime, I look after Alwin Tsvi and do
most of the household chores, including the cooking and the
laundry. Next week I will start to work three nights a week at the

post office, doing simple jobs at an amazingly good salary (night

jobs pay 50% extra). The rest of the time I can devote tomy reading
and writing,andsince Ihave reinstalledmyroom in thisnewhouse
of ours, I am just doing nothing, so eager I am to start everything.

My room, as you can well imagine, is as it has been always and
everywhere. Overlooking a beautiful landscape (window on my
left) bureau with all kinds of bits and pieces, in front ofme from left

to right a piece of a wall from the ruined [Linnaeusstraat] Syna-
gogue in which my grandfather (Tsvi) was Gabbai [Hebrew, war-
den], a newspaper picture of Gandhi, your picture between two
largephotographs ofFannari,amap of Israeland, on the right wall,

theMap ofClassical Lands withsomeGreekstamps on itdepicting
Homer, Alexander the Great, and some others. Also, against the
right wall, a simple edifice of bricks and wood which is my
bookshelf and everywhere (around and above) original
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handwritings and pictures of Gandhi, Tagore, Buber, Schweitzer
etc. Recently, someone offered to sell me a letter written by your
friend Brandeis. I didn'tbuy it because I don'tknow enough about
him. Idid think ofyou, though; maybeyou could bribe a professor
with it. But perhaps his autographs are so common in the U.S. that

no one would bother with it.

(Eds. Alexassumes thatAlanhadan affinity toJusticeLouis D. Brandeis

(1 856-1941} because he was a graduate student at Brandeis University.

Actually, since Alan's father had argued a case before Justice Brandeis,

he did have an affinity.)

Our sitting room downstairs (my room in which I now write is

on the second floor) has as its main feature the open fire which I

have been dreaming of allmy lifeand whichwe had put in at great

cost (not yet paid) instead of a very ordinary stove. The wooden
floor of this room we painted brown and the interior is in "olde
Dutch" as we wish to call it. Theroom contains all sorts of market-
findings we "discovered" in Holland and abroad, including a very
ancient confessional chair from some Catholic Church which we
restored ourselves. This room receives light in daytime from three

windows and at night from a gas-lamp, an oil- lamp and a sabbath-
lamp. The total impression is the same as the "Good Hour" in

Haarlem whichwe visited together and which I believe you found
most aesthetic. We do not have electricity, yet I managed to buy a
Television-set. Please don't be disgusted; I need it here in the
polder. It works on the battery ofour little Morris. Only yesterday
I saw an episode from "The Defenders," an American T.V.-series.

This particular one was most interesting, and I hope you had a
chance to see it. It was called "Old Lady Ironsides" and treated the
matter of an old suffragette defending the rights of a pregnant girl

to finish her school.

That brings me to the matter of the Negroes in your South. I

shall start with telling you something that will shock you: I person-
ally don't like Negroes; nor do I (usually) sympathize with them.
I know I must sound very much like the anti-semite who says he
just loves thework ofMendelssohn and Meyerbeer,but Iamproud
to say that my likes and dislikes have never [influenced my
actions].... I like Baldwin and love Harry Belafonte.... But I have
been too long in Africa not to know one thing: I shall never be able
to live close with a Negro. Ifmy child would want to marry one,
Ishouldwarnhim against it (thoughGod forbid I shall ever tellhim
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what to do in such respects).

Letme reassure you— (and I thinkby now you must be dazed
bymy honesty— that Iam AGAINST all sorts of racial oppression
and discrimination. But I do believe that some integrationists are
goingmuch too far. Themain thing theyforget is thatNegroesARE
different from whites, that Puerto Ricans ARE NOT Americans,
that Italians are not Dutchmen,and that Turks arenot Greeks. Also
Jews are different from the rest. THE big mistake that is made by
the fighters of discrimination is that THERE ARE DIFFERENCES
between all those groups. God created men in many shades and
colors, having many mental differences, and the great thing about
it is that human beings are all incomparable. A black man cannot
be compared to a white in the country of the whites; neither can a
pale-face be compared to a Negro in Africa. In America, you
struggle with the problem of having to live with blacks who don't
belong there, YET HAVE ALL THE RIGHT TO BE THERE. Even
more: the whites have a debt towards Negroes for having enslaved
them in the past and having taken them away from their natural
surroundings. This terrible controversy demands a remedy . They
want, they have the right, BUT they don't belong. Iam resolute in

telling you that "they don't belong." From all I have seen and
heard, I believe that it is true.

Some churches in Africa are out ofbounds for blacks. Can you
imagine why? Naturally, the idea of a house ofGod being prohib-
ited to a creation ofGod is wholly incongruous. HOWEVER, how
wouldyou feel ifa portion ofyoursynagogue's visitorswould start

weeping loudly at the Kaddish because it is written in their Siddur
[Hebrew, prayer book] Hier weint man [German, One cries here].

How would you feel if people started shouting "YEAH,YEAH" at
every word during the rabbi's drasha [Hebrew, sermon]? Person-
ally, I would leave the place and start a new synagogue ofmy own
or try to get the board of the mentioned synagogue to sell seats to
selected members only. I know it is VERY bad of me, but I am
serious.

Why does every sect and nationality in Jerusalem have its own
shut [Yiddish, synagogue]? Exactly for that same reason: people
have a certain method of worshipping to which they are accus-
tomed and a disturbance of that means an end to all loving
worship. Thesame goes for restaurants, cinemas, etc. There is only
one thing that prevents or remedies problemsand that is what you
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rightly call class-consciousness. I would call it decentralization

AND racial-consciousness. We must first of all be aware of our
own factors (and, as Pearl S. Buck rightlywrote, onemustbe proud
of ALL one is, and not just a part). Secondly, we must cohabitate

with ourequals (and Imean equals in themostgeneral sense). And,
thirdly, we must be aware that whenever we step out of our own
surroundings to visit somebody else's, we must conform to all

customs, habits,andwants oftheworldwestep intoANDbeaware
we are only visitors there. Ihope thatyou see what Imean: in short,

no segregation forced by law, but separation by free will, common
sense, and PRIDE.

As forVietnam, I wholly agree with you. It is again one ofthose

instances where America is most successful in making itself un-

popular. You ask what IDO about it? What exactlydo you mean?
If I were a politician, I would naturally condemn America openly,

which is exactly why I shall never be one. If I were a communist,
I would demonstrate in front of the American Embassy which
would be useless because communists in Holland get only shrugs

of the shoulder. And if I were to take part in such demonstrations,

while not being a communist, I would be taken for one, which
would make the participation worthless. There is freedom of

speech in Holland, but where should I speak and to whom?
The same goes for writing. I wasn't even able to prevent our

governmentfrom sendingawayour three-year-old Jean-Paul asan
"unwanted foreigner." He is nowback in France where he is again

in the Albert Schweitzer Village in the good care of a young Dutch
couplewho have children of their own, and hisbrother is there, too,

while his mother lives not very farfrom there and is allowed to visit

them once a month. Do you think that in "this free world" an
ordinary citizen can do anything about the politics of his govern-

ment? Anyway, Isuppose it is for the good, for if/would havebeen
able to change government policy, everybody could, and we would
live in as chaotic a democracy as the ancient Greeks did. The only

thing that we "men in the street" can do is to concentrate on our
own personal lives and try to give an example by charity of

thought, speech, and action. And if we do succeed in getting all

good elements to join such a movement for dharma [Hinduism,
individual right conduct in conformity to the ultimate law of all

things], I think the government will gradually be influenced by it.

Elisabeth, to answer your question, does not speak English,
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though she understands it fairly well. At times, I try to teach her.

Her French, though, is very fluent, and her German is not too bad
either. Enclosed is a picture of our present little family to which
Alwin has added a snap of his own for you to keep in your purse.
I was glad to read that you accept his godfathership. Fortunately
the duties as such are not at all what they still are in France. The
only obligation attached to it is to be his living example in action

and thought. The official order of names is first Alwin, then Tsvi;

he is called Alwin. (Tsvi is rather foreign to the Dutch tongue.)
"Noble friend

,,
is the meaning of it in old Dutch. The name in the

16th century (and earlier) was Adelwijn or Latinized Alwinus.
"Adel" is nobel, "Wijn" is friend. I shall be happy to teach him
English as soon as I have taught him to write. Then he can
correspond with you, and he shall be brought up with knowledge
and love abroad so that he will never become too chauvinistic.

You wrote about Sharon's marriage in March, and I sent her a
telegram with good wisheswhich Ihopeshereceived in time. Iwas
very glad that you kept me in touch with happenings. Since you
wrote that you see Laura daily, I shall not write to her separately,

though Ido like to keep in touch with her. Please give hermynews
when you deem it proper. Also you might remind her of her
promise to ask her father to send me his series of books on the
history ofLabor Unionism in the U.S. I would be glad to pay for it.

I read the firstbook of that series which was the only one available
in the University Library, but I had to return it before I had dealt
with it entirely (bywhich Imean, takingnotes etc.). Ifound itVERY
enlightening and sincerely wish to study it atmy leisure. If he will
send me these books (I don't know how many of them there are),

it would please me greatly (for the reason you know) to have him
autograph the first book.

About the records, I am sorry to tell you that they were stolen
in Greece. My mother-in-law received the parcel and kept it till I

wrote to her from Greece to forward it to me. She did, but waited
too long, so that it must have arrived after we had left. And
although we left our address, we didn't get anything forwarded
from there. (I know that at least five parcels must have been sent
to us there, to say nothing ofa number of letters which might have
been important.) Greekmail is, as the people are,VERY unreliable.
I havecome to dislike them greatly, though it doesn't detract from
my love for the country and its history.
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Reading over your letter to see if there is anything I forgot to

answer. We didn't get to Israel, you know. Although we were
promised our keep and some pocket-money while working in

Perama, only two ofthe three months were provided forus and the

thirdwe had to fend for ourselves which was one of the reasons we
left. Iam not a charitable institution and, when I work, I expect at

least my board and lodging. I wouldn't have reasoned thus as a

bachelor, but having wife and children gives at least the obligation

ofproviding enough forthem so that in later life they don't have to

depend on charity themselves. So, after no funds had arrived for

the fourth month, we departed. By then our money had greatly

diminished. What contributed to this was the bill for the clinic for

Elisabeth. Perama [the refugeecamp] had promised to pay for this,

but we had to pay for it out of our own pockets. So we returned to

Holland without going to Israel.

About the birth of Alwin Tsvi, the following: It was a Monday
and as usual I had gone to Athens for some business while Bessy
was in theworkshop cuttingsome models for clothes that had to be
made. She was at it till five o'clock in the afternoon when she felt

tired and lay down on the bed. Then she felt the water break and
just waited till I came back from a bazaar we had organized. I

arrived at six o'clock and after I had unsuccessfully tried to get a
doctor to come to us for the delivery, we went to a clinic we had
visited previously. (In Greece, children are not usually delivered

at home, as is usual in Holland, where only in emergencies do
people go to the hospital or to a clinic.) But first there were Jean-

Paul, the dog, the catand the two chickens which had to be brought
to temporary "homes." After that was done, we went to that clinic

(in Piraeus, 8 miles away) and arrived there at eight o'clock. The
doctor examined her and said she had to take four pills to start the

pains (she hadn't hadany yet). Only three pills were necessary for,

after an hour and a half, the young man started to get out. It took
him fifteen minutesmore to free hisway, andhe then shouted, with
open eyes, "Here I am," to his proud father. I had been with
Elisabeth all the timeandcouldkeep the essential eyeon thedoings
of doctor and nurse. They wouldn't have graduated in Holland,

but I was satisfied.

Bess had to walk up to her room five minutes later, and five

days laterwe left the place to return to ourroom in Perama, which,
though not luxurious, was still to be preferred to the noise and dirt
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in the clinic where people received visitors till late at night, and
each one seemed to have his own transistor radio and his own idea
ofwhat is nice. We returned to Holland in theMorris andhad quite
a job getting through Yugoslavia and Austria. Thrice we were
snowed in and the trip lasted for a whole week whereas in summer
I could have done it in two days. Back in Poortugaal, we were very
happy to get a chance to move into this here house. And what a
change to what both of us have been used to all our lives. At last,

then, we can comfortably lodge six guests in real beds. And it is

strange to see howmany thingswe had already found a place in our
new home. Today's "high-fashion" makes people change their

furniture every five years. Even flea-marketeers don'tbuyanything
anymore, but have to be paid to remove things to their market. Of
course,beingaJew, Ihavemanagedsomegooddealswith neighbors
and relatives, with the result that we have nearly everything fur-

nished to our taste and liking. And I hope that you will soon be here
to enjoy it with us. About the two records you wanted to send to me,
I shall be glad to get them here by ordinary mail or by air, as you
think best. You have to write on the declaration that they are second-
hand. It is a pity for the Caruso record; I do like him ever so much.
I do have some original recordings of his from 1905 and 1918.

For your information about Cynics, etc., some small excerpts
from my books... Cynics: Founded about 380 BC by Antisthenes.
Main feature was the merit of a proud independence from all

outward things. Diogenes is regarded by some as a representative
of this school (though I classify him as a Socratic). The word
"cynic" hails from the Greek kyon, dog, and I think it must have
been derived from the story of Diogenes when he first came to
Athens. The school is often called anti-Socratic, but wouldn't anti-
Platonic be more proper? Epicureans: Materialistic; the thing I like

about them is their accent on individual taste and the needs of
every single being. Important about Epicurus was his improve-
ment on the cosmological ideas of Democritus concerning atoms
and their movements.

But I'll save you the rest, you probably have better books than
I shall ever try to understand. You see, after all, Iam not a scholar
and justmake philosophymy hobby. Iprobably enjoy itmore than
you do at the present, too. Alan, all my love and best wishes for a
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successful re-exam. And when you do marry your Ph.D. do make
your honeymoon in Holland.

Yours ever and ever,

Alex

Poortugaal

16 August 1965

Dear Alan brother,

What a great distance there seems to be between wanting to

write a letter and actually starting one. Today has been a day of

great heat in the polder. We were really put out of action from
midday till about four o'clock. Something that doesn't happen
very often in the nether countries. But the main thing is that with
Elisabeth still having a week's holiday, I was able to take an old-

fashioned siesta. With the result that I am not as finished as usual
at the the end of the day but, the light not having completely gone
yet, I am starting this epistle full of energy.

To begin with, many thanks for the records. Alas, old man
Carusodid notsurvive the hazards oftheGreekmail. Hisbellywas
splitand so hewas neatlylaid in his grave. "Orfeu Negro" [arecord
of the sound track of the film "Black Orpheus"], however, was still

in great form and sincewe don't take to racial discrimination, he is

lying in between Pete Seeger and his Weavers and Beethoven. The
only long-playing records I have here are the ones I have recently

acquired. The rest are in Fannari. My taste in music has been
developing.

And here my energy was interrupted by the sudden and
unexpected arrival ofan Iraqi-Israeli friend ofmine (1959) with his

brother and a friend. They are now sleeping in our house. Three
more names to be added to the guest book tomorrow. They will

stay two days. So since guests in the house always give me quite
a lot of pep, I got up this morning at half past one. At the moment
it is four o'clock in the early morning. Meanwhile I have done the
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dishesfrom last night,prepared breakfast forseven o'clock,cooked
a nice pot of soup, and peeled two kilograms of potatoes. Other-

wise lifewouldhavebeen like hell for Elisabethwhose grandfather
is turning eighty-eightand is givinga feast too, tomorrow, orrather
today. In order not to wake up the whole house, I have removed
myself to the Morris Minor and, I am writing to you now with the

typewriter on my knees inside the car.

Continuing a few words on guests. Since we have lived here,

there has hardly been a week in which we were really lonely. The
world is coming to us. Next week two Indian friends and an
English woman (of theirs?), the week thereafter, a German couple

with two-year-old son. And so they were living on happily ever

after. Having these peoplearound us givesusmuch joy, forwe can

pass on a lot of the hospitality both my wife and I received in our
bachelor days. Enough of this.

Your godson is getting on fine. With the help of his parents, he
walks through the house, and he sits in his eighteenth-century

model chair like a preacher in his pulpit. He dictates to everybody,

through he doesn'tspeak yet; he is loved by every personwho sees

him. The good Lord has given us a great treasure to guard. He is

eight months old by now, but looks as if he were a year at least.

Most clothes that are presented to him have to be passed on to

smaller-sized babies, for he really isn't a baby at all and actually he
never was. Enclosed, a little snap taken by another guest of ours,

a German press photographer.

Iwas glad to see that you are going on withyour studies. I don't

very well understand how a scholarship is obtained; nor can I

fathom why it is given by capitalism. A Ph.D. can't do much to

advertise cereals, or can he? But Iam happy for you that you got it.

(Eds. Alan had written that he had been awarded a Fellowship for

continuingpost-graduatework by the DanforthFoundational that the

Danforth Foundation was supported chiefly by Ralston Purina, a

breakfast cereal manufacturer.)

Maybe some day you can ask those cornflake people whether
they can give you a trip to Europe. Just tell them you want to find

out how cereals taste over here.

How many more years do you have till you finally get your
degree? Here graduate study leads up to what we call a
Doctorandus, an unofficial, but officially recognized degree given
to to those who have finished their studies and who only need to
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writea thesis in order tobe called Doctor. The thesishas to beabout
some subject the candidate himself chooses within the limits of his
studies. The funny thing, though, is that the thesis has to end with
three principles which have nothing to do with his study at all, but
which he has to defend seriously at his installation. Thus a friend
of mine, a candidate in Chemistry and a well-known cantor in

Holland, ended his Chemistry doctorate with the principle that

cantorial music should be composed around the prayers, but not
the prayers set to already existing music. And when he had
successfully explained this principle, he was made a doctor of
chemistry. How are the usual proceedings over there?

21 August 1965

This same friend was made a full professor in chemistry last

week.

I was glad to read that Laura is DOING something in the hot
spots.

(Eds. Laura was apoliticalactivist At this time, shewentsouth with the

anti-segregationists as a Freedom Rider.)

If after that, she hasn't changed still, I suppose she never will
change and shall remain what she was, a dream child. That can be
of use in this world of hard realities. I sincerely hope that she will
write to me from Alabama about the "happenings". I didn't get an
answer to a note of mine, sent to her about a month or so ago. But
to give up one's studies and certainty, when you have a scholar-
ship, is not doing the cause any good, I believe. You see, fighting
for such a cause should not simply be the whim of idealistic

students, but an outlet for pent-up forces that have gathered
during student years and are used as a weapon by the fully

matured and qualified finalist. It is very unfortunate that also here
in Holland many demonstrations and actions are instituted by
students alone. They are so easily denounced as the "leftist youth
who with their beards and corduroys try to stir up something."
Fortunately, more and more well-known grown- ups are joining.
Preachers and pastors ofname, professors and doctors are signing
theirnames against South African policyand the like. The day will
come that these protests can't be ignored any more. At least that is

what I hope.

Last week I laidmy hands on another of these new inventions,
the tape recorder. It is a portable transistor Philips CASSETTE
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recorder, very handy and with beautiful sound. We acquired it

mainly to recordour son's first gropingwords and sounds, but this

week I put it to another use. A friend of ours, a Bahai youngster

who works in one of the biggest record shops, lent me a Folkway

record (for the first time imported to the Continent). On it was the

"March on Washington" with President Kennedy and Martin

Luther King. I was to have the record for just two hours, but that

proved sufficient for me to copy it on one cassette. A treasured

thing it is, especially because at the time Laura had given me a

beautiful report on the March.

I don't know what is the matter with me, but still I haven't

finished this letter. Today already the 17th of September, and I

don't have the slightest idea of what will become of this. But now
I have decided, even if the letter won't get completed, to send it off

to you. So if what you receive ends up without proper greetings,

you will know that more is to come.

What happened is as follows. We got to know from friends that

therewas an unmarried mother oftwenty whose child was born in

the Albert Schweitzer Village in France. She wanted to get rid of it

by "selling" it offto an orphange which has dealings withadoptive

parents. Somehow she was made to change her mind, but still

didn'tknowwhat todo with the child. Her fiance, however, agreed

to accept the baby when they would get married, which is at least

two years away. So we offered ourselves to take care of the child

(which is at present six weeks old). It is against the law to do this

as long as the mother is under 21 and thebabyunder 6 months. But

when the Dutch authorities get their nose in it, the chances are a

thousand to one that the girl's village will find out. (At this point,

the couple does not want the village to know anything; the worry

is that the boy's parents will object to their marriage.) So we keep

everything as unofficial as possible. So last week, at two o'clock in

the morning, I went off with the mother to France to fetch the baby

and found her after a long and difficult search. We returned with

it on Sunday afternoon, the total distance we had covered being

2,000 miles. The baby was terribly cared for, stinking skin, totally

underfed, but already we have booked great success. Her weight
has goneup a pound and a half, and herskin is getting better every

day.

Besides this we are also getting, from some semi-official or-

ganization, a twenty-one-year-old mother to be (unmarried of
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course)who has to stayundercoveruntil thebaby is born. The idea
is that, after her, others will be sent to our house to "recover." You
know, we have always wanted to start something of our own, and
the chance that we will finally succeed in doing what we want is

improving.

Meanwhile old "Appy," as we insiders used to call Le Grand
Docteur, has gone to join his forefathers. And it was just about
time. He lived too long.

(Eds. Alex is referring here to Dr. Albert Schweitzer who died on 4
September 1965, at the age of ninety. Alex had worked with him four

years earlier at Lambarene and had reservations about the cult of
personality which had grown up around him by then. Alex's misgiv-

ings do not alter the fact that he thought of Schweitzer as one of his

guiding lights.)

Your reflections on him [Schweitzer] were absolutely right. My
reply cannot possibly be made on paper. My thoughts and opin-

ions concerning both him and the Africa of today are so uncom-
monly paradoxical— I realize that very well— that it can only be
pronounced person to person. Can't you take one of those student
ships? I get crazy when I think of having to put everything on
paper.

I do wish to reply to your accusation that I am a racist. Well,
maybe I am at that, but not a racist in the sense that it is generally

used. You, on the contrary, make the big mistake
v
(always made by

the opponents of segregation) of saying that I decide any issues

from the color of a man's skin. I do not. The only thing is that this

difference in colorCOINCIDES with other differences between the
White man and the Black man. I certainly do hope that you don't
takeLAW as being decisive in sayingwho is an American andwho
isn't. Iflaw says Puerto Ricans are American, I emphatically refuse
to accept them as such (untilmaybe thesecond or third generation).
On the other hand, I have an acquaintance in Switzerland who is

trying his best to get rid of the label "American." He married a
Latin woman, became an anarchist, settled on some land in Swit-
zerland, and is a hopeless nuisance to the authorities. He returned
his passport. Still I will always see him as an American. Nowwhat
is the decisive thing about a person being what he is? Einstein to

me will always remain a German as will all the other naturalized
German scientists. I myself will always remain a Dutchman even
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though I possess the Israeli nationality and even if I eventually

decide to live in Israel.

I don't know, perhaps it is just a sentimental sort of feeling

about a person; certainly it is some sort of experience in my life of

dealing with all sorts of people. By the way, writing that Italian

cooking is all the Italian culture that remains in America is not

complete. Unfortunately, it is all the culture that the Italians in Italy

have succeeded in preserving. The fact that Dante is still sold in

Italian bookshops doesn't mean that their culture still envelopes

him. History,my dear fellow, nothing but past history . If he were
still taught in Italian schools, if Italian television would regularly

broadcast his works, he might have been part of today's culture.

Still. But I don't think that this is done.

In these respects, Rembrandt IS STILL a part of Dutch culture

today. And here again arises the question: when does a particular

genius of the past leave the culture of his country? Generally

speaking, I would say, when he isn't discussed anymore by the

common people. Ofcourse, this is abroad generalization, butwhat
else do you want? For that matter, I must point out that Verdi's

operas are still a very live part of Italian culture today.

(Eds. Of course, Alex's last observation undercut his previous argu-

ment.)

I doubt whether you understood my example of a person
coming in to yell "Yeah" in the synagogue. I fully approve of him,

as Ido withyour example of themutemanwho whistledbefore the

altar.

(Eds. This is a reference to thestory ofamuteman who could onlyexpress
his devotion to God by whistling. In this Jewish tale, the mute man's

mode ofexpression is put on a par with theprayers ofhis co-religionists.

There are other similar stories, like the boy who played his flute at the

Concluding {Nillah} Service on Yom Kippur because he did not know
how to pray, and his playing helped the others' prayers reach the gates

ofheaven. This story is connected with thefigure ofthe Baal Shem Tov.)

But, or rather BUT, I wouldn't want to pray in a synagogue where
the majority of the devotees were mute. Finally, concerning your
attacking my principle of separation by PRIDE, I don't think you
understand— and how could you? For paper is such a terrible

patient. It just lies there staring at one without answering. So let

me try this personal illustration.
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Although I married a shiksa [Yiddish, a non-Jewish woman], I

am a JEW, Iam proud to be a Jew, and I always intend to remain a
Jew. Incidentally, this has notalways been. There was a timewhen
I would have loved to creep into a gentile skin; fortunately I

couldn't. When people tell me, "You are just as good as we gentiles

are," I straightenmybackand say, " No, Iam better in some ways."
When people say thatwe are all equal, I absolutely deny this. Iam
a Jew and aJew is not thesame as a Greek, oran Italian, or a gentile

Dutchman. OFCOURSEwe are equal ashuman beings, butwe are
certainly not equal in the way that some proponents of integration
think. Theywish to interpret theword "equal" tomean "the same."
Iam not "thesame" asanyone,and theknowledge of thismakesme
try to enlarge the little I have of "my own" to show the world what
it is that makes me different. I know this sounds silly and egotis-

tical, but I can't express it differently.

Sitting on the floornow, by the side ofmy son's box, just to keep
him quiet. Just fed and washed the little baby upstairs, and she is

back to sleep. Elisabeth will be back from school in about an hour.
I think I have written everything there was to say. Except perhaps
this, no discussion on paper will ever be satisfactory to either ofus.
So, convince the University of Chicago to send you over to make a
study of Rembrandt and his thoughts, or perhaps a study of
"present-day Dutch philosofools." Then you can include me. But
for heaven's sake, let's meet somewhere soon.

By the way, you will be interested to hear that I have at last

realizedmy idea to form an organization of international meeting-
places. It is called "The Group" and the idea is to establish lodges
throughout theworld in which people canmeetand discuss, orjust
retire. Naturally, our place in Fannari has been included in the
plan, and it is the first lodge of the group. Right now we are trying
to lay our hands on a similar home in France and an old farmhouse
in the North of Holland. Membership is limited to 52 as yet and,
since I would love to include you amongst the first, I am sending
you a membership card in the hope that it is something to your
taste. Membership fee is US$3 per annum. That is for the Fannari
lodge. Membershop of the Dutch lodge, when that is realized, will
be more. If you have friends who you think will be interested,
please let me know. Of course, the ultimate idea is to have at least

one lodge in every country in the world. Perhaps a fantastic idea,
but still I believe it can be done.
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Well, I finally did come to the end of this letter. Not that it has

been an unpleasant job, for writing to you has become one of my
most beloved pastimes. The past few months I have hardly ever

been able to listen to good music or to have a good discussion with

anyone, so our correspondence is a light spot in the daily plough-

ing through life. Yet don't misunderstand me. I do love the

ploughing,and so does Elisabeth. In fact, Idoubt whetherwe could

ever do again without it. But still, time to reflect and meditate are

essential to me. Once again, do visit us soon. Let's hear from you
regularly, even though my letters are most irregular. Send me a

recent snap of yours.

Love to America with the exception of its lousy politicians.

Greetings to Messrs. Corn-Flakes [Ralston-Purina],

Alex

(Eds. Enclosed in this letter was a copy of a Swiss newsletter called

"Equality." In it Alexannounces theformation of "The Group," which

he describes as an "international cooperative society.")

Poortugaal, Holland

1 November 1965

My dear Alan,

This crazy household is going tomy head one of these days. At
present both Elisabeth and I are working. My wife is still at school

although she has asked to resign. But no one else can be found to

take her place, and it would be a shame to have the school close

down just because of a whim of ours. I myself have taken the first

step to becoming a millionaire. At least, if what they write ofsome
millionaires is true— that they started off as newspaper vendors.

For that is what I am doing these days. Or rather, since a system of

selling of newspapers is not known in Holland, Iam a deliverer of

newspapers. For everybody has one or more subscriptions to

papers in this country, and every morning or evening, depending
on what newspapers they read, these papers are delivered into
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theirmailboxes. (Youknow, there is a mail-box in everydoor to the
street.) So my job is to fetch the papers and bring them from one
door to the next. At present, I have one morning paper to deliver
and two eveningpapers plus three weeklies. It doesn'tpay too well
(I make about 60 guilders a week), but Iam trying to make a good
job of it and to enlarge my rounds. So I am en route from five till

eight a.m. Elisabeth leaves as soon as I arrive. She returns at four-
thirty p.m., and then I immediately take offuntil eight o'clock p.m.
So you can imagine what becomes of our house and food. Fortu-
nately Elisabeth has a week's vacation now, andwe can take a deep
breath. This Wednesday I am starting a newspaper round with a
motor-carry,and Ihope that this will savemea lot oftime (justnow
Iam still usingmy wife's bike). When eventually Elisabeth will be
able to quit teaching school, I hope to be able to earn enough for the
lot of us.

By the way, you asked in your letter who pays for our "charity
work." Well, nobody does. We are just happy to be able to add our
little piece towards the completion of a just society. And it doesn't
cost us much, really. If three are already eating, I don't think the
addition of a few more mouths makes much difference. And
neither ofus has ever believed in saving, though I do fear the seven
meagre years that are to come someday in each generation.

People in Holland are very well-offnowadays, no one wanting
for work and everyone getting his or her share of the general
welfare. Exceptions there are, naturally, the sufferers being mostly
theagedwho are still verybadly cared for insome over- populated
homes. (Children don't want to lodge theirown parents anymore,
partly because of the lack ofliving space, partly because family ties
are not so strong as they used to be.) I suppose that you yourself
get your fill of misery in your slum.

(Eds. In 1965-1966, Alan lived in a black neighborhood in Chicago.)

That you have chosen a slum to live in is quite what I had
expected of you but Iam very anxious to know how you will react
towards it. Ofmy own experience, Iknow that feeling of "wanting
to do something about it." The first feeling you experience is little

short of hatred for the luxury you have been used to up to the
moment you met poverty. Everything which is not really essential
in this life becomes an accusation. Every penny spent on comfort
points its finger at you saying, as it were, "Youknow where I really
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belong." So I am trying to find a little souvenir to send you which

will be rare and costly and absolutely useless. I shall want you to

regard it as a symbol of the beautiful things that riches can afford

to have produced. Never blame riches themselves or possessions

per se. Knowing you, or at least thinking so, I believe that you

might get very strongly involved in the poverty around you. If so,

please try to remember that the only way to do something about it

is to stand aloof. NOT aloof in the social worker's way. I have

recently hadmy fill of that, too. I mean aloof in the Olympian way,

looking down and seeing everything from the top of the mountain

and sometimes, when necessary, descending to earth to reason

with man and to LEAD him to victory.

I hopeyou will agree that the majority ofmanneeds a "Fuhrer,"
however detestable this idea is to our democratic minds. But what

is democracy anyway? I have thought a lot about the men whose
plight you described in your letter. I have met the same conditions

elsewhere, of course, but I have had reason to lookup hopefully to

my new great Guru, the little Abbe Pierre ofwhom you must have

heard. Three weeks ago, I had the honor of working with him for

two whole weeks, organizing a campaign in Hilversum to raise

funds for some orphanages in Algeria. It was wonderful to speak

with him, to exchange ideas and, very important, to get thatmuch-
needed injection of enthusiasm that he alone is capable of injecting

into people today.

After the death of "Old Appy" I had been looking forward to

meeting the Abbe again. (I had met him once in 1961 .) I wanted to

see whether he could takeup the place that Schweitzer left vacant.

For, however much can be said against Schweitzer, to those who
have worked with him, he was and will always remain a great

inspiration. A friend and co-worker from Lambarene said to me
recently that the greatest thing Schweitzer had achieved was to

make people unfit for normal society.

But to return to Abbe Pierre. He made his name in his struggle

for the clochards [French, vagrants] ofParis and after that organized

communites of garbarge collectors— the so-called Emmaiis and
Swallow communities— throughout the world. The fund-raising

in Hilversum, the first of its kind here in Holland, was nothing

more or less than the collecting of garbage: old paper and metals.

We had the help of about five hundred volunteers (mostly school

children), and we toured the city all Saturday with a hundred and
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twenty trucks. Statistics had proved that the largest gift from
Hilversum's population had been fifteen thousand guilders to the
Red Cross. In one day, we collected over thirty thousand. The
paper and metal were sold that same day to a wholesaler. No
money-giftswere taken. Wehadwarned againstso-called "cheque
book charity/'

Now what I wanted to ask you, isn't there scope for such a
community in Chicago? It needs: A) unemployed men of all ages
who do want to work and don't care what it is B) a large city which
has much to offer by way of second-hand clothes, old paper, old
metals, worthless textiles Otextiles and paper mills not too far off
D) an acre of land with storage facilities nearby E) a cooperative
city council. (This last, though, is very rarely found and therefore
not absolutely essential.)

Do write to me what you think about possibilities, and I shall
take it up with the Abbe. A total revolution would be needed in
government as well as in mental capacities. I doubt whether man
will ever grow up sufficiently to overcome his own natural urges
of possession and power. Read The Shipwrecks ofJonathan by Jules
Verne if you can get it. I read it once fifteen years ago, but haven't
been able to locate the book in the five years that I have been
looking for it.

(Eds. Alex is referring to Verne's Les Naufrages du 'Jonathan/'
published posthumously in 1 909.)

You write about a course in New Testament and Septuagint
Greek. I hope you can persuade your professors that the New
Testament was orginally written in Hebrew-Aramaic. In fact, this
has helped me a lot in the understanding of the historical Jesus, a
studyguided by AlbertSchweitzer, the great authority in this field.

Just take the term "Son of Man" which Jesus so often uses for
himself... Translate itintoGreekand whatdo you know?...nothing!
Translate it into Hebrew... ben adam and you have two possibilities.
The first is just ordinary "man"; the second, however, the literal
translation "son of Adam," may explain how Jesus felt himself
related to the first man and how he felt himself responsible for the
loss of Eden to such an extent that Jesus offered himselfup so that
paradise would instantly return. (There are many phrases point-
ing to this explanation. For example his telling the disciples that
their next meal would be in "heaven.") Remember that the idea of
human sacrificedescended from Persia justaround those days. But
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I am rambling on again as ever. Perhaps you're interested in just

the Greek side and not the New Testament at all.

I tried to locate Chicago on one ofmymaps. I have Gulftouring

maps of several of the States, but Chicago was not there. On my
globe, however, I did find it. A small point not too far away from

Detroit and on the waterfront near Canada. Am I right? Do send

mesomemore details about yourwhereabouts so that I can picture

you rightly. How Ilong for the U.S. withyou asmy guide. Iwanted

to mail you some little gift for your room, but my wife tells me I

should wait till I could bring it to you in person. That was a very

nice thing of her to say, if only I could see the opportunity of

stowing away or maybe I can ask President Johnson to accept me
as an aeronaut. (What is the matter with those people, anyway?

Don't they want to live anymore?)

I am beginning to like those Ralston Purina Cereal people of

yours. In Holland, too, money given to charity over two per cent

of one's incomemay be deducted from the taxable amount. I think

the system is O.K.

At the moment, I am not in a mood to talk about Formal

Education as it is here in Holland. I had some very unpleasant

experiences the other day. I wanted to enter a course on social

welfare (child psychology, etc.). The course goes together with a

job in that particular field. I applied for precisely that sort of job in

a home for difficult-to-manage boys. Was turned down because I

had not followed the course. And so one turns around and around.

And permits, permits, permits. For everything one needs a paper.

I have not given up yet, but I think I will throw education to the

dogsand just go on withmy newspapers. How Iwould love to start

some sort ofa school for myselfand appoint the craziest characters

as teachers. WouldYOU care to be on the staff? Not that I regard

you as a crazy character, but I believe you would be in good
company then.

If I remember well, there is in Chicago the so-called World
University Roundtable of a Dr. Howard Fast with whom I used to

have a more or less regular correspondence a few years ago. (I am
a member of that club, or at least I used to be.) Please look him and
say hello for me, though I doubt whether he would remember my
name. But he might be interesting for you to know.

Talking about the study of Divinity, I suppose that term is

wrong. It should be Deities (unless your friend isRoman Catholic).
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What is divine anyway? I used to have a girlfriend who thought
Corelli was divine and Bach heavenly. I do like the term "History
of Ideas." That's just to the point and more exact than "Philoso-
phy" in general. So I come to the paragraph in your letter where
you write (I quote), "I [Alan] keep telling myself that I must finish
my own schooling. Perhaps this is a real concern... But perhaps it

is also a rationalization...."

(Eds. By the time he wrote these lines to Alex, Alan had had student
deferments from military servicefor at least five years. This situation
caused Alan and like-minded students to examineand re-examine their
motivesfor staying in school As the years ofincreasing involvement in
Vietnam passed, these students effectively avoided the draft, but they
often did so with bad consciences because poorer, less advantaged
eighteen-year-olds were being sent to Vietnam.)

You seewhat Imean?Here is where the History ofIdeas starts: with
man's reasoning to himselfTOJUSTIFYINADVANCEWHATHE
ISGOINGTODO (which is also what he wants to do most). Idon't
think that there is any act a man may do for which he cannot find
some sort of excuse. And it is the reasoning to make this excuse
plausible which makes up philosopy. So the History of Ideas
should start with desires (AND hopes) of a single person or a
generation. The classical example is the plight ofArjuna in the first

chapters of the Bhagavad Gita.

Back to your letter. How should the authorities know that the
child [whom Alex and Elisabeth were protecting] isn't simply of a
friend staying with us? Because the very peculiar Mr. Aronson,
who is known to be a bit queer on the official records and who
needs to be watched, had the fortune of marrying the daughter of
Mrs. van Dieijen, known in the village as The Little Peacewoman,
who has the same reputation (both mother, father, and daughter)
for doing things to help others even where the law says explicitly
NO. So, double attention for the couple Muktidas which simply
refuses to accept "the reality" that the letter of the law must be
followed before the call of the heart.

As you know, there are two ways of keeping a thing a secret.
(This is originallymy own discovery.) Either let nobody know, or
let everyone know what is going on. In this case, it was the wisest
to keep everyone in the dark. The Law says (and I am stuffing
myselfwith oneLaw everyday aftermeals) that no child under the
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age of six months may be cared for by others than the parent. The

Law says also that mothers under the age of twenty-one and

unwed are not mothers really.... No, Alan, don't laugh. This is just

the beginning.

I am at the moment engaged in a fight to keep a fifteen- year-

old boy out of an institution. He lost both his parents recently and

spent a year at a youth camp after he had finished the primary

school for the mentally weak. His guardian in that camp had

selected us as a suitablehome forhim to stay. (We have opened our
house to some cases like this.) The boy came for a weekend to see

whether we'd fit well together; both he and we were enthusiastic

about each other. Now as soon as the boy leaves the youth camp,

he comes under guardianship of an organization which has to

approve of us, too. Andnow the social worker has disapproved of

our home because WE HAVE NO RUNNING WATER IN THE
TOILET. Everything would be all right if there were many homes
to be found for such cases, and they could simply select the best.

Butno such thing. There is no alternativehome, onlyan institution.

According to us, this will be fatal for him because he would be a

number; what he needs most at the moment is to find his individu-

ality. So I have started to fight again and, if need be, I shall take it

to court. Not that I have any chance legally, but my credentials

standup well with the news-people, and there is a chance that I can

make public scandal out of it.

Well, you see that Iam what you would call "trigger happy" at

present. There are many things that I would like to try a shot at.

And then to think that I am a pacifist. Another item that we are

fighting for right now concerns the forthcoming wedding of our

Crown-Princess to theGerman soldier Claus von Amsberg. A slap

in the face of all Dutch Jews and the gentiles who lost relatives and
fought desperately against the Germans in the last war. A lost

battle, but stillwe are trying to get the princess to release herclaims

to the throne (which she will never do). Yet, politics are unreliable.

Something may turn up that will turn the tide, a picture, a letter, a

word....

(Eds. On 10 March 1966, Crown Princess Beatrix and German

diplomat Claus George Wilhelm Otto Friedrich Gerd von Amsberg

were married. The new Prince of the Netherlands had been a member

ofthe Hitler Youthand had served in theGermanArmyfor two months
at the end of World War Two.)
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Alan-my-lad, do write to me more about your struggles in
Chicago and your observations of slum life. Don't get involved
with an unwed mother of fourteen and take a course in first aid so
you can help in case of a fight in front ofyour house. When you do
yourshoppingand return home with your load, keep a small tin of
biscuits in one hand ready to drop on the street when drunken
loafers come too near. Don't give money to people who ask your
help,butneverrefuseasandwich. Read God'sMenby Pearl S. Buck.
Write to me again.

Greetings to your younger brother and love to you from

Alex

28 January 1966

[Rotterdam Harbor]

Dear Alan,

Midnight and five minutes; writing to you in the middle ofmy
"work." I wish I'd know what holiday you are referring to when
you wished me "good holiday" in your last letter twice. I don't
remember having had one [a holiday, by which Alex means a
vacation] last year. Elisabeth worked at the school until December
(1965), and I started carrying those blooming newspapers around
in October.

(Eds. Knowing that Alex attached a private religious significance to
Christmas, Alan had wished Alex a "good holiday" in December. This
was less awkward for Alan than saying "Merry Christmas" to a Jew.
Alex simply misunderstood Alan's indirect greetings.)

My last newspaper found itsway this morning. Isuddenly got
veryfedup with it. Itwas a thanklessjob, peoplealways grumbling
even when the weather was at its worst. Moreover, my wife and I
have had to endure a few nasty bumps from official child-care
institutions, and we are just about to lose heart. So I got myself this
newjob as a watchman on shipsand yards, which leavesme plenty
of freedom. And then, too, I did get my contract with American
Express as a "Top Tour Manager". (The English word for it is
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"courier.") This sheep herding starts about June, and I had to fill

the gap. So I shall be doing a week's watching, then we hope to go
down to Provence forabout three weeks,and thenwe return to this

watching business until we are requested to start with the tours.

Naturally what I am aiming at with American Express is an
invitation to come to the U.S. to visit you and other, less important

individuals. I even said as much to the boss when he interviewed

me and asked formy reason for applying to American Express; so

there might be a chance. This interview was more than just

comical. On paper, I was asked the following question, "How is

your nose?" My reply, "clean," evoked the boss's remark, "That's

a stupid answer." To which I said, "It's a very foolish question."

Tell me please, Alan, what would an American have replied and
are those silly queries normal in the U.S.?

(Eds. Of course, the interviewer was asking Alex how good his

sense of direction was.)

Thenews hascomehere thatMartin LutherKing ismovinginto

the Chicago slums... to stay there until something is done about

them. Is this true? Will hebe staying near to your placeand do you
agree with this action of his? I was most happy with the photostat

of his letter.

(Eds. Alex had asked Alan to give Martin Luther King, Jr., a small gift

by hand. When Alan realized that itwould be difficultfor him to present

it in person, hesent it by mail. Alan sentAlexa copy ofDr. King's letter

ofacknowledgement. Alex then wrote to Dr. King himselfand received

a reply, which we reproduce at the end of this section. Alex had had no

previous contact with Dr. King.)

I wrote to Martin Luther King, hoping to get a reply, too. My letter

included just a little bit of criticism which his presence here in

Holland evoked in people like myself. For example, he stayed here
in the Hilton Hotel — of all the hotels in Holland, the one that

always systematically refused cooperation with spontaneous re-

lief-projects.

(Eds. SisterMario, mentioned below, was a Black SpiritualistAdvisor

living in Chicago. Alan had sent Alex her calling card which had been

slipped under his door.)

Sister Mario's ad found a place on my wallpaper. Maybe I'll

even look herup some day. In India, I found many of her kindred,
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and I can't say that I found them very harmful. In their way, they
provide an antidote to many troubles of people who can't afford
other narcotics. Separately, Iam sending some wall ornaments to
your home address. Also a paper written by a Prof. Dr. Krauss
whom we had as our guest for a few days. Have you ever heard of
him? He wrote a few words for you on the first page. I myself got
a copy, too. This man travels around handing out his literature for
free in the hope (vain hope, Iam afraid) that justice will be done to
him.

The booklet I sent you was the manuscript of a projected
publication [ofmy own] which never was realized. They are the
recorded replies I gave once (in 1960) to a Bahai girl whose guest I
was in Poona (India). I used to have another copy, but I lost it

somewhere. So I would appreciate your returning itwhen you are
done. Beforeyou giveyourcriticism (which, ofcourse, willbemost
welcome), you should know that in the meantime I have changed
a few points, though, on the whole, I still hold to what I wrote
then....

Neither Johan Huizinga nor his book, The Waning ofthe Middle
Ages, is known to me, but I am trying to get hold of it. Right now,
I am enjoying a delicious book by Hans Warner called Through
Greece on an Ass. Ifone has described present-day Hellas as it really
is, it is this adventurer. Ifyou wantme to translate it, please say so,
though it will lose much of its meaning in translation. Some
passages are to be felt, rather than understood.

[The following night. J I ordered Huizinga's book today. Was
told in the bookshop that it is rather well-known and regarded as
his best. Tonight watching on a ship with a lot of walking around
and organizing to do. Therefore not much time to continue this
letter and will mail it right now.

Do write again soon, also about yourneighborhood and obser-
vations.

Yours ever,

Alex
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(Eds. Thefollowingis theletterfrom Martin LutherKing to Alex. Itwas

written on stationery of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference,

334 Auburn Ave., N.E., Alanta, Georgia. The officers of the organiza-

tion are listed as Martin Luther King, Jr., President; Ralph Abernathy,

Treasurer; and Andrew J. Young, Executive Director.)

4 April 1966

Dear Mr. Aronson,

Thankyou for your very informative letter to me. I can see that

you have been involved significantly in the work of bettering the

lot of mankind. I envy you your experiences with Vinoba Bhave,

Dr. Schweitzer and Abbe Pierre.

I trust Mirabehn's work on Beethoven is coming along well. I

shall be eternally grateful to her for her gift to me of the Gandhi

booklet. Do communicatemy regards to all your friendswho have

sought to meet with me duringmy Holland sojourns. Iam terribly

sorry that a meeting was not effectuated, as I am sure that I stood

to gainmuch just from meeting those who are so kindred to you in

spirit. Also, please extend my warmest sentiments to your wife

and Alwin.

May ourmutualworktoward a worldcommunity ofpeaceand

brotherhood ever prosper.

Fraternally yours,

Martin Luther King, Jr.



Southern Christian Leadership Conference

334 Auburn Ave., N.E.

Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Telephone 522-1420

Martin Luther KinR Jr., President Ralph Abernathy, Treasurer Andrew J. Young, Executive Director

November 22, 1965

Mr. Alan Mendelson
3838 Fulton Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Alan:

I send my deepest appreciation with these lines in consequence of your
heartwarming consideration of me and that of your friend, Alex in
Holland. I shall always cherish Mirabehn's 'Digest" of Gandhi's thoughts
and am humbled and honored that the "Digest" should find its way to me
at Mirabhen's request, via Alex and you.

I have already been inspired by Gandhi's life, work and thought and
that he should now affect me through the compilations of his dear friend
and secretary d twenty-five years is all the more inspiring to me. It
goes without saying that Gandhi's philosophy and practice of "soul force"
has been the key to the door-opening determination and deeds which have
characterized the nonviolent warriors of the civil rights army, with which
I have had the good fortune to be identified.

Do, please, excuse the belatedness of my response to your appreciated
letter and gift of the "Digest:' My prayers for you and Alex go with my thanks.

Sincerely yours,

,;1

Martin Luther King, ^T/

Kg '

A copy of Dr. Martin Luther King's acknowledgement of Alex's gift.
It was addressed to Alan because he acted as intermediary. (Cf Alex's
letter of 28 January, 1966.)
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(Eds. The following letter was typed on stationery headed "Alexander

L. Aronson, tourmanger and interpreter")

Poortugaal

April [?] 1966

Dear Alan,

Writing to you for the first time under this new letter head. I

have changed quite a bit in the past few months. Beard is off, too,

and my stomach is about the size of the Michelin-man. In short, I

have become a real old-fashioned house-father... from the outside.

Inwardly, I still feel the same, although I do realize (my wife makes
me realize it all the time) that my outlook on many things has
changed. Still I often disagree with society, and Iam continuously
quarrelling with my boss, Mr. Harry Rubin of American Express.
I take that as a good sign. But I haven't told you yet that I am
working for this illustrious company as a Tour-Escort. I am
herding Americans around in Europe, and doing it with pleasure,

too. Though Iwas onlyacceptedas temporary help forninety days,
I seem to fit into their program, for I have already Tours assigned
to me till October. (I have done two 20-day tours so far.) And it is

not laying any wind-eggs either.

Fortunately, fornow I havebeen able to domy heart's wish: i.e.,

buya little farm in France with the ruins ofan old house on it which
I intend to restore so that we can really live there. It is near a small
village called Le Monastier in the Haute Loire, four miles from Le
Puy [45°N, 4°E]. We have ourown nightingale singing in ourown
trees. Isn't that something! Both Elisabeth and I are raving about
it to everyonewho cares to listen. The land around it measures one
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and a quarter acre, enough to do some farming and to keep a cow.
Will you come and help us build???

The music I am listening to at the moment is hazanut [Hebrew,
cantorial music], sung by my dear friend Hans Bloemendal, the
Amsterdam cantor who has recently been made full professor of

Chemistry at a Dutch University. It makes me feel a bit sad inside.

I used to sing with him in the synagogues (sometimes a duet,

sometimes a choir of four or six). Somehow Elisabeth and I are
missing something. Not religion, forwe have our stomachs full of

that, both of us, but a certain atmosphere we used to live in, when
single, which we lost in the quest for oneness....

I now agree that the man who has questioned and found his

own answer has a happiness which is one ofconsciousness and not
of blindness. The question Inow feel popping up is whetherblind
love is worth more than reasoned liking. The first certainly ismuch
nearer to nature. It is wellknown that knowledgeand all that clings

to it does not increase happiness. On the contrary. What is it really

to know an answer? But what bewilders me is the question what
can be done for a man who has an answer (not THE answer, AN
answer) and who knows, but has decided he would much rather
return to his former ignorance. For that is theway Isometimes feel

myself. Knowledge can'tbeundone; and one will always continue
to search; and when one knows, to teach, even when one believes

that his teaching doesn't do anything to improve happiness. All
this is, indeed, abstract. But concrete facts, too, pose the same
questions. Negroes in slums. I am sure many of them feel very
happy there. Iamnot talkingabout thosewho compare themselves
with the rest of the world and become dissatisfied. I am talking

about those poor bastards who take everything for granted. What
if we do mix in their world and take them out of their slums in

which they unconsciously vegetate. Will they be happy in our
modern way of life? Aren't we, then, playing the part of those
missionaries in India and elsewhere who teach what they believe
is the OneWay to live and who insist on a woman wearing at least

a Mother Hubbard. We are continually talking about a solution,

but I am now questioning our right (yours and mine) to help find
one. As to our own existence... we ARE, and I don't think that it is

any use to try to find outWHYwe are and what we are doing here.

The FACT that we ARE is there. It should be enough for us to

realize it and make "the most of it"— whatever that may mean to
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each individual.

I ammoreandmore inclined to believe thatwehavegrown too
far from nature to be able to be happy without questioning. You,
for example, ask, "Why aren't you a vegetarian? Why do you eat

chicken?" But isn't this the way NATURE is? Isn't that same
chicken eating worms and killing some form of life itself?

Well, you should know from your studies how often all these

questions have been asked and what kind ofanswers they evoked.
Personally, I have reached the point of wanting just to exist and
enjoy myself. The one concession Iam making tomy "reformative
instinct" is that I try to let as many people as possible participate in
my enjoyment. I may be wrong. I may be just getting too lousy
average, but I have quit fighting the odds. My wife would be
laughing loudy at this because she thinks Iam fighting something
or someone all the time.

In fact, as a tour-escort, Iam quite extraordinary, always taking
the herd to places that are not on the program and changing it

whenever it suits me. It is true, though, that I don't hate the crowd
as much as I used to. Also Iam beginning to be quite tolerant with
thestupidityofthe plebs. Is that thebeginning oftruewisdom? My
beloved Socrates might have an answer to that.

Alan, I started this letter after another letter sent to some girl in

Chicago to whom you gave my name. I hope I replied to her well
and that you agree with what I told her. She may be coming back
toyou since I told her to. Send asmany people over here as you like.

They are always welcome. From here onward they may get
introduced around, but I can't give addresses to those Idon'tknow
personally. It's just one of those things.

By the way you should know that I was reported to the
president of American Express as beingANTI/AMERICAN. The
reply I gave (in a report) was as follows: "My best friend and
godfatherofmyson isan American. Ihavemany relatives working
and living in the U.S.A. and I was made a distinguished fellow of
the Columbus Association for special merit in the field of creating
better understandingbetween America and the countries ofWest-
ern Europe. Yet I am a Tour-Escort and, as such, have to explain
anti-American slogans such as YANKEE GO HOME which the
people see en route. Iam sometimes obliged to explain sentiments
which are not my own. This happened in France while I was on
tour. After all, tour-members are, withoutmy knowledge usually,
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confronted with these things. I fully realize that my clients are on
vacation and should not be troubled with controversies, but when
they do meet antagonism, I feel itmy duty to explain. And maybe
some other Tour-Escort will do the same for the Russian Express
Company tours.... Anyway, although I do think that American
Express is a bit over organized, I like working for your company.
But I do wish to say that when the complaints of one single excited
woman are takenso seriouslyas to invite all sorts oflengthy reports
and letters, there is something lacking in cooperation between
Company and Escort/'

So you see, dear Alan, that though I try to be moderate because
part ofmy French farm is still unpaid, I shall never betray my true
self. I still believe that it pays to be honest and not just write, or say,
what sounds like perfume and roses. And so far, my clients have
likedme for it. If I don't get thrown out, I will surely get invited to

America. If so, I hope to look you up. It will be my main point of
interest in your country.

Do write to me again when you can spare a moment, but don't
expect my answers soon. It's a mad world, this touring business.

Yours ever,

Alex
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(Eds. Although this letter was written in October, 1966, it was not sent

for several weeks. Alex explains what happened on a small slip ofpaper:

"Sorry, but the first envelope got lost and turned up after two weeks,

spoiled by the car battery. Hope you don't blamemefor not copying the

letter over. Happy Christmas. Alex." The envelopewas not all thatwas
spoiled by the car battery. The letter itselfarrived in an advanced state

of disintegration. In some spots, it has been impossible to reconstruct,

so we have inserted asterisks to indicate an actual loss of text.)

On board the "Chateau Margaux"
[Rotterdam Harbor]

25 October 1966

Dear Alan,

Or rather, cher Alain, for after an interval ofamonth Iam again

at my watching business. Yesterday Elisabeth, Alwin, and my
mother-in-law returned from a month's holiday in France. I don't

knowwhether I everwrote toyou that I hadbought a parcel ofland
in the Haute Loire, but that's what I did a few months ago. I was
not pleased with the land I'd already got in the Dordogne. (Before

finishing the sale there, the agent messed about with some trees so

I refused to go on with the bargain, and it's up for sale again now.)
* * * The land itself, however, far exceeded our expectations.

Beautiful trees and meadows, interesting population. The few
weekswe stayed on it were well occupied. Cleaning out the stable
so that we could move in there after having lived the first week * *

* then starting repairs on the one room of the building which was
not completely ruined. And we did quite a job there, too, consid-

ering the soft nails and wood of bad quality we had to work with.

Old William, 76, father ofmy cherished woman, did his share

to add to the liveability of the stable. (He is as hard-headed as his

daughter so I just let him do whatever he pleased.) You can
imagine that there was no time to do any letter-writing. Yet, you
have been foremost in my mind. I would have loved to show you
the place. You are probably aware of the fact that Iam (and always
was) somewhat obsessed by the possession ofLAND, to my belief

man's greatest resource and stable riches. Though I haven't been
back to Fannari in Greece, many friends have been able to spend a

few pleasant weeks there.

Le Monastier, the village nearest to my "French Farm," is

nearer to Holland [than Fannari], and we expect to be there more
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and more often and longer as time passes. Next letter will contain
some pictures, if they turn out well. * * * My American Express
employment, in the end, proved not to be satisfactory enough for

my bosses. I haven't been sacked exactly, but I wasn't given more
than the 90-day contractual engagement. That means 3 tours, the

last of which was a nightmare. Imagine 30 people in the same
narrowbus for 40 days, all the time travellingand having to absorb
new impressions. Moreover, except 3 nurses, allwere teachers and
have you evermetmore difficult people than those? Except forone
fortunate circumstance, this last trip was a complete failure. The
one thing that saved my happiness was the presence of a lovely

young girl, Florence, sent on this trip by her great-aunt. I can't

explain to youhow our relationshipcame about. Elisabethmet her,

too, and felt about her as I did. So after the tour (which ended in

Paris), she stayed in our home for 3 days. Were it not that she has
a boyfriend back home in Virginia, I would have insisted on her
meeting you. What a lovely pair you would have made. She is

natural blonde, big on all sides, 19 years young, and virgin in body
as well as mind. She helped me plow through 40 days * * *

Incidentally, I namedmynew car after her. But don't think that by
"new" I am describing a 1967 model Mercedes. My great new
treasure is a 1955 Diesel London taxi-cab as heavy as a lorry, as old
andshaky as the Paris elevators, but a darling. She withstood 2,000
miles (to our French home and back) as well as a Mercedes would
have. She isslow but oh, so reliable. And she cost (with repairsand
all that) only $500. I brought her to Holland myself, having saved
her from a dump in London. So much for our material existence.

Our spirtual life has also been enriched by many experiences.

We had, of course, several children to care for, the last time two
Mongolians (I hope youknow the expression). Those children were
in our care for a month (Mother in hospital). They are very hard on
the housewife, for they give a lot of work, but are ever so nice and
good-natured. Alex Aronson himself is in politics once again. The
pacifist-socialist party opened a new seat near my home. I joined
andnowserve as secretaryand lecturer on pacifism. Thechances are
good forme to be elected as town-councillor, next elections, and oh-
boy, will the big blockheads have to kneel, that stand behind
Johnson's dirty politics and our own stupid monarchy. * * *

I believe it's time for me to * * * act * * * instead of standing
helplessly on the outside * * * I hate politics, but doesn't one have
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to tackle the imbeciles on their own ground? However, I don't
think the pacifist-party leaders approve ofme. I steadfastly refuse
to preach what they teach in their rules and regulations. But I act
and speak as my conscience dictates, and that is supposed to be
irregular. You see, as with many in the same fix, I am looking for
a loudspeaker with which to voice my opinions. And I am not at

all satisfied; not with the world, not with myself. Iam still young,
not yet ripe for retiring in a monastery (which I intend to do at old
age, when my wife is gone), and too old to be satisfied by club life,

idealistic pamphlets or even ^dedicating" myself to some cause or
other.

It's funny, really, but after having worked with people like

Vinoba in India, Schweitzer in Africa, Abbe Pierre in Europe, Iam
still (or, it would be more truthful to say AGAIN) "searching."
What I am really looking for, perhaps, is a CAUSE, in which both
Elisabeth and I can believe without scepticism. For with us it has
gotten to the point where if one of us is in doubt both of us are
unable to work. There is one thing, though, in which we both
continue to believe— children. And if we find an opportunity to
serve them in any part of the world, we'll not hesitate * * *

brotherlove,

Alex

N.B. Your godson, Alwin, is growing fast. Starts to speak and
has a will of his own that is difficult to please. Loves animals,
travelling, and is afraid of no one. He has strong sympathies and
antipathies, looks like his grandmother (on his mother's side)
when he cries, and like me and my father when he laughs. Also
speaks two words of French: bonjour— au revoir.
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Poortugaal

[Early 1967]

Dear Alan,

Your letter in front of me is dated 11 December, and I think it

is the last one you wrote and I still left unanswered. Here it goes,

the firstfew lines ofan epistle which has to bringyou up-to-date on
our spiritual and worldly welfare. Life on the Elftplaat has been
shockingly unshocking. Both Elisabeth and myself are aware that

something drastic has to be done in order to bringsome life into the

brewery, as the saying goes in Holland. Which brings me to the

final remark of your letter...that the people you live with are

unconscious. I know exactly what you mean by that, but I think

that a little tolerance should be shown to the unconscious. We
shouldalways remind ourselves thatwe areworking forthemand,
mostly, with them. If it were not for my work with the Int. Civil

Service (which isa continual fightagainst easy living rich-people's-
kidsand their ridiculous notions ofhowan organization should be
run), I might have joined the unconscious myself. The fact that I

have struggled myself out of financial debt (notary costs of our
French place) and am continously on the lookout for a new job,

helps too. American Express, naturally, doesn't wantmeanymore
and earning my daily bread is going to be very hard this summer.
(The rate ofunemployment is growing fast in Holland.) Iamdoing
my best to earnmy daily salad, by working our garden every spare
moment. It should provide us with a full year's supply of vegeta-
bles if weather permits. Mother Earth... how I long for Greece and
France to make my little loan of hers there profitable, too. I just

receiveda report about Fannari froman English friend; sheand her
sister were there for three days. It seems that Sophia and her
parents keep the place quite nicely in order. As for our "monas-
tery" in France, we do hope to get there again some time soon.

Just now, while I was writing this, your letter arrived, confirm-
ing the receipt ofRembrandt. Another parcel ofsouvenirs (printed

matter) is on its way; just little nothings, but I have a feeling that

they belong to you. As for your friend (Laurie) in Paris, I will write
to her thatshe is welcome in case she is too shy to take the initiative.

No, Idoubt whether there will be much travelling forme this year.

Business is very slack, so I am just working when there is some
"watching" to do in Rotterdam harbor.
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I have no Haiku book; neither do I know what a Haiku is. So I

very much look forward to your parcel. I was glad you found that

Dictionary of Classical Antiquities. And I hope it is what I expect. If

you find a BLINDMAPOF GREECE in a large schoolroom size, it

will be a great help. Here nothing can be found like it, and it seems
that in Greece they don't work with blind maps in the schools. (In

case you wonder what a blind map is, since I don't know whether
it is used in the US, a blind map is a large scale map of a country on
which major points are the only indications of some city and no
names are printed on it. In other words, just the outlines of a

country on blank paper, with dots for towns or cities and lines for

rivers.) I intend to fill it up myself like the National Geographic's

Map of Classical Lands of the Mediterrean, but more complete.

Do write some time about your studies and what practical use
they can be put to. From a philosophical point of view, I imagine,

nothing is really practical to the world at large. Compared to the

universe, all our attempts are small and futile. From a PRACTI-
CAL point of view, however, I see that what we get out of it

ourselves. Practical is thebuildingup of one's personality. As Earl

Stanley Gardener wrote in one of his early (good) books "in all

fields where the goal is financial success, there is a lot of competi-

tion. When the ultimate aim of one's thriving is spiritual success,

one is absolutely unique, there will be no competition, and usually

the end becomes a financial success as well." All this from an
intriguing murder story, just imagine!!!

Well, Alan, my brother, our love to you and yours. Do let us
know something about your new surroundings [a different

neighborhood in Chicago's South Side].

Yours as ever,

Alex
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(Eds. The following letter had to be returned to Alex by the post office

because the address was insufficient. As an address, Alex had written

simply "Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A." Attached to the letter was a note:

"Dear Alan, Here is the letter that went astray. It came back because

you are not too well-known in Chicago. Try to send a letter to Alex
Aronson - Holland, and it would reach me sooner, I think. " The letter

is written on Alex's "tourmanager and interpreter" stationery. Next
to those words, Alex scrawled a large question mark.)

[Rotterdam Harbor]

16 June 1967

Dear Alan,

Night duty at my new job: porter in one of the ports of
Rotterdam. Doing this now for four weeks. "Doing" and "work"
are rather big words, "being" would express it better really. I have
to be around, attend the telephone in the porter's lodge, and sit

there watching the gate and the peoplewho pass through it. When
ships are expected, I have to see to it that they are moored in their

proper places. On night duty, my main concern is that they don't
catchme sleeping. They pay rather well. As for the watching, this

Ido a few nights a week, just in order to have a littlemore spending
money. This porter's job may be a temporary one only, and there
is a chance that eithermy employers or Imyselfmay refuse tomake
it "permanent" after the first two months. The last expression, of
course, in quotation marks, for how many things are really "per-
manent?" Jobs certainly not, at least not for me. And when it is

decided that I am not going to stay on, I thus may go back to
"watching ships" all the more easily.

Today an emergency telephone call from some organization
which wants us to be camp parents in a 6 week summer camp for
handicapped children. Right along our path, but how the hell can
I do it when I just entered this new job? I told them to speak to my
employer. Maybe they will give me special furlough, though I

doubt this very strongly. A lot of people take their vacations right
at this time.

Talking about holidays, Elisabeth and I are planning to go to
our place in France during the month of September, the best time
ofyear in those parts. If thissummer-camp deal is accepted, I don't
think we'll have that vacation; we'll have to wait until next year.
Meanwhile, we bought a secondhand mini- caravan, rather like a
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double-bed on wheels, with just room enough to stand in, and Iam
now fixing it with some cooking facilities (gas) and light (car

battery). A small item for these luxuries is bought every week. The
whole set-up is rather common-place and out of our line, but it fits

well behind the Morris and will eventually help us to escape
everyday life evenwhen funds are low. Its major advantage is that

it makes us independent of hotels and restaurants on the way.
When, oh when, will I see Fannari again? An English girlfriend

of mine spent a week there with her sister a few months ago; they
loved it. The neighbors keep it very tidy. Electricity seems to have
reached it too. Isenta letter to theseneighbors with a fewdrachmas
enclosed, but so far they have failed to reply. I don't think the

change of govenment will affect life in such a small village. On the

whole, Greek history has shown that changes take place only in

Athens. The idea you express in your letter of Fannari being a
cherished place, a sort of terminal of the flight from sordid life, is

just what it has become to me. You know that throughout these

past years I have stocked it with the best books, the most beautiful

records, and pictures. However small the cabin is and primitive to

spoiledmodern man, Ido think it adequate fora hermit with ideals

which, I think, we both are at heart. Music and literature are bread
and wine for me, even now when I sometimes seem to sink into

bourgois unconsciousness.

Your gift oftwo Indian records gavemea big lift. Iamnot going
to thank you either for the lovely records or for the Classical

Dictionary, both being exactly what I had dreamed them to be. The
thanks I could express would be words only and not befitting the
spirit in which you sent your gifts. I only hope that my thoughts
and feelings of gratitude will reach you somehow in the spirit of

soul-embracing. I do believe something like that happens some-
where in the stratosphere when two people think about each other
simultaneously. For your information, the time is now 01 .45 on 17
June (18.45 on 16 June, Chicago time).

Laurie was a nice guest to have although personally, if I would
have anything to say in the matter which I have not, I wouldn't
choose her for your wife. Typical old world way of thinking, but
thafs the way I am. Critical comment: She has lots to learn about
housekeeping. Positive comment: she's really nice and absolutely

good with children. (Your godson Alwin is a difficult one in his

choice of friends, but Iam glad to say that she made the grade after
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one day.) Iam afraid that the impression she must have had ofme
is not too beautifying. I had worked nights for weeks on end, and
my humor was not too good. Tiredness makes me into an impa-
tient and shouting moron, very hard to please. I do hope she will
return in summer to see our home in the happy peace it usually is.

An important thing she mentioned was your getting your
Ph.D. next yearand your subsequent vacation, possibly in Europe.
ICOUNTON IT... having you with us then. According to Laurie,
the picture ofyou nailed to my wall (over the statue of Socrates) is

a little out of date. She said you have changed a little. So please
send me a new photograph of Alan Mendelson today.

So far I haven't written a word about Israel and its friendly
neighbors. Thanks be to God that this time they have again beaten
their foe. The question is what will be the outcome of the UN
General Assembly which convenes tomorrow. Holland has been
marvellous with its moral and financial support. I believe it is the
one country that put itself spontaneously on Israel's side, govern-
ment and people alike!!!

(Eds. The previous paragraph was prompted by the 1967 Six-Day
War.)

Alan-me-lad, do write to me about your studies and your life

in the city ofAl Capone and Martin Luther King. Give my regards
to your parents and receive all our love.

Yours ever,

Alex
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(Ed. The return address on the following letter is the "therapeutic

summer camp" at Oisterwijk, Holland.)

15 July 1967

My dear Alan,

Ireceivedyour letterdated 7Julyyesterday night. So it appears
that you haven't yet received mine which I wrote at night while on
night duty in the porter's lodge. To me that was a very important

letter, for in it I thanked you for all your good gifts, the marvellous

Classical Dictionary, the two beautiful records and more. I wrote
something about Laurie's visit as well as about Israel. About the

latter, I did not write as explicitly as you would have liked.

I shall continue on the topic which, to me, wasNOT so discon-

certing as it seems to have been to you. For, first of all, I do not see

a particular ASCENT of "military thought" in Israel. The country

has always been, from the very start, when the Keren Kayemeth
[Jewish NationalFund] bought landfrom theArabs, through its act

of independence (via a United Nations simple-majority decision)

and its maintenance against mighty opponents and continued
insurgency, until its last military act, a stage for violent fighting. A
struggle for life which, in view ofnon-recognitionby its opponents,

could only be fought on the military field.

As for Israel's right of existence, Ido notbelieve myself (or you)
capable ofan objective view. How fardoes a people have to goback
in history to assert its right to a territory? And what decides their

right? Their majority? Their achievements? I do not think that an
answer to these questions can be given.

Rhodesian whites, though a minority, base theirindependence
on achievements. Algerians, fully colonized by the French, based
their independence on majority. Greeks, when struggling for

independence against Turks, had (at the time of the struggle)

neither a majority in their own country, nor any achievement to

show. The Turks had ruled their country for a full 400 years and
Greece had only history to show for its right to the country. (There

remains the factor of church; but then in Western Turkey, as well

as in Southern Yugoslavia, there were as many Orthodox as in

Greece.)

If I have to define the right of Israelis to their country, I should
start with history. Though one has to go back very far, I do not
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doubt this right. Then there is the factor of achievements, both by
the first immigrants as well asby the present-day Israeli. If, as I see
it, the land thatGod gave to mankind, has to be exploited as well as
possible (like I believe that anything that is given us is to be used),
one should give that land to the farmer who raises the best crop.
There is also no doubt that the Israeli is the better farmer. One
should not count the majority question. If one compares the
number ofJews at the minute ofindependence (1948) to thenumber
ofArabs present at that time in Palestine, Iam sure there weremore
Arabs. (If one counts the Jews in the Diaspora as possible future
Israelis, so one should also count all Arabs in the world.)

However, there is one right that the Jews have to Israel that is

undeniable: the right based in NEED. The Second World War has
proved thatbeyond questioning. This right, togetherwith achieve-
ments and history, is more than enough for me to say that the
Jewish people has a right to Israel. From here we can go on to post-
independence warfare.

The pacifist, after whom all pacifists are modeled, of course,
was Mahatma Gandhi. I regard myself as a staunch pupil of this
great Master. His greatness was based on the fact that, though a
man ofvery strict principles and severitytowards himself, heknew
where to draw the lineandhow to compromise in his dealings with
the outer world. Though he regarded fighting as a great evil, he
thought it worse to be regarded as a coward. And he realized that
men who started fighting for possession would not stop with the
capture of material possessions. They would continue to fight till

theypossessedbodyand soul ofthe captured. And the soul should
be preserved at all costs, for it is God given. Therefore, when you
recognize Israel's existence, you HAVE to allow it its right to fight
for its soul.

I do not know whether you, when studying in Jerusalem, saw
much of Israel's military soul. I did, for I participated in its army
for a year and also voluntered in the first Sinai campaign (1956).
Throughout I noticed the people's determinationNOT to capture,
but to gain security. And I am sure that this security is the only
thing they want now. But then do they have the right to keep the
captured parts? I believe that they may and will. They will keep
theGazastripbecauseitshortenstheborderbysomany kilometers;
they will keep the old part ofJerusalem because Israel's ties with it

are too strong and also because it solves the problem of the Scopus
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enclave. The rest (Sinai, Jordan) will be returned to their former

owners on condition of permanent U.N. supervision and (prob-

ably) dejure recognition ofIsraelby thecountries concerned. Once

this recognition is a fact, there are more ways towards peace than

just the military which, though disgusting, has been the only point

of contact between the parties. And it was NOT Israel that wished

it thus. Iam with Israel when she denies the right to lost territories

to opponents who do not recognize its existence and still speak of

the Memshelet Tel Aviv as if Israel were naughty rebels.

(Eds. Alex is alluding to one of the circumlocutions used by certain

Arab governments in referring to Israel "Memshelet Tel Aviv"

means "the government in Tel Aviv." It is similar to the phrase "the

Zionist entity," which also indicates a refusal to recognize the State of

Israel.)

I am with Israel when she wars in the open and "according to

rules" against theverminwho continuously try to enterin the dark.

I am with Israel when she says, "I am here for keeps."

I hope that this may help you find where you stand. Please

realize that, when at war, no neutral position is possible. The

question is to find the source of evil and kill it.

Greece and its people finally got what they deserved. Please

forgive me for being rather bitter about it. But having come to

know the Greek very well, I cannot but rejoice at their getting a

lesson; a punishment for their weakness in not being able to shake

off empty customs and in not taking a firm stand in their desire for

mental modernization.

(Eds. On 21 April 1967, a military junta overthrew the interim

government of Premier Panayotis Kanellopoulos. Among others, ex-

Premier George Papandreou, a leader of the leftist Center Union Party,

was arrested. King Constantine, then 27 years old, attempted a

countercoup on 13 December; it failed, and the king went into exile.)

I believe that this new Greek miliary government is the apex of

a crisis in the strugglebetween foolhardyandblind traditionalism,

on the one hand, and modern thought without backbone, on the

other. I hope this government will be strong. For if they are, the

force that overthrows it will be strong enough to overcome evils

such as prika (dowry), slavery, and egoism.

About Vietnam, I may write more in my next letter. I am sure

it will keep on till then. I share your feeling of involvement. Yet I
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am beginning to doubt the wisdom of continued demonstrations.
Help me look for another way to influence world politics.

Against all probabilities, I got special leave from my new boss
to go with Elisabeth as camp parents for the six-week summer
camp forasthmatic children. Weare feeling verygoodaboutdoing
it. I got a three-week leave. The other three weeks I will travel up
anddownfrommywork to thecamp,and Iam going to haveabusy
time earning money in Rotterdam and being Papa to twenty sick

children here in Oisterwijk. (Look on the map near Tilburg.)

Well, Alan brother,do writeagain soon,and letmeknowwhen
we can expect you here. And if you come, don't be "an American
doing a country," but stay with us for a few months. That will give

me the chance to teach you Dutch and you the chance to read
Frederick van Eden and Ruysbroeck. Lots of love to you and your
family.

Yours ever,

Alex

tourmanager and interpreter...

Poortugaal

5 January 1968

Dearest Alan,

Aftera very long time without writinga single letter to anyone,
you're the first to benefit from a moment ofsanity inmy hectic life.

I really don't know when I wrote to you last, or what I wrote then.

As matters stand today— just to bring you up to date— I am a
porter in the port of Rotterdam. I have had this job for a year now.
I am earning fine and have a lot of spare time. My wife is still

Elisabeth (no Taylor). I say this to prevent you from making the

mistake that I have become modernized and changed wives with
someone. We still have only one SUN who shines brightly in our
home, but who evidently is not a pacifist. We still live at Elftplaat
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5 in Poortugaal, but have acquired meanwhile a ruined farm in

France with two acres oflandand another farm in better condition

in the north of the Netherlands, Friesland. We hope to move to

Friesland within another year and a half, by which time the new
buildings that are approaching our house here will have shut us in

amongst the most profane plebs a port produces.

We are all healthy, including our fifteen-year-old French step-

son who is staying with us to learn a trade in Holland. This

summer, we will again act as camp parents in a six-week camp for

asthmatic children, as we did in 1967. So far the Aronsons today.

And now, how are you getting on with your studies? Laurie

predicted that you'd be able to come to Europe in 1969. Will this

predictionbecome true? I most sincerely hope so. We heard again
from Laurie last month. She sent the most beautiful pictures ofour
son we'd ever had.

About the [Palestinian] "refugees" who don't want to return to

Israel, did you know that most of them live on the earnings of

relatives working in Kuwait and that they don't want to return

because of the impossibility of transfering money from Kuwait to

Israel. Besides, I really believe that better understanding and more
willingness on the part of the Arab leaders would influence the

condition of the refugees greatly.

About Greece, you may find me cruel, but I really rejoice in the
failure of its king. Playboy wouldbe a bettername for his function.

If any amelioration for the Greek will come, it will be by revolution

of the people only. Believe me, I know them. I repeat what I said
before, they have earned the government they got. People like

Theodorakis and Louisa Vlachos are, like Gandhi in India, excep-
tions. This also goes for all those centerists who are kept prisoner.

You don't know it, but I do... All their so-called "reforming" was
to be for their own good only. Do come here and let's discuss this.

Do live in Greece for three months, and you will agree.

Alan, I want you so much to go, see, and get to know this lovely
girl called Florence. Though she is going steady, I really feel you
should at last meet her. Please, Alan, do go and visit her for my
sake; her address, in case you lost it, is... c/o Searcy's Drive-in,

Onley, Virginia. Please do drive in just once.

(Eds. Alan did not drive in to meet Florence.)

To return to your last statement on the cover of your letter...
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survival of the fittest = Darwinism = for the animal world. Don't
you think the animal world is more sane and healthier than our
"human" world? Who was it that said he wished people were still

cannibals who killed only to eat?

Enclosed is an article on a Chinese Haggada [book for the

Passover ceremonial meal] issued in New York. If you have the

chance, please phone and ask whether they are still available and
whether they issue catalogues of their other Hagadoth.

Do write soon. I long to hear from you. Love from us all, and
a very happy 1968.

Alex

tourmanager and interpreter...

Poortugaal

6 April 1968

Dear Alan,

Your letter arrived yesterday just before the very shocking
news of Martin Luther King's assassination. Of course, here, as I

imagine everywhere else in Europe and the world, it is the talk of

the day. The "long hotsummer," whichwas predictedsomeweeks
ago and of which you also spoke in your letter, will be very hot
indeed. And the reaction for which I have been waiting for two
days now has not come. King's death, making a martyr of him,
could have been turned into a very good thing if his "managers"
would have taken it in hand immediately, and pushed forward
another great personality. The possibilities I havebeen thinking of
areRolandHayes, ifhe is still alive, orbetter still,Marian Anderson.
These should have capitalizedon his deathand on his ideas ofnon-
violence, drowning the market of sensation with his ideals, and
suppressingthevoices ofpeople [militants] likeStokeleyCarmichael
and his likes. These, the greatest danger in the U.S., may well turn

King's death into a tragedy which it needNOT become. Believe it

or not, Alan, but your letter as well as the news have mademe very
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jumpy. If I got thechance, Iwouldrun into the firstaeroplane going

your way to work and DO something. And here I am, sitting

quietly on my fat arse and getting paid just for reading detective

stories. Being far away and safely removed from Vietnam and the

U.S. does give me the advantage of being able to see more clearly

what is going on, but, oh, the impotence one feels.

I have broken with the Dutch pacifist party. Boy, it is so easy

to be a pacifist in peace-time. I would welcome just a tiny war in

Holland, if only to test all pacifists. Not half of them, I am sure,

would remain true to their ideals. Just looking at all those demon-
strations for Vietnam and integration makes me SICK.

(Eds. Alan participated in the very demonstrations which Alexfound

so impalatable; he also belonged to organizations similar to those

described below.)

Perhaps they all mean well, but just get into one of their

numerous committee meetings. (The Dutch are great at commit-
tees and all sorts of clubs.) Not ONE organization has a top that

functions well and without inside struggles. If I ever get into a

meeting again, it must be with a whip in my hands. And since

"democracy" (how I have come to hate the very word) does not

permit this kind of ruling, I probably will never get into one, ever

again. This all may sound bitter to you, but have you ever had an
important issue in a conference turneddown because the secretary
bought too many printed letterheads, and the whole conference

just kept to that subject?

There is one thing Elisabeth and I are going to do again this

summer: the six-weekcamp for asthmatic children. It gave a lot of

satisfaction, both to us and to those kids who went home better

than ever.

Today I am at my "work" as gatekeeper in one of the ports of

Rotterdam. Two weekends out of seven Iam on duty, working an
average of 40 hours a week, which leaves me quite a bit of spare

time. Most of my spare time is used to earn extra to finance the

construction that is being done on our farm in Friesland. We may
have to move there earlier than we expected, for just this week we
received news (still not officially confirmed) that our home in

Poortugaal may have to be pulled down within three months.
During our Easter vacation we will go to friends in France for

four days. Notas farsouth as ourown lovely spot there, but at least
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far enough to breathe some fresh air, and I hope to get gloriously
drunk at leastone night on its wine. Noworkbeingdone in the port
today ortomorrow, Ihave the whole place to myself. Iam enjoying
the rare beautiful weather, writing to you, to Laurie, and to

FlorenceandreadingEmilLudwig'sCCohn^biographyofHeinrich
Schliemann. On the one hand, I cannot say I like the man
[Schliemann {1822 - 1890}; discoverer and, some might say, de-
stroyer of the site of ancient Troy]. On the other hand, I know
myselfandknow also that I havemuch incommon with the person
described.

Someone has very thoughtfully given me anonymously a
subscription to the National Geographic Magazine. I cannot think of
anyone doing such a thing, but you or Florence. And unless I am
greatly mistaken, you would not choose the National Geographic
yourself. Personally, after reading four issues, the only thing I can
say is that I like their subjects, but cannot exactly love the way they
are treated. So, ifIowe thanks to you, Ihope Iam not offendingyou
instead. Itwouldbe just like Florence to remindme in thisway that
I haven't written to her for such a long time. Anyway, the
photographs in this magazine are truly beautiful.

(Eds. Alan had not sent Alex the subscription.)

Sunday
Last night the news came through of Ralph Abernathy being

pointed at as King's successor. If ever a butcher became priest it is

him, so to speak. I do not know him personally, but on the first

sight, I cannot say I admire the choice. No personality. No pep.
Please let me know your thoughts on the subject.

Finishingnowbecause there really is nothing to be saidbesides
the issues that govern man's mind today. Iam with you and yours
in prayer and thought.

Love from us all,

Alex
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De Wilp, Holland

[November, 1968]

Dear Alan,

It seems your letter has been the sign for some very pleasant

things to start happening. But let me begin first by thanking you
foryourpamphlet. Itwas readableandmademe feelverysorrynot

to haveknown this Dr. Goodenough or to have studiedunderhim.

(Eds. Alan had written a memoir which was published in Religions in

Antiquity: Essays in Memory of Erwin Ramsdell Goodenough.

Alex is referring to a reprint of this article. Dr. Goodenough, who died

in 1965, was a leading scholar in the field of Hellenistic Judaism.)

I forgotwhenmy last letter to youwas writtenand what I wrote

in it. I think I mentioned that we moved from Poortugaal. Or
perhaps not, foryour last letterwas still addressed there. Anyway,
I am sure I wrote to you about buying this old farm (can one say,

"farmlet"?) and, after finishing our summer camp for asthmatic

children, we moved to permanent residence here. A nice job was
offered me (Head of a department in an institution for mentally

retarded children), but after four (4) days, I was given the sack.

Nothing special had happened, but, as I was given to understand

that in my new department I was allowed to do some PIONEER-
ING, I forthwith started to do so; probably a little too vigorously.

At least the nuns (it was an RC institution) did not take to my new
approach.

Fortunately, we have a very good nationalized social security

system, so I just stepped into my No-Labor-Pension [unemploy-

ment money]. In the province of Friesland, where we are now
living, it is very hard to get a job at all, especially when one is

limited to one certain field of work. (Which I am not, really, but I

lose my rights to this pension when I take up something else. It is

all very strange and confusing, I know.) Looking around for a job,

I got in touch with some Americans in Europoort (Rotterdam area)

who are part of the Start-Up Team of Esso Chemicals. There is a

new plant here which, when it runs smoothly, willbe taken overby
the Dutch. They produce FERTILIZERS. And the manager of this

team needed a secretarial assistant, so this is what Iam at present.

It will last fora few weeks only, but Iaccepted it, for Iwas intrigued.

And my curiosity, though I don't know a damn about technique,
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gets very satisfied indeed. Did you know that a FERTILIZER plant
can beconvertedINTOANEXPLOSIVESFACTORY within aday?
So that iswhy somany countries are interested in having a fertilizer

plant of their own, and why both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. are so
eager to help them.

The day your letter arrived, we got some very interesting
visitors— a group of Dutch boys and girls who are going to start

a sort ofcommunity very near to wherewe live. Ourhouse is going
to be the starting point for some of them. It is hard to explain the
whole set-up, but the idea has much in common with kevutsa
[Hebrew, cooperative] living, mixed with a few Bellamy ideals,

and a lot of healthy realism.... This is one of the happy events your
letter brought. The second one was that, on the same day, I got
invited by a study center to give two series of lectures starting in

January on Development-Aid (on which subject Iam beginning to
become some sort of authority) and on Gandhian Thought and
Action.

The third and most important event happened last night when
I thought of starting my reply to you. I received a wire from Terre
DesHommes (a veryimportantSwiss organization)askingwhether
I am prepared to head a group of International Red Cross to
Libreville in Gabon and to organize and lead the transport of
children from Biafra to Gabon and Cote d'lvoire. Iam to leave next
Tuesday (another three days to go) by plane. AT LAST, AT LAST,
AT LAST. Alan,am I goingTO DO something. Believe me, this is

going to save my life.

Gabon is, as you know, the country of the Albert Schweitzer
Hospital (whose present leader is the Swiss Dr. Munz, a good
friend ofmine whom I talked to on the phone only two weeks age-
he married in Holland with a Dutch girl). Naturally, I do intend to
go there when in Libreville. God, how I shall love running around
again and building up something. Fortunately, the job will not
have to be on an entirely voluntary basis, so my wife will have
something to eat even when I am away. You see, Alan, that is the
worstpartofbeingmarried. (Mind you, Ilove wifeand child.) You
are not free from financial obligations and, therefore, not free to do
as your philosophy preaches. I do hope that this (first) assignment
will lead to something. I hearyourquestion: ifIwouldhave to start
all over again, would I marry again or not? At times I think I

wouldn't; at times I think I would. As it is, I married a very good
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womanwho stands fullybehindmy ideals,who agrees to everyjob

Iundertake,andwhodoesn'tgrumblewhenherhouseholdbudget
is rather small. I could ask for better?

Back to your letter. So Nixon is president. Personally, I doubt
whether it will be any worse than if Humphrey had been chosen.

It may be a good thing that an American president is limited by a
Senate that is opposed to him. Itmay also be good for the prospect

of a change in the two party system. Will [Eugene] McCarthy start

a new party? The chances are ten to one that he would succeed.

This election has at least proved that your system is wrong.
Your reaction of "escaping" I can understand and appreciate.

First of all, your presence in a confused situation (as it was in

Chicago) would not have altered the facts in the least. Secondly,

too much involvement would have biased your attitude as a

philospher (which you are going to be). Thirdly, being beaten up
for the sake of your friends does not help your friends. Someone
HAS TO stand at a safe distance.

(Eds. In August, 1968, just prior to theNational Democratic Conven-

tion, Alan "escaped"from Chicago. Hehad participated in demonstra-

tions in Chicago earlier in theyear, experiencingfirst-hand the hostility

ofthe Chicago police. When afriend offered him a ride to California, he

happily accepted. They had a radio with such poor reception that the

broadcast might have been comingfrom another country. In this way,

lying under thestars somewhere inMontana, Alan learned about heads

being bashed in Chicago. He felt guilty for having run away. Alex

turns this into a position of principle, which, Alan says, it was not.)

On the expedition I am about to undertake, I may find a lot of

opposition, both from governments (independent Africa is not

easy to deal with) and from Africans who disagree with steps Imay
take. Though in a way I am going to take a risk (the job may bring

me into frontier territory in Nigeria), Iam assured of the "prayers"

(ridiculous, but I can't find another word) ofmy wife who is also

not involved herself, but who I shall always know is "behind" me.
That is worth a great deal.

I hope soon to be able to write to you more ofwhat the situation

really is. Though Biafraseems very sympathetic to me, Ihave so far

hesitated to take sides either for Biafra or for Nigeria which I have
also known to be inhabited by VERY nice (Moslem) people. The
Haussas are a nation apart, and very lovable, too, while the Biafran

Ibos have, with theirChristianity, acquireda certain unnaturalness
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and insincereity.

So, to end this letter, a large question mark should be fitting.

Please give my regards to all those who are dear to you and
understanding,

all my love and friendship,

Yours ever,

Alex
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(Eds. On30May 1 967, the Eastern Region ofNigeria declared itself the

independent Republic ofBiafra. At that time, Biafra had a population

of 14 million; the majority tribe was Ibo. Civil war broke out on 6 July

1967. The Biafran troops were under the command of Col. Odumegwu
Ojukwu. Few countries recognized Biafra. Tanzania did, and then on

8 May 1968, Gabon recognized Biafra as an "independent sovereign

entity." To aid the victims of the Nigerian civil war, Alex went to

Gabon.)

Gabon
24 February 1969

Dear Alan,

A very hectic three months have gone by since I wrote to you
last. I believe that was just one or two days before I left Holland to

go to Africa. Where I still am now. My initial contract of three

months (for the Terre des Hommes organization) has just been

renewed for another three months. Which means that, for the time

being, Elisabeth and Alwin shall have to do without me, I being at

present the guardian angel of about six hundred Biafran children

here in Gabon. Finally some action again, and I am revelling in it.

Of course, being now a husband and father, I cannot do this work
as a volunteer any longer, so the organization is payingme regular

wages. Iam the only "paid" man in our team of two doctors, eight

nurses, two house managers and myself. Though officially regis-

tered as a male nurse, my work has nothing to do with nursing. I

am acting as deputy to our Terre des Hommes delegate which

means I have to look after the official contacts, makenew ones, talk

to people,and try to get our organization as good a deal as possible.
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Besides, Iam in charge ofabout twenty native workmenwho build
latrines and wash-places and schools under my guidance. On the
whole, a very satisfactory job, especially when you see the kids
running to the toilets you have built and being taught in schools
you have put up.

Next week we are starting with a new program which consists
of building four permanent houses that are to lodge 800 more
children in the near future. Biafran children are still being evacu-
ated, even now, at a rate ofabout fifty each week. You can imagine
that there is quitea lo t to be done. For itdoes notseem that this dirty
war in Nigeria will end soon. Only last week I was there myself,
accompanying a Red Cross flight of food and medicines that had
to be handed personally to our people over there. (If that is not
done, it gets lost somehow.) I stayed in Biafra for two days and
enjoyed every minute of it. The Ibos are a very industrious and
intelligent people, quite different from the rest of Africa's Negro
population. Which is probably the reason for this war in the first
place. Iam honestly glad tobe able toDO something. The kids here
are marvellous, and I wished I could adoptsome ofthem. But that,
alas, is quite impossible.

Please, Alan, forgive me for not writing more or more often. I

am really very busy, but thinking of you often and wishing you
were here to share the joy of DOING something with me. I know
how you long for action yourself. Terre des Hommes might start
something for South American children (Peru) in the near future,
and there may be a possibility that I shall be invited to give a hand'
there when my job here is over. If so, we shall surely meet each
other. Once this Great Ocean is crossed, nothing shall stop me
coming to your United States. Please write to me care of Poste
Restante, Libreville, Gabon. At least if you write within the next
three months. After that I may be elsewhere.

Greetings to all and love,

Yours ever,

Alex
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(Eds. Alex speaks rather casually about going on a flight containing

food and medicine. In fact, these flights attracted Nigerian gun-fire.

Forinstance, on5Junel969, theNigeriansshotdowna reliefflightsent

by the International Committee oftheRed Cross to Biafra. By August,

1969, twenty fliers in emergency airlift operations had been killed in

airplane crashes. The Red Cross actually suspended operations for a

time because of the danger.)

Libreville, Gabon
20 March 1969

Dear Alan,

I was most happy to get your letter. Don't think that receiving

letters is just a pastime. It is much more important than that. It

helps to keep up one's spirit at moments when our spirits are very

low and, you can believe me, here in Africa there are many such

moments. Right at the moment I am getting desparate at the

thought of having to cooperate with a German pastorwho arrived

here to replace the man with whom I had been working up until

now. So far the cooperation has been excellent, but Iam afraid that

I shall have a fight on my hands within the next three days. The

man has never been to Africa and has ideas that he can do the

management here as it can be done in Germany. Befehl ist Befehl.

[German, An order is an order.] Anyway, I shall try to make the

best of it.

On Saturday, Iam going for a day to Biafra (the second time) to

accompany the flight of a DC-6 carrying ten tons of food and
medicine for our team over there. If I don't go, the chances are ten

to one that more than half of whatwe send will disappear. And we
don't want that to happen. A lot can be said about Terre des

Hommes organization here, but one thing is certain: there is

nothing cleaving to the fiddlestick. A Dutch saying which I hope

you understand. Whatever is given to us reaches its destination.

Many ofus here havesome kind ofsupport actions going on in

their hometowns; these are organized by friends who stayed

behind. The usual procedure is for the collected money to be sent

to the team-member personally. That team-member then consults

with the others, and it is then decided what the money is going to

be spent on. Usually it enables us to buy something for the children

or the Biafran teachers, which cannot be bought from the general

federation funds; like shoes, swimmming-suits, some games or
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anything else that the federation considers not "immediately nec-
essary/' but whichwe here on the spot thinkextremelyuseful. This
method has theadvantage thatwe can writehome exactlywhat the
money has bought us so that the donors know their money hasDONE something and is not lost in the big heap. So ifyou too want
to send something that shall naturally be very welcome. Maybe
you can interest some friends or relatives? Anyway, the best way
to send money is to write out a cheque and to send it by airmail
Please address the cheque to me in person. Perferably a cheque on
the Chase Manhattan Bank which has a correspondent here. That
facilitates payment. Ifyou cannot write a cheque on that bank, any
other LARGE bank will do as well (not any of those family banks
please).

J '

If you have any preference as to how you want the money
spent, please write so. Ifyou leave it tomyown discretion to decide
what is most essential, please write that too, and I shall subse-
quently give you an account of how the money was spent So farmy happy thoughts on your kind offer which, incidentally, I do
certainlyNOT regard as a gesture ofAmerican Chequebook Char-
ity. I know just how you feel with regard to your own inabilitv to
ACT, and I appreciate it.

By the way, your running away from difficulties, as you call it
is a typical Chinese reaction. Did you know that? Confucius said^
of the seventy-nine methods to solve a problem, by far the easiest
one is to run away from it. I think he has something there.

And then there is something else. Do you think that I could do
whatever I am doing here without the legacy of a 'Tew Jewish
Alexandrians of 2,000 years ago?" This Alexandrian Aronson here
is verymuch a product ofhis wandering forefathers, and, although
Iam not a "practicing orthodox" Jew—how could I be?— Ido feelVERY CLOSE to (my) religion. I am not the praying kind of Jew,
but God, do I identify myself!!!

(Eds. At this time, Alan was working on his doctoral thesis on Philo of
Alexandria (ca. 20 bee to 40 ce). Alex enjoyed making puns on the
coincidence of his own name and the birthplace of Philo.)

What I want to say is this: your studies of the "history ofideas
"

orwhateveryou want to call the knowledge ofwhat motivated our
forefathers, is verymuch essential to keepmy kind ofactivehuman
being at it. Without people like you discovering the mistakes that
have been made in the past and the good examples that have been
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set in the past, without scholars capable of conveying this science

to present-day humanity, without students keepingup ourknowl-

edge of the past,WE ARE NOTHING. So, please remember, your

duty is to keep up with your science. By holdingon to that, you are

by far more effective than in whatever other capacity you might

wish to work.... So much for that inferiority complex of yours.

Enclosed find me as I am now, with three children on my knees.

From right to left: Antonio, oldest of our children and more or less

their leader; Suzanna, my favorite, whom I would have liked to

adopt (impossible); and her sister.

All my love and regards,

Alex

N.B. Please send a picture of yourself. I have no idea whom I

am writing to.

Ibusa, Nigeria

16 July 1969

Dear Alan,

Reading the first pages of Henry Miller's Colossus ofMaroussi,

I have to stop, following an urge to write to you.

(Eds. The subtitle of Miller's book, written in 1950, is On a Visit to

Greece.)

As usual yourChicago address is lost so this letter will again go

to Washington's Fulton Street, which is imprinted in my memory.

Yes Sir, look at the stamps on the envelope. I am in Africa again,

this time the other side of the fence, Nigeria. After half-a-year in

Gabon, and part of that time in the homeland of the children I was

looking after there, and a month's vacation in Europe. (Of which

a week-and-a-half at home with darling son and wife and three

weeks roaming through the South of France and Greece!!! with a

nursing collegue of mine.) The work in Gabon was finished due to

improvement in health of the children. Back home, a sudden
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phone call from International Red Cross, calling me to duty in

Nigeria. Though I had hoped to stay at home a little longer, the

chance was too good to miss.

It may, at the end ofhalf-a-year, enableme to finallycome to the

U.S.A. Moreover, it is always an improvement of one's mind to

learn what is behind propaganda. For I now know that the pro-
Biafra feeling in Holland especially is mainly due to a finely

manipulated propaganda in which I, for one, was sometimes
caught up too. The truth, as usual, is somewhere in the middle.

One thing Iam now convinced of: there is no question of genocide
— it is NOT a religious or a racial war. The bandits, as usual I

presume, are mainly the financial interests of a few. I do not wish
to go into political discussions. Let it suffice that I am glad I came
here formyown conscience. Thework Iamdoing for theRed Cross
is mainly medical. I started off as team-leader in a three-man team,
consisting of myself, my Dutch colleague, with whom I had trav-

elled previously, and a Swiss doctor. At the beginning, we had a
dispensary in one village, Ibusa (12,000 inhabitants), with a few
beds for the seriously ill.

(Eds. It is significant that Alex addresses the issue of the alleged

genocide of the Ibo people. In June, 1969— that is, not long before this

letter was written — a neutral team had investigated allegations of
Nigerian genocide in Biafra. The team found no evidence of mass

killings. Reference: Facts on File, 1969.)

In the one-and-a-half months that we have been here, we have
expanded our activities considerably— with the result that I am
now in charge of a 34-bed hospital and dispensary in Ibusa as well
as dispensaries in 5 more villages, including a leper-settlement we
discovered in the bush, abandoned by all medical personal and
care. Our Swiss doctor is a complete non- entity as a medical man
as well as a person. He leaves all real treatment to me and can
hardly make a diagnosis without consulting me. Well, so far so
good. My medical (nursing) training which had gone rusty since

my Israeli-army period is up-to-date thanks to intuition ratherthan
knowledge.

(Eds. As an Israeli citizen, Alex would have been subject to the draft. It

is probable that he served in the Israeli army as a medical orderly.)

Yesterday, a memorable event. The town council of Ibusa
notified me that I was nominated to be made a traditional chief, a
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ratherdubious honor since the 5 present chiefs of the town have all

got their office by donating high sums of Nigerian pounds to the

town. However, I am going to get it for free and for a Jew that is

always attractive. One good thing about being a chief, it gives me
a seat in the town council and the opportunity to do something for

my hospital and the refugees who are still being kept huddled
together in a school instead of being incorporated into town-life.

Well, I could go on again with all my impressions, daily

occurences,and experiences. Itwould fill a bible (another one), but
time is short. Please letmeknowhow you are faringand what your
plans are. Loving you as ever,

Your,

Alex

Asaba, Nigeria

16 August 1969

Dear Alan,

Thanks verymuch for your lovely letter. It is good toknow that

someone lovesme so much to worry when Idon't write. In fact, life

is rather primitive out here, and I am writing you by candlelight.

First aboutTHEMONEY. (How I hate it and want to dispense with
it.) Sincemywork here also is with Ibo children, only by change of

fortuneNOTunder Biafran rule, I have taken the liberty ofadvanc-
ingfrommyown account the equivalent ofyour $1 15 to providefor
one irreparably blind child (out of the village in which I was made
chief) to be brought up in a Lagos institute for the blind, the only
one of its kind. It will probably cost more later on, but I have more
or less adopted the child (named Augustin, 7 years old, see pic-

ture). If the project is satisfactory to the people who donated the

money, you can pay it into my account by sending a personal
cheque in my name to the Amsterdam Rotterdam Bank, Rokin 43,

Amsterdam.
I prefer to use the money this way than to send it on to a place
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where I cannot keep an eye on it. Hope you agree.

TheRed Cross is havinga hard time with Nigerian government
at themoment, andwemayhave to pull out after one month. If not,

I hope to stick it out a little longer, though God knows that living

conditions are rather maddening. One good thing about it. I am
losingweight rapidly. Reason formy leavingGabonbefore theend
of the contract was that no more children were arriving there; the

ones who were there already were well provided for.

The project Iworried aboutwhen Iwrote to youwas financially

and fully adoptedby omnipresent Germany. Well, so far, so good.

What is the subject of your thesis? If I know it, I want you to give

me the honor of adding one sentence to it. A foolish request,

maybe, but that's the way I am.

(Eds. Alan did not accord Alex this particular honor.)

as ever yours,

Alex

(Eds. Thefollowing is a feature which appeared in "Algemeen Dagblad"
on 16 January 1970. Alex had returned from Biafra and was seeking

funds to supporta trip to Nigeria so he could work with the homeless and
injured there. The civil war had come to an endjustfour days before this

article was published. The Biafran surrender of 15 January ended a 31-

month civil war which left millions ofpeople, most of them Ibos, in dire

need. Reference: Facts on File, 1970.)

ALEX ARONSON AND HARRY VAN DEN ENDEN WOULD
RATHER LEAVE TODAY THAN TOMORROW

A dyed-in-the-wool helper and organizer in Asia and Africa, a

man who has returned from a Biafra where he spent six months
working with refugees, Alex Aronson is ready to leave for Nigeria.

But there is no one who can pay for his trip.

No one, despite the millions of guilders which the Dutch have
given forwar victims in that country. I can hardly understand this.

Who is he? Alex Aronson from De Wilp, 12 kilometres from
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Drachten. He is thirty-five-years old and has fifteen years' experi-

ence in refugee work— setting up camps, dealing with epidemics,

and treating war victims.

In 1961, Alex Aronson worked with Albert Schweitzer. Before

that, he was in India and Algeria with Development Aid. With his

wife, he set up a refugee camp in Greece. He worked with the

Israeli Red Cross at one time. Only last month he returned from

Nigeria. He had been working in the former Biafran district where

he had been sent by the Red Cross. You could say that wherever

there was trouble, danger, and despair, Aronson was there to help.

Are we talking about Manger money?" He laughs, "If I walk

through Amsterdam, I am in greater danger than in Nigeria/'

I met nurse Alex in Swolle. Open collar, thick jumper, mous-
tache, big hat. Development Aid is no charity, he says. It is a

profession, and it is an economic necessity. You have to have a

wage because, afterall, you and your wife need to eat. You could

call me a professional volunteer.

This "professional volunteer" has also been to Gabon with

TerredesHommes to setupcamps forchildren. In short,you could
say about a man like Aronson that he knows what it's like. "Yes,"

he laughs, "I do know a bit." In the last six months, they've setup
five jungle clinics and a forty- bed hospital in what was the Biafran

section ofNigeria. They held a polio clinic at the hospital and, once

a fortnight, a Swiss doctor arrived to see the most serious cases.

Once a week, the Aronson group visited their bush clinics. They
did everything — combatted malaria, distributed vitamins and
food, identified the most seriously ill, and transported them 300

kilometers to the hospital.

In Alex's passport, there is a visa for Nigeria, valid for twelve

months. But if he does not arrive before 26 February, the visa will

expire. The same is true for Harry van den Enden, also from De
Wilp, 25, married with one child; a youth worker.

Aronson says he has spent 200 guilders telephoning people in

Holland to solicit money. You can imagine how many phone calls

he has made. No one is prepared to pay for their trip to Nigeria. No
one. The Biafran Committee cannot not do it, despite the 17million

guilders received on giro account 400. The World Council of

Churches cannot do anything either, and they did not even know
that you could fly direct from Amsterdam to Lagos. Alex has

worked for the Terre des Hommes, but they cannot do anything
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either, they say. The Red Cross cannot do anything because the

International Red Cross does not work in Nigeria any more. So
they sit, Aronson and ven der Enden, waiting.

It is only 25,000 guilders, says Aronson. For that, we can cover
our return trip, work in the bush for three months, and keep our
wives inhousekeepingmoney. . . . EveryonekeepssayingtoAronson
thathe will have to wait awhile. Theywant to seehow the situation

will develop.

"Wait! Wait! Wait!" shouts Aronson. "My work is waiting

there. We built something important in six months. The people
need us... There are people whose lives are at risk. I know from
experience. I am twiddling my thumbs here."

The hospitalwhere Aronsonworked is situated near theNiger,
in what was Biafran territory. Lots of false stories have been told,

says the man who has been given the title of Chief.... It is not true

that people in the jungles die of starvation. They eat plants and
lizards and find nourishment from many things we don't know
about. I've seen them with their food collections. They looked
healthy.

I've also seen Biafran prisoners of war. They are treated

reasonably. The idea of dropping food by air is nonsensical. Of
course, they kill one another for a parcel. So if you want to do
something, you should do it through the Nigerian Red Cross. One
should not use the name Biafra any more; it hurts Lagos. What is

important is to help people. This is MOST IMPORTANT. So, if

you've been there and you know theway to do it, then you have to

go that way and quickly because within a month, the weak are

dead.... That is why Aronson and van der Enden want to leave
NOW. But the Minister of Aid to Developing Countries says that

they should present him with a petition....

25,000 guilders is a joke if you put it next to the millions which
the country has put into the bank for Nigeria. Yet it seems
impossible to get 25,000. Why? Because Aronson dares to say that

he does not believe in the so-called mass murder in Nigeria? Yes,

of course, heads will roll. But mass murder? Not at all. Because
Aronson dares to say that during the autumn the Red Cross was
allowed to buy food in Biafra for the population, but it had to pay
its funds into a bank in Geneva? Because Aronson dares to say that
Col. Ojukwu has a villa in Geneva?

Aronson says, "Look, in Geneva there is a 73-year-old Swiss
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gentleman who has a beautiful flat. He represents the Red Cross
there, and says, 'If you need me, come and see me/ But that is no
way to work/' says Aronson. "You work on a one-to-one basis.

You work as a man to a man. You don't go with haughtiness. You
don't say, 'We'll justgo and help those blackies.' Or, ifyou do, then
you'd better stay at home."

(Eds. To elaborate slightly on Alex's point here, we can turn to an
article in Facts on File, 2970. According to that source, when the

Biafrans surrendered, Ojukwufled with "three tons of luggage and a
Mercedes-Benzsaloon car withhim on theaircraft." After the war, the

population ofBiafra was estimated at3 million, downfrom 14 million.)

(Eds. On 23 January 1970, Alex sent Alan thefollowing telegram. In
it were instructions as to how Alan might facilitate Alex's entry into

the United States.)

MENDELSON 1455 EAST 54TH PLACE CHICAGO ILLINOIS
PLEASE CABLE ME THE FOLLOWING TEXT IMMEDIATELY...
FRIENDSMARTINLUTHERKING INVITEYOUTOURSTATES
FOR LECTURES. TRAVEL EXPENSES YOURS. LODGING AR-
RANGEMENT OURS. STOP. WILL COME FEBRUARY. QUES-
TIONS CAN YOU FETCH ME NEW YORK OR SHOULD I FLY
CHICAGO? LECTURES OFCOURSE HOAX BUTCOULD IT BE
MADE TRUE? ARONSON DEWILP

(Eds. Alan sent the telegram of invitation which Alex needed.)
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29 January 1970

De Wilp

Dear Alan,

First of all, thanks for the prompt telegraphic reply. It was
essential, for some local complications threatened my coming to

U.S. I was expected to return to Nigeriaand the onlywayout ofthis

was to show that I had an alternative engagement. So we came to

a compromise. I would fly to the U.S., passing through Lagos and
Dahomey. A little round about, but it is being paid by the people
who wantme to go there; till Lagos anyway. The rest is onmyown
savings.

Separately, I sent you today a registered package which you
will please keep till my arrival. In it are a number of lists of

members of an organization to which I have belonged for a long
time. People who show hospitality by offering bed and lodging to

passing idealists. Experience tells me it is better not to have these

lists on one's person when passing immigration authorities any-
where. I have a non-immigrant visa valid till 1974 on which I may
enter or leave the States multiple times. Anyway finally, finally I

am coming.

Iam verymuch looking forward to meeting you first of all and
getting to know that country of which every well-meaning person
has so much criticism. Fortunately, I have learned not to judge till

I have seen with my own eyes. With, of course, the consequence
that I have to keep on travelling to see everything. How fortunate

Iam to have a wife who never minds where I go and for how long!

In the package also some maps of the U.S. which I already

possessed. TheyareArkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi,Utah, Idaho,
Atlanta, Montana, Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia and Vir-

ginia, Kentucky and Tennesse. Could you meantime try to buy
maps of the remaining States? Also please look around for any
possibilities to lecture. One of the reasons for my coming is to try

to collect money for a very interesting experiment of which you
will hear more on arrival. See you soon. Will cable arriving plane
as soon as I know more.

Alex
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(Eds. Less than a week after Alex wrote the preceding letter, he sent

Alan a telegram: "ARRIVING THIS SUNDAY PANAM 1640
HOURS." When Alex arrived in Chicago, he looked as if he were
dressedfor an African safari. Carrying a tall ebony chieftain's staff, he
set offalmost immediately to collect moneyfor his latest humanitarian
venture, the establishment of what he called the International Emer-
gency Brigade. Shrugging offany suggestion thatsome neighborhoods

in theSouth SideofChicago might be dangerous to the uninitiated, Alex
set offonfoot to raise money. He stayed with Alan in Chicagoforabout
two weeks. Then he cut himselffreefrom those moorings and went to

seek his fortune elsewhere in the United States. At one point, Alan
learned that Alex was washing dishes in Baltimore. All told, he

remained in North Americafor three months during thespring of1370.

He made no contact with Sharon or any of the other women who had
been his guests in Holland.

Difficulties arosefrom his endeavors. It never occurred to Alex that

hecould notsimplygo out on thestreets ofChicago and solicitfundsfor
an unregistered charity. Before long, complaints were received, and the

Attorney Generalfor the State ofIllinois began to investigate. By that

time, Alex was back in Holland. To explain his role in the affair, Alan
wrote the following official letter.)

July 14, 1970

Attorney General's Office

Charitable Trust and Solicitations Division

160 North LaSalle Street

Chicago, Illinois

Dear Sirs:

Today I signed for a certified letter which was sent to my
residence for the International Emergency Brigade (IEB). I signed
for this letter because I have been receiving, sifting out, and
forwarding the mail of the IEB ever since the IEB's founder, Alex L.

Aronson, returned to his nativeHolland severalmonths ago. Upon
readingyour letter (to see if itrequired his attention), I immediately
called your office at which time I was requested to explain my
relationship to IEB.

Imet Mr. Aronson in Europe in 1962. When he informedme in

January of this year that he was coming to this country, I invited
him to stay with me. This he did for a period of two weeks in

February, 1970. Since he had no other fixed address, he used my
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address for personal and business mail. During his stay, I did not
open any of the IEB's mail. Nor did I have any idea of its contents.

My knowledge of the IEB is minimal. I do know that Mr.
Aronson decided not to incorporate in Illinois because he felt that
the fee was too high. He thought it would be less expensive to
incorporate elsewhere. Whether he actually incorporated in the
United States is not known to me. I know, further, that the IEB is

chartered in Holland. It has about ten members, all of whom are
European medical or social work personnel. Needless to say, I am
not one of these members— a fact which could be established by
your obtaining a copy of the original charter. I do not now have in
my possession, nor did I ever have, a copy of that charter since I

never was linked in any formal way with IEB and since I cannot
read Dutch.

When Mr. Aronson left Chicago, I periodically sent him his
bank statements which he had Continental Bank send to my
address. Iam enclosing in this letter the last one which arrived. As
you can see, it closes out the account. These items are the only
papers concerning the IEB that Ihave inmy possession. Forfurther
records, and cancelled checks on the Continental account, I can
only refer you to Mr. Aronson himself, since as far as the IEB is

concerned, he did not take me into his confidence. Mr. Aronson's
address in Holland is.... Although I doubt that I can be of further
help to you, please feel free to contact me. Since I understand that
there are complaints about the IEB, Iam sorry that I cannot provide
you with more information.

Sincerely yours,

Alan Mendelson
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(Eds. When the Attorney General's Office began to look into the

International Emergency Brigade, Alan naturally wrote to Alex. Alex
responded by writing two letters, a personal one to his hosts in Chicago

and an official one to the Attorney Generals Office. These two letters

follow.)

[July, 1970]

Dear Alan and Sara,

First, letme tell youhowsorry Iam to getyou in all this trouble.

All because of my rashness and hardheadedness in not having
wanted to conform to "the American way." I have sent my letter

[to the Attorney General] as you instructed, right away, and
enclose a copy. I hope it releases you from any blame they may
have wanted to shove into your shoes. Still, ifthey try anything, do
contact that friendly lawyer in Woodstock, Illinois. I will write to

him without too many details, explaining how the International

Emergency Brigade did and does. The IEB is not out of the world
yet, though it may still take some time before it will actually start

de facto.

I myself have been extremely occupied. First, a two-week
vacation in France with Elisabeth and Alwin, a period during
which we were more busy and "doing" than usual. For we
discovered a children's home, tended by nuns, not aided by the

government of France, and in great need of help. So homewe went
with the purpose of collecting clothes (of which we have by now
sufficient) and money to buy a cow so that they can supply their

own milk. I have already raised half the amount necessary. We
also collected tinned or powdered milk to help them while the
money for the cow is being collected. I brought a little boy home
with us for a three-week vacation. Also we have an old woman
who is fully crippled by rheumatism and needs to be lifted and
washed and everything (three weeks also). Tomorrow, I leave
again for France to return the boy and, at the same time, bring the
clothes and milk-products to the home of 40 needy children.

At thesame time, I have been preparing to go to India. A Dutch
priest is leading a large refugee project in Madras (30,000 Indians
who were chased out of Burma). He has an organization here that

furnishes him with funds and goods. This organization wants me
to go there to take over the lead, for it is growing too fast for the
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priest to lead (together with his church duties). So here I go again,
"off to the war" against misery.

Sorry I was delayed in sending you this letter. Things have
been going rather fast. The IEB is, as you can read in your copy of
my letter to the Attorney General, "legalized." I do not handle its

mail any longer, but we have a real secretary and a post-office box
(no. 123, Drachten). So please send everything concerned with IEB
to that box number. My function is now "chairman" though you
know I am not in the habit of sitting down very long. I had the
charter changed (one reason it took so long to register) so that we
do not only act in medical, but in social emergencies. Reason for

this being that for the latter we can do more, with less money (of

which we have none). I'll send you a photostat copy of charter as
soon as I get it.

Love,

Alex
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InternationalEmergency
Brigade Inc.

Post Office Box 123

Drachten (Fr.)

The Netherlands

19 July 1970

The Attorney General's Office

Charitable Trust and Solicitations Division

160 North La Salle Street

Chicago, Illinois U.S.A.

Dear Sir,

With reference to your letter WJS-MSA/gt dd. 6 July 1970

which I received today, Iwould like to informyou of the following.

I entered the U.S. on 8 February, this year. The purposes ofmy
visit were (1) to try to raise funds for the IEB, an organization

founded byme last year; (2) to locate people willing to form a local

committee backing this organization in the U.S.

When I left Holland, papers had been filed to register the IEB

in this country. I left here under the impression that the act of

registration was a matter of days only. Not awaiting the final

confirmation, I opened with my own funds, a bank account with

the Continental Illinois Bank, and I had a paper printed stating the

purposes of the IEB. As I was staying with Mr. A. Mendelson at

5454 S. Harper Ave, a personal friend, I gave as my forwarding

address his address, however without having previously con-

sulted him about this. Mr. Mendelson, moreover, had no contact

with or knowledge ofmy doings. I also mentioned that address as

being the location of the Registered Agent, firmly believing that

finding someone to fill this post would be easy. To register,

however, I had to wait until papers from Holland had come
through. After a month, I learned that my presence here was
necessary to sign the registration and that, contrary to what I had
thought, the IEB was not registered here yet. It had, therefore, no
legal existence as yet, and I immediately stopped raising funds

(which I had already started). I remained another two months in

the U.S. for tourist purposes and then returned to Holland. Regis-

tration here has by now been confirmed.

Since I had stopped any fundraising or other activities by the
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time your first letter reached me, I saw no point in filling out your
form until the time I could legally start anew. Hoping that this

letter answers any questions that may have been raised, I remain,

Sincerely yours,

Chief Alex L. Aronson,

Chairman IEB

(Eds. "Chief" here refers to the honor conferred on Alex when he was

made a traditional chief in Nigeria in July, 1969.)

De Wilp

3 February 1971

Dear Alan and Sara,

Today we received the announcement of your wedding. If we
would have gotten it earlier, you would certainly have received

congratulations by cable. As it is too late now anyway, just this

short letter; as usual in a hurry. I myself only recently returned

from a 3-month trip to India where I visited some relief-projects.

The intention was orginally to join one of them, but many things

combined to make me change my mind. Non-cooperation of the

government, the aspect of the project on which I had set my mind
(it proved to be purely a missionary affair, contrary to what it was
supposed to be) and, lastbut not least, the realization thatmyhouse
and family had become more dear and indispensable to me than I

had ever thought possible.

The tour, however, was not entirely wasted. I managed to

smugglea fourteen-year-old orphanboywhom Ihad picked offthe

street, back across all borders, home to Holland. Of course, it is

against all law and order. People in this country have the habit of

soothing their consciences by putting a quarter in the weekly
collection boxes. Not so the Aronsons. Somehow our conscience

costs us more than a mere quarter. So farno reaction from officials,
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but, one of these days, I will have to answer for my illegal action.

Six-month prison maximum which is not much considered a
lifetime may be improved because of it.

I am working in the port of Rotterdam as a guardian (semi-

police job). Same as I have done several times before, though Iam
trying to enter the Academy for Social Work. Back to the school-

room again, which will not be easy. A roll of adhesive tape will

have to accompany me, to be stuck on that open mouth of mine, if

I feel the compulsion to criticize my teachers.

To both Saraand you,my friend Alan,my wishes fora longand
happy life together, ad me'ah ve-esrim [Hebrew, may you live for

120 years]. Send us some pictures of the wedding. And do show
yourselves in the house of your friends which, as you know, is

yours, too.

As ever, yours,

Alex

(Eds. This letter was written to Alan in Israel where he taught

Hellenistic Judaism at the School for Overseas Students, Hebrew
University ofJerusalem, during the academic years 1971 -1973. When
Alex asks him to call on his brother, he is referring to his half-brother.)

DeWilp
20 May 1971

Dear Alan and Sara,

Iwas veryhappy to get your letter. All themore so since I don't
get much mail anymore which is mainly my own fault. I stopped
writing. No more time which really isn't meant as a joke. After
coming back from India, I worked for a short time in the port of

Rotterdam to cover a laborless period, then finally got into the
work which I had coveted for a long time, "child protection".... Of
course, I am joining the forces that war against the establishment.

Fortunately, we are getting more and more of what we want. Also
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I have returned to the school benches to study for the necessary
papers that will make me a qualified "protector." The course Iam
following is quite stiff, a one- year concentration ofa course which
originally took 2 l

/i years.

My work at present is in an "observation" home. However,
because ofmy difficult personality, I was sacked already twice in

3 months (and taken back again). My third release from duties
should be in one more month, but I must get my way again, this

time concerning the authoratative way our children are being
treated. I keep telling them that love is a much better cure. Of
course, it is much more involved, but that would take too long to

explain in one letter.

One thing Ihave to tell you: both the work and the study obsess
me to such an extent that all desire to travel has vanished. Believe
me, this trip into psychology and applied love is a journey that
makes all my travels obsolete. Elisabeth and I have, moreover,
joined some voluntary organization which brings poor children
from abroad into homes for vacation. So we are kept really busy.
As for my Indian son, he is proving himself a brilliant boy. Since
my study also covers child-law (it is a special department in our
jurisdiction), I learned that jail is not for me. Holland has no
punishment for the smuggling of persons. The risk ofVelu getting
sentback to India is also getting smaller. He is inan English/Dutch
school that costs a lot ofmoney (paid by a considerable number of
friends here in Holland). But next year he might get a scholarship
from the Society of Friends.

When you get to Beersheba [Israel], please call on my brother.
He'll be glad to see you and is a lot like me.... If you go there fast,

you may also meet my father, who is on vacation there at present.
Meanwhile do write againsome time soon, but don't expect too

fast an answer. Have you been wailing at the wall already? My
love to everyone you meet.

Yours ever,

Alex
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DeWilp
24 February 1972

Dear Alan and Sara,

For a change an immediate reply to your letter which was
ratherunexpected, but not the less welcome. It is eveningand Iam
relaxing after having written all day long— a lecture on observa-
tion and reporting. And I am doing this relaxation under the

beautiful tones ofa concert by Theodorakis. He happened to give
a concert here in Groningen (30 kilometers from home). His own
music played by his own six-man orchestra and conducted by
himself. Of course, I went!! A beautiful new contraption, a
Japanese micro-cassette recorder inmy coat pocket. The recording
turned out fine and, at least once a week, I re-live the fastastic

happening.

When I last wrote, I suppose that I was still working as an
assistant house-parent in a home for bad boys. I was thrown out
after a heavy disagreement with the management board. Since
then, I only had one other job, as a house-parent/observer in a
home for affection-lacking children (7 to 13-year-olds). Very
interesting because of the guidance there is by a very specialized

professor (Hartde Ruiter). In this country, he is onan equal footing
with your Redl and Wineman. In Fannari, I decided I had learned
what I could in that house. At the same time, I got my first child-

protection diploma (A). Then, I applied for and got the job ofhead
house-parent in another house, this time blind and retarded kids,

6 to 18-year-olds. A fantastic "rise in power" consideringmy short
time in this branch. (The head house-parent is the man right after

the director.) Three weeks ago, I also passed an exam enablingme
to skip a third-year course (child-protection B) and to enroll right

in a fourth-yearcourse in ortho-paedagogic and institutional man-
agement. The first three lessons (onedayand evening a week) have
passed, and I feel right at home. As I believe I wrote before, I am
so intriguedby the subjects (child lawand deliquency, psychology,
psychiatry, pedagogy, etc.) that it is verily a "journey ofmind" and
the urge to travel has more or less completely passed.

In the present capacity, I intend to last the duration of the
course, 4 years. Oi veh's mir! [Yiddish, Woe is me.] I myself give
weekly lectures on child problems to the house- parents, give them
supervision, jobs our psychologist has turned over to me as "Iam
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better equipped/' I have the overall management of daily affairs

and have invented some dealings with the children for my own
benefit giving them what I call a "father hour" twice a week, since

there are only female "house- parents."

That is all about Alex. Elisabeth and Alwin are fine. SoisVelu,
the Indian boy for whom I managed to scrounge a scholarship at

the English-speakingQuaker school. We hadanothergreat victory
in fighting the official apparatus for adoption with their own
weapons, which are mine now too. We have been recognized as a
"therapeutic foster-home." The result is that two step-sons have
entered our house and two more are to follow soon. Elisabeth gets
help twice a week. When the other two children come, it will be
daily. And we get a great kick out of looking after these children
and giving them what no institution can ever give any child. We
abhor and loathe HOMES (my motivation in working in one) and
believea house,a real nest, should befound forevery kid. Elisabeth,

too, sends you her greetings and she hopes some day to welcome
you here.

Write again soon.

Yours ever,

Alex

N.B. If you see Zwi in Jerusalem, give him my friendly greet-

ings. (He is a full professor, I believe.) He is a good friend of my
school days, used to be my teacher, and he may be helpful in your
getting university jobs. Good oldZwiebel (his nickname, don't use
it) knowsme as Lex Aronson,my givenname at the age of 1 8. Since
then I haven't been law-abiding enough, so my name has been A-
Lex.

(Eds. Two points should be noted about names. Alan was warned not
to use the nickname Zwiebel—and probablyforgood reason. Zzviebel
means onion in German. As for the name Lex, that means law in Latin.

Alan continued to teach in Jerusalem for more than a year after the

receipt of this letter. In July, 1973, the Mendelsons left Israel tosettle

in Oxford, England, where Sara began work on her D.Phil. In the

Spring of 1974, only months before Alex departed on his lastjourney,
Alan travelled to Amsterdam, took the train to Friesland, and spent a
day with Alex. AlexgaveAlan severalgifts: an old Dutchguildermade,
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as Alexproudly pointed out,from "real" silver; two old, cracked Dutch
tiles datingfrom the 18th or 19th century, which Alan carefully restored;

and a soapstone carving of the head ofan African woman.)

DeWilp
25 July 1974

Dear Alan and Sara,

Time fora fewwords in the midst ofpreparations foranew trip.

Yes siree, at the end of August, I will be on my way again... to

Kurdistan! Youmay know that they are in a war for independence
from Iraq, and what is better for a Jew than to help the enemies of

enemies of Israel? Although I don't know yet how long I will be
going to stay, the original plan is for me to set up my own hospital

there, mainly for the benefit of the many refugees, but I imagine
that quite a fewwounded "military" willcomemyway as well. All

this is going to be private enterprise. Terre des Hommes didn't

want to backme. But Ifound a nursewho sharesmy wish for travel

and adventure and who will accompany me.
I suppose I will be gone for a long time, [that is] if I don't get hit

by a Tupolev [Soviet bomber] or other such fine Russian specimen
the Iraqis work with. I might not be back for a few years.

If you are interested, I will write to you extensively about the

Kurds who seem to me a very friendly people. I have met two of

their ministers and their representative in Holland, a 26- year-old

student of sociology. Their main representation is in London, and
I may have to go and see them before I leave. In that case I will

naturallycome to see you [in Oxford] as well. So far no interesting

tiles found, though I do watch out for them.

Please give my love and scorn to ye olde England and kiss the

Irish for me.

Yours ever,

Alex
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Alex in the early 1970' s.
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(Eds. The history ofthe Kurdish rebellion against Iraq is a long one. In

1943, Mullah Mustapha Barzani organized an uprising against the

Iraqis. Between 1961 and 1969, he continued his armed resistance.

Then in 1974, after a period ofrelative quiet, the Kurds (encouraged by

supportfrom Iran and still led by Barzani) renewed their struggle. In

response, between March and September, 1974, the Iraqis conducted a

military offensive against the rebel Kurds. One of the results of this

offensive was the dislocation of100,000 Kurdish civilians. {Reference:

Facts on File, 1974.) Their plight, depicted on Dutch television,

induced Alex to take on their cause.

Late in August, 1974, Alex began his journey to Kurdistan. This

series ofletters, sent to his wife in Holland, chronicles his trip eastward.

It has been translated from Dutch.)

Istanbul

6-7 September 1974

Dearest Betje,

After a trip which has gone much more quickly than I had
planned, I arrived here last night, parked the car, and decided to

stay at least until Sunday. I'm desperately in need of a day's rest.

Idrove through the night on Monday. ByTuesday afternoon, Iwas
already in Zagreb. There Islept from 5:00 in the afternoon until 3:00

a.m. on Wednesday. I then drove to Vita's in Rataje [Yugoslavia]

and stayed there until afterlunch. At 10:00 p.m., Ipassed theGreek
border. By then Ididn'thave enough energy to visit Sophiaand her
husband and decided to go straight to Fannari [Greece]. Panajatis

and wife received the television with lots of "ohs" and "ahs." It

didn't suffer at all from the trip and worked right away. Then I

crossed theborderwith record breakingspeed— just five minutes.
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They didn't even look at the car. Istanbul has not changed at all. It

is still very busy and active.

It is a pity that Frans van Hasselt has just left for Athens. I had
hoped to pay him a visit. Except for a single, lonely hitchhiker
yesterday, I've had the company of an old girlfriend for the whole
trip. I thought I had lost her, but three days ago she re-appeared
from her corner again (top left, behind the windshield) to look at
the world and to devour a Yugoslavian fly. It must be great to
travel the world in this way as a Frisian spider.

I just sent my first card to Alwin and one to Oma of the Sultan
Ahmed, in other words, the so-called Blue mosque. It is the only
mosque in the world with six minarets. I'm parked directly in front
of it between caravanettes with foreign number plates. A popular
international meeting point.

Tehran, Iran

Wednesday night, 11 September 1974
After covering 6,000 kilometers in 9 days, I arrived here at two

o'clock this afternoon. The Merc was fantastic all the way. He did
not give me a bit of trouble. Not even a flat tire. Good boy.
Tomorrow he will get an extra nice greasing from me. At the
moment, I'm in a little hotel, two-star (iffive is themost expensive),
as a guest of the Kurdish government whose bureau I visited first

thingupon arrival. Iwas received very hardilyby their representa-
tive, Bep Udink, daughter of minister Udinkand committeemem-
ber of Terre des Homines. She came to see things for herself.

A few Kurdish officials are in the hotel "on business," and
tonight I had a taste of Kurdish hospitality. Everything was
informaland friendly. Already I've masteredmy first fiveKurdish
words. The formalities here (together with the Iranian authorities)
will probably take a day or two, and I will take this opportunity to
get my breath back. I don't have to do a thing. Everything is being
arranged. I hope that your letter and the card sent to American
Express arrive in the meantime. I'll wait until Ihaveyournewsand
know my next address before mailing this. Alwin should get
another card from me tomorrow.
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Tehran

Friday, 13 September 1974

Your letter has justbeen handed tome by Dr. Ahmadi, director

of the Kurdish bureau. It arrived yesterday. Today is the Moslem
Sunday so everything is closed. Tomorrow Ahmedi hopes to get

my special travel pass, and then I should be able to leave. The
American Express card has not arrived here yet- Will you sendme
the Merc [handbook?] with the bill please?

I always think a candle is a nice present, but don't send one
because it might melt on the way; it is that hot here. How nice that

Alwin signed the letter himself.

Lots of love from your bad, but still loving,

Papa

(Eds. Shortly after writing the previous letter, Alex left Tehran for

Kurdistan, northern Iraq.)

Tuesday, 17 September 1974

Just returnedhome from work in the hospital, and so I can start

to write you something real now. "Home" for the coming days is

the information center of the Kurdish government; a block of
houses halfway up a mountain where all the foreign guests (jour-

nalists, photographers, and so on) are received. Possibly I'll stay
here 10-14 days until my definite work area has been settled. On
my first evening, Ihadan interview with Dr. Mahmood, head ofthe
medical department and one of the most politically powerful men
in the country. We agreed that first Iwouldwork in the hospital for

a few days to acclimatize and perhaps to give them a chance to try

me out. After that, Iwould go (like a stick insect) to visit the remote
villages in the mountains in order to establish a fixed route for the
clinics.

The hospital is made up of about ten tents and a number of
small huts ofhardenedmud spread in a rock cliff. Approximately
a dozen doctors work here. (I can't get a definite number.) Some
of these are specialists. One is a surgeon who does not operate,
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another is an orthopaedic surgeon who treats fractures in the
strangest way; the third is a dermatologist who does small jobs.
Along with these, there is a doctor in charge of public hygienewho
does not know what a septic tank is. The chief doctor is a
pediatrician. He has already discovered my preference for chil-
dren. While he was away for a few days, he let me take over his
practice.

It is amyth that there aren't any hospitals here. In fact, there are
a number of these centers. In general, things seem to be well
organized. There are ninety doctors distributed fairly evenly over
the country. It is a big question as to where Lex Aronson can make
himself most useful.

Alwin will find this funny. They call me Kak Askander which
is not excreta, but our friend Alex. This is a compliment for my
progress in theirlanguage ofwhich Inow speakbetween 30 and 50
words. Many Kurdish words are similar to Hindi only the accent
is more like Arabic.

Friday, 20 September 1974

Today a German journalist headed home so I gave him a letter
for Alwin plus a polaroid snapshot. Postcards are unobtainable
here, and there is no postal service. Therefore, I'll give this letter to
some Dutch TV people from NOS who have made a film. The
enclosed photo is also for Alwin. Also there are some rolls of film
which I'd like you to have developed and printed (matt, please) by
the Chemist de Groot. Please save the negatives and mail me the
prints. I've enclosed money to cover it. You won't have much left,

and I have no expenses here. By the way, I haven't even spent 30o'
guilders yet. This morning I went with a companion, or perhaps I

should say escort, to the tailor. It was decided that I should dress
as a Kurd, and so I have been offered Kurdish dress. The pictures
should show you. What do you think? Do I look the part?

We are about 34 kilometres from the Persian [Iranian] border,
notmuch ofa distance, but, due to the roads, it's nearly a two-hour
drive. You don't notice thewarmuch, only occasionally thesound
of anti-aircraft guns aimed at a passing Iraqi Tupolev. About a
four-hourdrive from here, fighting is goingon on three fronts. This
will stop, however, within another month because of the winter.
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Saturday, 21 September 1974

Before I forget to ask: will you have two prints made of any

photos which have people in them and mail them to me? I might

please somebody with one sometime. This morning again it was
quiet in the hospital. I'm amazed that everyone who works here

doesn't suffer from calcification of the arse. How any self-respect-

ing doctor can be satisfied to see only fifteen patients a day is

beyond me. More and more, I wonder whether I can be of any use

at all. I'm sure there must be areas in need of medical help, but

nobody will mention them. Keeping up appearances is a very

important occupation in these parts. I've resolved to give it one

more week, then move on.

Tuesday, 24 September 1974

The Dutch club is ready to leave, and so this must go. No
decision yet. I've had two days' work alone in the clinic in the

mountains, but things remain uncertain. Heavy storms and torna-

dos last night and this morning. Sun still shining.

Lots of love,

Papa

Wednesday, 25 September 1974

Although it has not yetbeenmade officialby Dr. Mahmood, the

decision has been taken that I won't stay in Kurdistan. The three

French doctors from Medecins sans Frontieres, sent to assess the

situation for their organization, have come to the same conclusion.

There is a fourth Frenchman, who has been here since March, a

post-graduate student researching Kurdish culture. The five ofus

had a long talk last night. We agreed that medical services are well

organized here. We can contribute what we like; we feel that it still

is not enough. This is a result, no doubt, of our Western education.

Also it is not for us to say that MORE has to be done.

I already knew one of the French doctors from Biafra; a hard

worker. The primary reason that help from abroad is welcomed is

that foreigners can interest their governments in the situation.

There is less of a need for doctors, nurses, and medical supplies

than for political gestures. It is the political gesture that stands.

Also foreigners serve as show pieces for the press. Only with
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difficulty have I kept my face out of the TV film made by our
photographers.

I stopped working in the hospital two days ago. Instead, with
the help ofa Kurdish doctor who translates, I've been trying to re-
organize a neglected clinic I discovered ten kilometres from here.
We emptied the building completely, scrubbed it clean, and put
everything back in order, creating a better arrangement. There we
see about fifty patients a day. I'll remain in this neglected corner
until Dr. Mahmood returns from the front, which Ihope willbe this

coming Friday.

So my stay is not completely in vain. I say that for myself in
contrast to the French team— a surgeon, an internist, and an ear,

nose, and throat specialist. The organization here sends as many
sick refugees as they can to the camps in Iran... to fill the eyes of the
world with pity. Am I becoming cynical? I have pity for the
refugees, but, as for the governments (Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon),
they are all the same. I shit on them.

Friday, 26 September 1974

Yesterday was my last working day in Galalah [35°N, 45°E].
While I was going about my business, a Kurdish suit was being
tailored for me. Now, after many alterations, it fits perfectly. My
business included having a long talk with Dara Togiq, the minister
of information and education. The minister of health, Mahmood,
is returning today. Tomorrow, I might make a trip to the so-called
Badinan district where the need for medical staff seems to be
greater. Before committing myself I said I would have to see the
place for myself. If you want to know where it is, look in the
northwest of Iraq on the Turkish and Syrian borders (which are
strictly closed) where you should find the towns of Amadiyah
[37°N, 43°E] and Barzan [36°N, 44°E] . It is said to be paradise there.

Monday 30 September 1974, 8:00

Arrived in Amadiyah yesterday morning after a nightmare-
like trip overrockpaths, past ravines,and similar terrors. Wecould
only travel at night because of the airplanes, creeping along at 17
kilometres per hour. We were on our way for fourteen hours. I'm
over the horrorsnow,but thereweremomentswhen Iasked myself
if I was in my right mind to have started such a trip. And to think
that Fve got to travel the route back in a few days. The Merc would
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never have survived it. Only jeeps and landrovers can get through

here. So I was offered a jeep with a chauffeurand a translator. The

translator was about as useful as my Mercedes. All the same, it's

worth the cold sweat. It is paradise.

At the moment I'm a guest of the hospital of Amadiyah. There

is a hardworking and enthusiastic young doctor here. And they

can cope very well without me. Great!

Friday 4 October, 1974, 15:00

I've been in the Zakhu district (in the mountains near the

Turkish border) because the town of Zakhu itself [37°N, 42°E] is in

the hands of government troops. The hospital is in a large cave

which divides into two storeys. Men are on theground floor, ladies

on the upper. It's like something out of a fairy tale.

Yesterday I took a "walking" trip for twelve hours past some

mountain villages, a distance of some forty kilometres of which 3

kilometers are straight up. My heart went rikketikketik because

there are no roads and everything goes over rock. I managed to

cross two rivers by jumping from one rock to another. Papa the

mountain goat. Arrived home dead tired and a few kilos lighter.

But it's been worth it. Look at the photographs in the third roll. I

can certainly make myself useful in this area, but, because of the

predicted three meters of snow, not before March. My job would

be to pay regular visits to the surrounding villages.

I've arranged with the local authorities to leave now and to

return at the end of the winter season. I am still awaiting permis-

sion fromUncleMahmood. Tonight, Iamhaving a farewelldinner

with the governor of the Zakhu district. Tomorrow I'll travel back

to Amadiyah.

Namperdam [?]

Friday, 11 October 1974

Yesterday after a return journey lasting three nights and two

days, I arrived in the capital shattered. The farewell dinner turned

out to be an invitation to an extended stay. Believe me, I would

have liked to have stayed even longer. The winter still seems so far

off. I've travelled and seen a lot and finally felt settled. So I have

written an extensive report about medical provisions. This I

handed to Dr. Mahmood last night. He plans to read it immedi-

ately. At ten o'clock tomorrow morning, I'm to meet with him and
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his two under-ministers to discuss my future here. My report is

quite critical. Ifheacceptsmy criticisms, he might askme to remain
to make some changes. The more likely response is, however, that
he willmerelythankme formy interestand letme go. Then Iscram.

I won't be able to report on this immediately because I have to
let this letter go within the hour. French journalists are taking it

with them to Tehran, and they are about to leave.

I received a book and letter from Alwin and a letter giro
yesterday. I'm writing to Alwin separately.

(Eds. The following letter was addressed to Alex's mother and step-

father in Amsterdam.)

20 December 1974

Dear Mother and Uncle Sam,
For the first time since leaving De Wilp, I slept in a proper bed.

I have just woken up, flooded in tears, because ofan awful dream.
Normally, I have only pleasant dreams. Anyway, a good, quiet
moment to write to you. (Isn't it odd, at unpleasant moments, one
always thinks first of mother.)

Contrary to expectations,my stay in Kurdistan lasted only four
weeks. I travelled widely, visiting all kinds of medical centers;
hospitals in tents and caves and clinics in remote villages....

With the approach of winter, when heavy fighting and bom-
bardments will cease (so no wounded) and the snows cut off the
villages (so no patients), there is no point inmy staying on. I have,
however, been asked to return in March to set up a new hospital,
and I have promised to do this. It is quite nice, especially in the
Badinan area at the borders of Syria and Turkey where national
health can do with some improvement.

I'll stay here a week, then travel around in Pakistan, India, and
perhaps Bangledesh. I hope this letter reaches you in good health.

Your loving son,

Lex
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Saiyidan [33°N, 72°E]

Swat [Pakistan]

Friday 21 February 1975

Dear Betjeme,

Thank God, it seems my torture is over. This trip will be with

me for the rest ofmy life because never have I dealt so much with

the police. I wrote to you before about former "meetings" with the

Hermandad. This time, returning from India, I fell right into it.

I still had a week left before I had to agree to the through

passage to Kurdistan. So I decided to visitsome friends in Swat. At
the moment, Pakistan is in great political unrest. Because of the

general unrest and because the tourist season has not started, I

received an invitation to visit the police station. That was on
February sixth. My visit to the station (I was "just visiting") turned

out to be three days' detention. Fortunately, my friend Wali was
able to save me from spending the nights in jail. Instead, placed

under two official guards, I was given a bungalow ofmy own.
I was less fortunate when they transportedme to Peshawar for

further investigations. This time I was interrogated for five days
while checks were being made on my friends and acquaintances.

For this little operation, I was favored with a cell. It was a beauty,

a bare cold room 4 by 5 meters, a concrete floor, a shit bucket in the

corner which got scooped out once a day with a tin. There I slept

crowded in with half-a- dozen thieves and murderers. On the sixth

day, they told me that were satisfied. I was "clean."

Back I went to Swat under guard while a report was being

prepared. And then, alas, another "high uncle" appeared on the

scene. He wanted to start a third investigation just to make sure.

Up until this point, I was left completely in the dark, but now Wali
arranged for me to speak with a solicitor. Thanks to him, I was
allowed to walk about on bail.

As it turned out, I didn't get much of an opportunity to walk
about, but my good friend Tasnim, receptionist in the Swat hotel,

offered me hospitality and stood by me along with all his friends

and relations. I was in a terrible depression. Even though I knew
I had nothing to hide, the situation was so uncertain that I didn't

know at all where I stood. The worst is no knowinghow long it will

take. And I'm expected in Kurdistan already.

What I hope will be the last report came in yesterday and is
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being discussed. The solicitor chosen for me said that they cannot
accuse me of anything. Meanwhile Wali and his son Arviangzeb
(an MP) have requested continually that I be treated with velvet
gloves.

To make waiting a bit more agreeable, Wali sentme cigarettes
and whiskey regularly, an unknown luxury here. Finally, with
suggestions from all sides to hasten the settlement, Ihope to be free
tomorrow and back on my route. I shall go straight to Tehran
where I hope to receive mail from you. My weekly card to Alwin
has gone by the board this time. But I hope he received all the
others. Tasnim has a little brother his age so homesickness has not
been one ofmy least sufferings.

Perhaps they won't need me in Kurdistan anymore. I have no
idea what the situation is. In the meantime, lots of love. I spent our
wedding anniversary in a cell, but thought of you. You have not
enjoyed me much during these 11 years. Only lots of worries and
ups and downs. For me you have meant a lot and still do. I am
mentally supported by you. Once back in Holland, may I come for
coffee again?

Your loving,

(Eds. This is the last letter Alex wrote to his mother and step-father

before his arrest on 24 March 1975.)

Sideka [36°N, 44°E]

Kurdistan

13 March 1975

Dear Mother and Uncle Sam,
It is once more your turn to receive a letter from me. And it

looks as if I shall have all day today to write, for my donkey and
luggage are gone. But I will tell you about that later. Last week I

arrived in Kurdistan (Iraq) with the intention of going to Badinan.
Badinan is near the Syrian and Turkish border. Amadiyah is the
biggest of the towns in that area.
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They need doctors and nurses urgently. That's a fact, but,

because the borderbetween Iraqand Iran is very likely to be closed,

the political bosses here have decided that all foreigners should be

evacuated. By foreigners, they are referring to a few press photog-

raphers, the team of five English from "Save the Children," and

yours truly. The hospitality is so extensive here that at the first sign

of a threat, they are stepping out of their way to secure the safety

of their guests. The local bosses mean well. However, whatdaddy
has in his head, he doesn't have in his arse... by which I mean that

whatever I have set my mind to, I don't give up easily.

I was determined to go to Badinan. I went from one political

office to another, pestering all the leaders save for Barzani himself.

Finally, I was rewarded with a letter of introduction to all the

Kurdish military commanders requesting that they give me the

help necessary for me to reach my goal....

(Eds. On Mullah Mustapha Barzani, see the note at the beginning of

this section. The headquarters of General Barzani were in Galalah, a

village mentioned several times by Alex.)

There is a road, but it's a passage blocked by snow and
bombardments. There are villages on the way, but they have been

abandoned. Anyway, I got a lift by car to Galalah.

I forgot to tell you that by the time I returned to Tehran, the old

Merc was at the end of its life and hardly worth a tuppence. I sold

it for the pittance it was due, Hfl 2500!!

From Galalah onwards, we moved on foot. For a guide, the

localcommandergavemeaPeshMerga (KurdishFreedom Fighter).

The firstdaywas very hard going so Ihadmy eye out for a donkey.

On the second day, I succeeded in buying one from the people we
met. After that all my luggage, medicines, papers and duffelcoat

were transferred to that beast of burden. Meanwhile I had to

congratulate myself on the sense I had had to start out in my new
walking boots instead of sandals. The route runs along stony and
muddy paths less than a foot wide, and through streamlets them-

selves as it rose and fell steeply. Every thirty minutes or so, we had
to duck to avoid thebombers flying over head. Nowwe are so close

to the frontwe can hearbombs which they let loose everynow and
then to scare off any local people who have stayed behind.

Yesterday we reached Rost [36°N, 44°E]. There my guide left

me. I was welcomed by the local "doctor," a nurse who is the only

medical person in the area. After a few hours, a small group of
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patrolling Pesh Mergacame by. I reached an agreement with them
about guiding me to Sideka since they were continuing on to the
village. We set out with the donkey, but after less than an hour, we
metsome peoplewho told us that thesnow along the pathwe were
following was too icy and deep for the animals. We then divided
into two groups, my Pesh Merga and I continuing along the
treacherous shorter path, the other two Pesh Merga taking the
longer route with their donkey and mine. So far they haven't
reached Sideka....

After an exhausting treck through the mountains, I reached
Sidakan alone at five o'clock in the evening. I went directly to the
hospital and received a very warm welcome from the doctor who,
for once, turned out to be a real one.

Ifmydonkey arrives today, I expect to continue onmyjourney
tomorrow. There is only one more day of trekking by foot. After
that, I should be in Shamanawa [36°N, 43°E]. I've been told that
there is a real road there, and I should be able to hitch a ride in a
vehicle.

The bombardments, which have been steady, have at last
stopped. It's strange how quiet everything is. I can hear birds for
the first time this week, birds which up until now have been
outnumbered by flying Migs and Tupolevs. For the sake of the
civilians, we count this as a blessing.

Am I going to remain here? That is still a question. If I should
have to leave, I'll return by the Bombay-to-London bus.

Anyway, all best wishes and lots of love to everybody.

Yours

Lex.

(Eds.A weekafter this letter was written, thepassport application Alex
had arranged for a crippled Indian girl was stamped in the Embassy of
the Netherlands in Tehran. He had found her sitting on a road on his
trip to Calcutta to collect medical supplies for the Kurds. Her adoption
had gone through in three months whereas the normal procedure takes

five years. Not long afterwards, this child, named WhUhelmina
Aronson in honor of the Dutch Queen, arrived safely in Friesknd.
There, thanks to Elisabeth's efforts and helpfrom the De Wilp commu-
nity, the child was given the medical care she needed and was sent to a
special school. Ofsimilar age to Alwin, she remained in thefamily as
an adopted daughter.)
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(Eds. The following letter was written on 1 February 1976 to Alex's

father, Mr. Leo Aronson, who was then living in Amsterdam. The

authorofthe letter is Dr. David Nabarro ofthe Save the Children Fund.

The events mentioned in the letter follow almost directly from Alex's

last letter to his parents. The letter portrays Alex's situation and

concerns shortly before his arrest. Aside from Sideka and Amadiyah,

whose co-ordinates wegave earlier, it has been impossible to locate the

villages mentioned in this letter.)

Dear Mr. Aronson,

Isaw yourson on 20 March 1975. Hewas breakfasting withme
at thehomeoftheleaderoftheBarzancommunity,SheikhAbdullah,
in preparation for a journey to Badinan. He was taking medicine

and other equipment with him so that he could set up a surgery to

treat the inhabitants ofa singlecommunitysomewhere in that area.

He had bought a donkey to convey these items, but unfortunately

this had got lost between Senidan and Sideka, over the pass to the

east ofHassanbeg Mountain with thesnow so deep that no donkey

could traverse it.

The donkey wasunder the control oftwo PeshMerga (Kurdish

Freedom Fighters). Apparently they became separated from your

sonandhehad no idea ofthe [whereabouts of?] this medicine orhis

passport and money. He was travelling against the advice of the

Kurds in the border area who were keen (at that time) that all

foreigners should get out as quickly as possible. For this reason,he

retraced his steps to try to find the donkey, yet wanted to press on
towards Amadiyah. He had spent a day or so looking. He asked

me to look for the animal. I made inquiries in both Sideka and
Semilan,but Icould not find it. However, as at that stage therewas
total chaos in these villages, it was not at all surprising that I was
so unsuccessful. I must explain that he was in danger, as he had no
identification papers with him when I saw him.

Yours,

David Nabarro

(Eds. The author of this letter speaks of chaos in the villages of

Kurdistan. On 7 March 1975, the Iraqis launched a drive against the

Kurds "along the entirefront with a force ofsix divisions." The Iraqis

were able to do this because the Shah ofIran had reached an agreement
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with Iraqand had withdrawn his supportfrom theKurds. By 11 March,
Baghdad's forces "had pushed deep into insurgent [Kurdish] terri-

tory." Eleven days later, General Barzani conceded that his forces had
been overwhelmed and that thefightingwas over. A report of30March
states that Barzani and his two sons fled to Iran. Reference: Facts on
File, 1975.)

# *

(Eds. The documents which follow contain some contradictory infor-

mation. This derivesfrom theway news about Alex's arrest, imprison-

ment, trial, and ultimate execution reached the Western press. For
more than half a year after his arrest, there was virtually no news.
During this period, Alex's parents tried to obtain information them-
selves; they also attempted (unsuccessfully) to have Alex visited by a
member of the Dutch Foreign Ministry. At the same time, support
groups formed in De Wilp and Amsterdam.
On3 November 1 975, Dutch radioand European newspapers carried

the story that an Israeli citizen by the name ofAlexander Haroun had
been hanged in Baghdad for spying. The source of this story was the

IraqiNews Agency (INA). Confusion resultedfrom conflicting reports

about the date of the execution and the name of the condemned. Three
days later the Iraqi Charge d'Affaires in theHague announced that the

original story was false; he was not dead, butfaced execution. Still, no
independent party was able to attest to these facts.

In the ensuing months, efforts to secure Alex's release continued.

Unknown even to Dutch officials at that time, there was evidence Alex
was still alive. For Alex had written messages on the underside of the

silverfoilofcigarettepackages. Thesehemanaged to havesmuggled out
ofprison. The messages travelled at irregular speeds via Switzerland

or Germany. Basing their hopes in the continued arrival of these

messages, Alex's parents continued to workfor his freedom. Then, on
15 March 1976, Alex's mother received a telephone callfrom the Iraqi

Embassy in theHague. Shecouldstop wonderingabout Alex'sfate,she
was told by the official on the other end of the line. He was dead. Alex's

parents have determined that at that time he had actually been deadfor
more than three months.

The documents we have been able to procure which relate to the

months of Alex's imprisonment and the uncertainty about his fate

(March 1975 - March 1976) include press reports, formal letters of
appeal, letters about his case, and letters written by Alex. What is most
strikingabout Alex's letters is that,for the mostpart, theywere written
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without access to information about his own situation. There is only

oneincident in which Alex appears to respond to information available

to the outside world. Ironically, this response is based on a wrongly

heard or misinterpreted report. After spending six months in a

Baghdadprison,inmid-October, 1975,Alexwas transferred toaprison

twenty miles to the south. There hefound a cell-mate with a transistor

radio. A BBC World News bulletin led Alex and his cell-mates to

surmise that the Dutch government had requested his release. The

truth, however, was that the Dutch goverment was responding to the

false information leaked by the Iraqi News Agency. In fact, the Dutch

authorities were not requesting his release; they were asking for his

remains.

SinceAlex was writingfrom inside the prison, without knowledge of

the efforts which were being made on his behalf, it would be misleading

to present Alex's final messages together with other documents within

one chronological frame. In no sense should we think of Alex's last

words as part ofa dialogue. The smuggled letters were not madepublic

until 17 March 1976, only when Alex's parents were convinced that

there was no more hope.

The newspaper articles, reproduced below, contain odd mixtures of

error and truth or adjustments in the truth. Alex's family name first

appearsas "Haroun." ThisislatercorrectedrHeissaidtobeanlsraeli.

Thatwaspromptly denied by thelsraelis. Yetasis clearfrom comments

made in letters written to Alan, including Alex's insistence on travel-

ling to the United States on his Israeli passport, that he had an Israeli

passportand had been in the Israeliarmy. Again there isan errorwhen

Alex is credited withhavingparticipated in theSix-Day War;his letters

show that in June, 1967, he was at home in Poortugaal, Holland,

planning for a summer job at a Dutch camp for asthmatic children.

The clippingsfrom the DailyNews Bulletin oftheJewish Telegraphic

Agency were compiled by the Middle East Research Department of

Amnesty International, London. The editors wish to thank both the

Jewish Telegraphic Agency and Amnesty International for their per-

mission to re-print these documents. Materialfrom other newspapers

and Dutch petitions and letters were given to us by Alex's family or

friends in Holland.)

DOCTOR'S ENCOUNTER WITH MAN HANGED BY IRAQIS

from the English newspaper, 'The Guardian"

Baghdad, 3 November. A Jew of Dutch origin has been hanged in

Baghdad on charges of spying for Israel, the Iraq news agency

reported today. He was identified as Leon Aaronson and was said
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to have taken the name Alexander Haroun after emigrating to

Israel in 1954.

The agency said he was arrested on 24 March in possession of

political and military reports to his "Zionist superiors/' Mr.

Haroun was condemned to death on 11 October (Agence France-

Presse).

Edward Mortimer writes: Speaking by telephone from Am-
sterdam last night, Mr. Aaronson's father told a British doctor that

his son, a 38-yearoldmale nurse, was neitherJewish nor Israeli. He
had visited Israel only once for a two-week holiday in 1953.

The doctor, Dr. David Nabarro, had met the executed man in

Iraq on March 20, this year. Dr. Nabarro, who was working for the

Save the Children Fund, was on his way back to Iran from Iraqi

Kurdistan, where the revolt led by General Mustafa Barzani was
about to collapse. He met Mr. Aaronson travelling in the opposite

direction, dressed in Kurdish costume and carrying a pistol and a

letter from General Barzani explaining who he was.

(Eds. From the very beginning, the authorities in Iraq raise the specter

of Alex's having spied for Israel. As we have stated earlier in this

volume, we do not believe that this was the case. Iraq's concern about

Israel may have been related to the fact, admitted by Kurdish sources

at the time, that Israel had supplied the Kurds with some financial

support and had given the rebels "several medium-range artillery

pieces." Reference: Facts on File, 1974.)

Jewish Telegraphic Agency
Volume 56, Number 197

5 November 1975

IRAQIS HANG DUTCH JEW
by Yitzhak Shargil

Tel Aviv, 4 November. Iraq's official news agency has announced
that the "Israeli citizen Alexander Haroun" has been hanged in

Baghdad forspying, following his convictionby a military tribunal
last month.
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The agency alleged that the hanged man had worked as an

adviser to the rebel Kurdish leader Mullah Mustapha Barzani.

Vicious lies

Relatives of Alexander Leendert Aronson— not "Haroun"—
in Israel described the allegations as "vicious blood libel/' They
told the JTA in detail the tragic life story of Alexander Aronson, a

Dutch, notan Israeli,Jewand a survivor of theBergen-Belsendeath

camp.

Born in 1934 in Holland to an assimilated family, the Bergen-

Belsen experience marked the young Alexander for life. After the

liberation Alexander dedicated himself to helping people in need

and worked for some time at the Albert Schweitzer Hospital in

Africa where he became a qualified male nurse. After that he went
on an aid mission to India and Pakistan, volunteered to help the

hungry and the sick in Biafra, and spent some time in the Virgin

Islands where he was apparently stranded, [sic!]

Visits to Israel

Between 1954 and 1958 he visited Israel twice for longer peri-

ods as tourist and worked as a male nurse. But he could not settle

down and returned to Holland where he married and raised a

family. He never took out Israeli citizenship and his step-father,

who isnow living inAmsterdam with Alexander's mother, told the
JTA that the young Aronson was the holder of a Dutch passport.

Family Life and More Travels

After their marriage, the Aronsons settled in a small village

nearthenorthernDutch town ofGroningen. By that time, theyhad
four children— one of theirown and three adopted boys and girls,

one of them the son of a Palestinian Arab refugee.

But again Alexander found no rest. In the middle of last year

he converted a trailer into a medical aid station and left for the

journey from which he would never return.

He reached India with his car and his mobile medical aid unit,

but decided that his services were more needed by the Kurds, at

that time engaged in a life-and-death struggle against the Baathist

regime.
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Refuses to Leave

Via Iran he reached the Kurdish frontline outposts where he
tended the wounded and famished survivors of the bloody Iraqi

onslaught. When Mustapha Barzani's forces were on the verge of

collapse, all the foreign medical aid volunteers left the area.

But Alexander refused to leave. When the last bus carrying
doctors and nurses departed for safer destinations, he was per-
suaded toboard it, but a few minutes laterwas seen leaving thebus
and disappearing.

Where is Our Son?
Alexander's mother, his wife, and his step-father started to

look for him. They approached the Dutch Foreign Office, but the
latter was unable to obtain any information from Baghdad.

A direct approach was then made to the Iraqi Embassy in the
Hague, but again to no avail.

There were rumors of a pending trial, but the Iraqis would
neither confirm nor refute them. There was no information about
any charges.

The report on his execution on the gallows by the murderous
Iraqi regime with its long record of public hangings and other
atrocities stunned his family in Holland and in Israel.

The "Angel of Mercy/' as he was called by those whom he
helped in their need, the man whose destiny took him from the
Bergen-Belsen death camp to an ignominious execution in Bagh-
dad, who never served in any army and could never settle down,
was now found in possession (we quote the Iraqi official commu-
nique) of "classified military and political information for the
Israeli intelligence."
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(Eds. This article also appeared on 5 November 1975. It has been

translatedfrom theDutch regional daily, the "Leeuwarder Courant")

HE WAS DEVOTED / ARONSON WORKED AS A S.O.S. TE-
LEPHONIST

DeWilp. Thenursefrom theWilp (executed inBagdad)worked for

ten months for the S.O.S. (helpline/lifeline) telephone service in

Leeuwarden. This statement comes from the chairman of the

S.O.S., Rev. Ype Schaaf. Mr. Aronson had read an article in the

"Leeunwarder Courant" about the need for volunteers. He ap-
plied and was sent to Rev. Schaaf whom he already knew, since

they had been in Cameroon at the same time. In fact, Schaaf had
visited Aronson there in prison. Aronson hadbeen imprisoned for

entering and travelling in Cameroon without a passport. At the

time, he had been on his way to visit Dr. Schweitzer in Gabon.
According to Rev. Schaaf, Aronson had hitch-hiked through Af-
rica. "I like that kind of person/' Schaaf said, and so he offered his

help.

Mr. AronsonreachedSchweitzerand his hospital atLambarere.
He also turned up in Nigeria during the revolt of the Biafrans,

though by then he was working for two help organizations, Terre
des Hommes and the Red Cross. Aronson was deputy-project
leader oftheS.O.S line and did a fantastic job, said Schaaf. Aronson
was an excellent organizer as well as a very dedicated worker.

Rev. Schaaf wasn't surprised when Aronson told him that he
wanted to go to Kurdistan. But he warned him that, as a son ofthe
Old Nation, theJews, he would have to be careful. "It won't be that

bad," said Aronson. "I'm only going to set up a medical service."

Kurdistan appealed to him because he had seen a television pro-
gram about the situation there. As soon as the program ended,
Aronson telephoned the Kurdish spokesman at his hotel and told
him, "I'm coming." And Aronson went.

After a while, Rev. Schaaf received a letter from Aronson
asking for twenty thousand guilders to help him establish medical
treatment sites. Word was circulated around the churches, and the
sum was sent.

Schaafsays thatsuddenlyeverything in Kurdistanwent wrong.
Aronson's wife and father asked him if he could use his connec-
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tions to help get Aronson out. He did what he could, but his

connections were limited to affiliates of the church. Rev. Schaaf
believes that Aronson's father has been in contact with a friendly

Iraqi ambassador. He is sure, however, thatby thetime this contact
was made, Alex was already in prison in Baghdad.

One oftwo things musthave happened. Either theambassador
lied to Aronson's father or theambassadorwas not informedby his

own government about Alex's predicament. Aronson's nature
was restless, and he followed whims. He wanted to help where
help was wanted.

His father denies that there is any truth to the rumors that
during the Six-Day War Aronson served with the Red Cross as a
soldier in Israel. According to Mr. Leo Aronson, he was here in

Holland duringsome of that timeandstudyingnursing inLondon.
Aronson was not home in De Wilp very much because of his

travelling. While he was travelling, however, he always kept his
wife informed as to his whereabouts. Therefore, she was surprised
when, after early March of this year, his letters stopped.

He is a cleverman. Heusually figures outaway to send a letter,

she told the people of De Wilp.

The Aronsons are known to be hospitable. But their hospitality
did not appeal to everyone. They tried holding a series of discus-
sion evenings in their home, but this didn't suit the village, which
put a stop to them. One time Aronson returned to the village
driving an old Model T that belonged to the Red Cross. He'd
welcome friends from all over the world, giving them a roof over
their heads for a few days. One local is certain that Aronson was
being watched. But he doesn't know how or in which way.

According to the Iraqi Information Service, the arrested inhab-
itant ofDe Wilp attended a PPR meeting. [Possible reference here
to a meeting of the anti-government Kurdish group known as the
Revolutionary Proletariat Party.]
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(Eds. On the following day, 6 November 1975, this article was pub-

lished in the English newspaper "The Guardian")

EXECUTION OF DUTCHMAN DENIED BY IRAQ

The Hague. The execution of a Dutch male nurse, Mr. Leendert

Alexander Aronson, aged 40, announced officially in Iraq on
Monday, was denied today in a telephone call from the Iraq

embassy in the Hague to the Dutch Foreign Ministry.

Iraq now says that Mr. Aronson, who, it claims, has Israel

nationalityandwas spying for Israelwhen arrested in Kurdistan in

March, hasbeen sentenced to death, but the execution has notbeen
carried out.

Mr. Aronson's parents in Amsterdam heard the report of their

son's execution in a Dutch radio news bulletin.

Mr. Max van der Stoel, the Dutch Foreign Minister,summoned
the Iraq ambassador on Monday to protest the secret trial and
execution report.

Jewish Telegraphic Agency
Volume 56, Number 200

10 November 1975

The Iraqi Government claimed on Friday afternoon in an official

statement to the Dutch Foreign Ministry that the Dutch-born
Alexander Aronson was still alive, contrary to the report of the

Iraqi News Agency that he had been executed as a "Zionist spy."

The Dutch Foreign Ministry had demanded that his remains be
transferred to Holland where his family lives. Iraqi Charge
d'Affaires, Said al-Khadi said the Dutch Jew still faced death, but

had not been executed.
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Jewish Telegraphic Agency
Volume 56, Number 203

13 November 1975

ARONSON'S FATE UNCLEAR

Den Hague, 12 November. The Dutch Foreign Ministry has an-
nounced that its Charge d'Affaires in Baghdad has not been
allowed to visit Alexander Aronson in prison, contrary to an Iraqi
Government promise. No explanation was given.

Last week the official Iraqi News Agency announced that
Aronson had been executed on a charge ofespionage for Israel. He
was a male nurse who tended wounded Kurdish soldiers during
the uprising. A few days later, the Iraqi Embassy here said he was
not dead, but faced execution for spying.

The Dutch Premier J.M. den Uyl told a press conference that
Holland must do everything to prevent his execution. Aronson's
mother told Dutch TV that her son's experiences as a child in
Bergen-Belsen had brought him to help others' suffering.

A public campaign has been launched in the Friesland prov-
ince, where theAronsons live, to save his life. Lettersand cables are
flooding the Iraqi Embassy with appeals for clemency. Leading
politicians have placed themselves at the head of this campaign.

(Eds. This letter was sent to the Iraqi Ambassador to the Hague by the
Mayorand Councillors oftheMunicipality ofOpsterland. Itis clearly

in response to the Iraqi decision not to treat Alex as a Dutch citizen.

The letter is not reproduced in full because of the repetition of some
details.)

14 November 1975

Excellency,

An inhabitant of the Municipality of Opsterland (Province of
Friesland), Mr. Leendert Aronson, born 20 December 1934, has
been sentenced to death by an Iraqi tribunal, according to an-
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nouncements in the press. To give you more precise detail, we
would like to add that Mr. Aronson lives in our municipality, a
sizeable agricultural community of sixteen villages.... So as not to

confuse it with the bordering "De Wilp" in the Province of

Groningen, this part of the village is commonly known as "de
Friese Wilp." Therefore Mr. Aronson, like his wife and son, is

registered in in this municipality.

Since 21 August 1968, he has had his official residence here. He
is ofDutch nationality. We should also like you toknow that he has
had a troubled life behind him. As a child, he was in two concen-
tration camps. He survived and, after recovering from tuberculo-

sis, he took up a course of study in nursing in England. He had a
restless nature. Hewanted to help, especially wherehelpwasmost
needed. According to our information, he has been to Gabon to

visit Dr. Schweitzer, to the Cameroon, Nigeria (Biafra), Bangla-
desh, and Afghanistan. As far as we know, the last place he stayed
was in Kurdistan where he offered medical aid. We declare

emphatically that Leendert Aronson is a man deeplymoved by his

feelings and full of love for his fellow man. As an idealist who
strived for a fairer world, he has alas become the victim of the

circumstances in which he has fallen.

For these reasons, we sincerely plead for his life and appeal to

you to use your influence to save it...

Burgemeester

[Dutch, Mayor]
of Opsterland
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(Eds. The following letter was submitted on behalf of family and
friends, including a psychologist, a doctor, and a social worker.)

To the Cabinet of Her Majesty
The Hague
16 November 1975

Majesty,

We would like to draw your attention to our concern about Lex
Aronson's fate.

The latest messages which havereachedus havebeen confused
and contradictory. They leave us with hope that Lex is still alive,

imprisoned in Iraq, sentenced by a military tribunal but.... Up to
now, the Dutch Charge d'Affaires has not succeeded in obtaining
entrance to theprison so thathe himselfcouldsee ifLex is still alive.

This refusal to grant entrance is based on the Iraqi govern-
ment's protestation that they are not dealing with a Dutch subject,
but with an Israeli. To prove his Dutch nationality, we have
enclosed a brief life chronology.

Jewish Telegraphic Agency
Volume 56, Number 209

21 November 1975

IRAQ REFUSES DUTCH PLEA ON ARONSON

Amsterdam, 20 November. Iraq has once again refused Dutch
Charge d'Affaires Gerben Meihuizen permission to visit Alexan-
der Aronson, who has been sentenced to death on charges of
having spied for Israel and helped the Kurdish rebels.

TheDutch diplomat yesterdaymet the Iraqi Undersecretary of
State for Foreign Affairs to renew this demand, but was turned
down.

The Iraqis reportedly said Aronson is an Israeli national and
Holland can therefore not intervene on his behalf. The Iraqis also
say the entire matter is "an internal affair/'
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The Dutch authorities are now trying to obtain copies of the

evidence brought against Aronson at his trial. They have also

forwarded to the Baghdad Government a copy of his birth certifi-

cate showing he was born in a small village in northern Holland

and is still a resident there.

Jewish Telegraphic Agency
Volume 56, Number 213

27 November 1975

RED CROSS ARONSON APPEAL UNHEEDED

Amsterdam, 26 November. The International Red Cross Commit-
tee have been trying for the past week to obtain permission to visit

Alexander Aronson, the Dutch citizen sentenced to death by the

Iraqi authorities. Red Cross sources here said today that no
permission has as yet been granted for such a visit.

The Iraqi Embassy in the Hague even refused to accept a gift

parcel from his mother. An Embassy spokesman said Aronson "is

an enemy of Iraq" and as such is not entitled to any help or

assistance.

The Dutch Foreign Minister has summoned the Iraqi Charge
d'Affaires for yetanothermeeting in Holland's efforts to clarify the

situation and find out what Aronson's fate is. There was no
statement following the meeting.
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Jewish Telegraphic Agency
Volume 56, Number 217

3 December 1975

HOLLAND CONTINUES EFFORT ON BEHALF OF ARONSON

Amsterdam, 2 December. The Dutch Foreign Minstry has sum-
moned Iraq's Charge d'Affaires in the Hague and requested that

the Dutch envoy in Baghdad be immediately granted permission
to visit the Dutch national Alexander Aronson, imprisoned pend-
ing execution on a charge of espionage for Israel.

The Iraqi Charge d'Affaires was told that the Dutch Govern-
ment was 'Very dismayed" at what it regards as a "very unusual
state of affairs." The reference was to the Baghdad authorities'

refusal to allow visits to Aronson.

(Eds. The following letter was sent to Alan at Oxford by his cousin,

Hanan Bar-On, then the Ambassador ofIsrael to the Hague. It was in

reply to a letter of inquiry about Alex.)

Ambassador of Israel

Buitenhof47

The Hague
12 December 1975

Dear Alan,

Thank you for your letter. Iam afraid there is little doubt that

Aronson who is in prison (hopefully) in Iraq is the man you know.
The facts of the case, as far as I know them, are the following.

In late October, the Iraqi News Agency published a story that an
Israeli spy by the name of Aronson, of Dutch origin, had been
executed. As Mr. Aronson's parents lived in Holland (divorced for
the last 30 years), the case naturally aroused a great deal of
attention here, and the Dutch Government protested vigorously to

the Iraqi Ambassador here. A fewdays later, the Iraqis announced
that there had been a mistake and, even though Aronson has been
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condemned as a spy, he has as yet not been executed and is still

alive. The Dutch authoritiesdemanded to interview with Aronson
in prison, but this has been until now denied to them. There is

therefore no clarity at present whether he is alive or dead.

As far as I know, Aronson went to Kurdistan late in 1974 to

work at a field hospital. Iam not clear whether he went on his own
or on behalf of the 'Save the Children Fund." One thing is

absolutely clear: he certainly had nothing to do with spying or

working for Israel. I am sure that he was in Kurdistan purely on
humanistic grounds. There is evidence by a Dr. Nabarro of the

"Save the Children Fund" in London that he was last seen alive on
24 March 1975, and the same evidence said that he was actually

killed (or executed) a fewdays later. But, at least Ihave not yet seen
any confirmation of that.

I am sorry if all of this sounds a bit vague, but this in the

meantime is the best I can do.

We are about to leave Holland and are being moved to Wash-
ington, which means that we will see the family, and I very much
hope both of you as well.

Aliza sends her fondest greetings to you and Sara. All the best.

Shalom,

Hanan
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Wolfson College

Oxford, England
20 December 1975

Mr. Hanan Bar-On
Ambassador of Israel

Buitenhof 47

The Hague

Dear Hanan,
Thank you very much for answering so quickly and in such

detail. Theadditional factsyou gavemake it certain that theperson
involved is orwasmy friend. Along with thesadness, Icannothelp
feeling a sense of irony. As you probably know, in his early
childhood, he was in a Nazi concentration camp; and now this,
"payment" for a life devoted to his humanitarian concerns. After
serving in the Israeliarmy (I believe),he travelled extensively in the
Middle East. Though he had a deep commitment to Israel, he
always extolled the virtues of the simple Arabs. Despite the facts
and his own liberal attitudes, it is ironic that he should have been
linked in the "minds" of the Iraqi authorities with Israel. What Iam
getting at is that, like the assimilated Jews of Germany before the
War, he did not escape his past or his people.

I am not very optimistic. He could be very stubborn and was
outspoken and principled, not one who would take imprisonment
lying down. I think that, among other things, he may have
miscalculated the nature of those who imprisoned him. At times
I thought he courted martyrdom. In his own peculiar way, I don't
think he would have considered Israel an unworthy cause to die
for, though it must have troubled him that he hadn't helped bring
peace in the process. (He always thought in cosmic terms.)

If, in your remaining time in Holland, you hear anything
further about my friend, I'd be most appreciative if you made a
mental note for me. If you are interested, I'll fill you in on other
details when I see you next. Again, many thanks.

Yours truly,

Alan
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(Eds. International interest in Alex's fate grew. Yet the authorities

preferred a quiet approach, as is evident in this letter sent by Alex's

mother to Alan.)

Amsterdam
19 January 1976

Dear Mr. Mendelson,

I am the mother of Leendert (I call him Lex) Aronson and
remember yourname quite well as one of Lex's friends. First of all,

I wish to thank you very heartily for your gift on behalf of the

special Committee called "Helpt Leendert Aronson." I got your

letterfrom Elisabeth,who askedme to write to youbecauseshe has
so verymuch to do with three children to take care ofand notmuch
help.

I am very sorry to have to inform you that there is no news
about my son— except that the Dutch government is sure he is

alive, but in prison. The Committee has done everything it could...

cables to the United Nations, Amnesty International, publicity

where possible, and so on... however without success.

I can tell you that the Dutch government has done its best to

gain access to my son, but so far the answer has been no. Dutch
newspapers, television, and radio have treated this matter often

and in detail...so far with the same negative result.

So we have to wait and wait and wait, following the Dutch
government's view that it is better to give no more publicity for the

present.

Once again I thank you sincerely and remain faithfully,

(Mrs.) S. van Straten-

Cohen
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(Eds. Like Alex before him, Leo Aronson wrote directly to the Queen of
the Netherlands. The matterwas referred to the Foreign Minister, who
favored a "bilateral approach" and urged restraint. By the time these

meetings took place and this advice was given, Alex was dead.)

Ministry of Foreign

Affairs

The Hague

12 February 1976

Dear Mr. Aronson,

Referring to your letter of 29 January 1976 to her Majesty the
Queen which has been forwarded to me, I'd like to inform you of
the following in connection with our 8 January meeting.

I seriously regret that the Iraqi authorities have still not reacted
positively to the Dutch request for the release ofyour son and that
the temporary Charge d'Affaires has not been granted permission
to see him.

In order to pursue these objectives, I prefer to take a bilateral

rather than a unilateral approach.

One can lodge a complaint with the International Court of
Justice or through the United Nations, as you suggest, but even if

one is in the right, these organizations can but insist, without
having the power to force an execution of their decision.

The publicity of one or the other would, in my opinion, not
work in your son's favor. The only way we might succeed is

through repeated approaches to the Iraqi authorities on a bilateral

level.

As you must know, this procedure is under constant discus-
sion, especially with the temporary Charge d'Affaires in Baghdad.

I can assure you that this Ministry is doing everything possible
to reach the hoped for solution and that Iam personally attending
to your situation.

Mr. Max van der Stoel

[Foreign Minister]
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DUTCH PROTESTS IRAQI EXECUTION OF ALLEGED SPY
from the "International Herald Tribune"

TheHague, 16 March. TheNetherlands recalled itscharged'affaires

from Baghdad today for consultations on Iraq's execution of a

Dutch Jew accused of espionage. A Foreign Ministry spokesman
said the Netherlandswas not severing its diplomatic relations with

Iraq.

Announcement of the recall of the charge, Gerben Meihuizen,

came hours after the ministry said Iraq had confirmed that it

executed Leendert Aronson, 40, three months ago.

Iraq took the view that the matter did not concern the Dutch
government. The Iraqi charge d'affaires here, Ismail Said al-

Khadi, told reporters, "It is proved that Leendert Aronson was an
Israeli citizen. As a Zionist spy who caused much damage and
suffering to our people, he was sentenced to deathbyan Iraqi court

and was executed."

Mr. Aronson, a male nurse, was reported to havebeen arrested
by Iraqi security forces last March in a Kurdish area of northern

Iraq, and convicted ofspying for Israel by a revolutionary tribunal

in October.

In Jerusalem, officials said Mr. Aronson was neither an Israeli

citizen nor a spy.

(Eds. This is a translation ofa feature article by Jos van Noord which

appeared in the Dutch national daily, the "Telegraaf," on 17 March
1976. Two days earlier, the Iraqi authorities had informed Alex's

family that the execution had already taken place.)

ARONSON SENT HIS PARENTS NOTES FROM IRAQI PRISON
"What kept us going these last months was that we received

several notes in December last year through contacts in Germany
and Switzerland. These notes had been smuggled out of jail in

Baghdad. Therefore we were certain that our son was still alive in

December. We had signs of life.
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"My ex-wife and I have kept this to ourselves. Even the
Ministry ofForeign Affairs did not know that in Decemberwe still

had proof of life. We didn't dare to talk about it because ex-
prisoners passed on the letters.

"Nobody can imagine how we feel now. All hopes smashed at
once. There is nothing left to fight for/' So said the grieved,
disraught father of the 40-year-old son who is no longer alive. The
Iraqi authorities phoned through onMonday afternoon (15 March)
informing hismother thathe was executed on 15 December. Father
Leo Aronson, a 67-year-old retired accountant from Amsterdam
Sloderdijk, showed us the last of the smuggled letters of his
executed son and revealed the deep secret which for months had
held him and his wife in a tight grip. "Now we can only try not to
get too depressed."

Deepest Secret

The letters which Alex had smuggled out of jail shortly before
his execution via fellow prisoners are written on cigarette papers.
Both parents recognized their son's handwriting. Also these letters
contain certain details only Alex could know, his mother ex-
plained. She interprets the fact that he wrote [in the first letter to
arrive, dated 21 November] about an inflammation of the ear as
proof that the notes are from Alex himself. He suffered frequently
with this ailment. The second letter to arrive is dated three days
before his execution [on 12 December]. On 29 December, Father
Aronson received a third and last letter via a Geneva contact. This
one, 5 cigarette papers long, had been posted by a Kurd in Tehran.
It appears to have been written (earlier than the other two), on 9
Novemberwhich is six days after the falseinformation leakedfrom
the Iraqi press bureau (INA), and two days after the Dutch govern-
ment, believing the execution had taken place, asked for the body.

Father Aronson: "I never even dared to inform our Charge
d'Affaires in Baghdad about these letters from my son. Twice I

travelled to Germany and Switzerland to collect them from con-
tacts who have to be kept unknown for their own safety. These
small signs of life were my only hope for months. That is why I

knew thatmy son was still alive in mid-Decemberwhen the Iraqis
had already spread news of his execution."
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Lies

"For months, nothing but lies have been perpetrated by the

Iraqis; but the Iraqi authorities did not know that I could prove

theirnews wrong with Alex's letters. Now that Alex seems to have

been murdered, afterall, Ican reveal these lies. Alexwasmurdered

in cold blood.

'The fact that he was a Jew was his death sentence. When he

left for Kurdistan last year to work in refugee camps, a friendly

minister from Leeuwarden [Rev. Schaaf] warned him that he was

going to an enemy country. Alex replied, 'Iam going to help other

people, fellow men in despair. In spite of the fact that he spent his

childhood in a Nazi concentration camp, Alex always trusted

people.../
a

(Eds. Alex's final communications with the Dutch Embassy and his

family are reproduced below. They have been placed in chronological

order.)

Central Prison, Iraq

9 November 1975

To the Dutch Embassy:

My first worry is formy wifeand child. Because Ihavenotbeen

able to send a testimonial to the intkeringsread Adam [for war
reparation income], I fear that my wife has not received any pay

since August from the grant due for victims of the 1940-45 war.

This is our only source of income. Please intervene in this matter.

As for myself, I am in need of reading material (English), a

transistor radio, and money tobuy food. Iam living off the charity

of my fellow prisoners at the moment. Apart from a big mental

tiredness, I have no complaints. I am in good health. Treatment

since my arrest has been favorable.

I would really appreciate a visit from you and information

about what is going on.
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* $ $ * *

(£ds. The follozving letter to Alex's family was also written on 9
November. It was mailed from Tehran to Geneva.)

This letter will be sent with a fellowprisonerwho got out. Since
my arrest on 24 March, I have been forbidden to make contact with
anybody. Now, after six-and-a-half months in Baghdad prison,
I'vebeen transferred to aprison twentymiles to the south. Iarrived
here on 12 October. A fellow prisoner has a transistor radio, so we
received a BBC report in the cell. From this we surmised that the
Dutch government has asked for my release. I hope this is true
because the mental torture is gettingme down. I do not have to tell

you that Iam innocent ofspying, but the tribunaljudged otherwise.
Iam waitingmy fate. Iam fairly healthy, barringmy mental state.

* * * $ *

(Eds. This is the letter which was five cigarette papers long. As we
received it, this letter was puzzling. Then we realized that in transmis-
sion the proper order of the papers must have been obscured. By re-

organizing the paragraphs, we discovered a clear and touching docu-
ment.)

21 November 1975

To the Dutch Embassy in Baghdad

Dear Sir,

There are many rumors about my possibly being freed. Offi-
cially, however, I haven't heard anything and I am still living
(literally) in fear of death. A visit or some news from you would
help a great deal. Are my wife and child well? I myself am
suffering from middle ear infection. I am being treated by a
specialist thanks to a fellow prisoner.
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On 12 October, I was transferred to this place after six- and-a-

half months in the prison of the Baghdadi Gestapo.... My fellow

prisoners tellme thatmyname hasbeenmentionedby theBBCand
thatmy extradition has been requested. I hope this is true, for Iam
sick of the psychological hassling. That I am innocent of any kind
of espionage needs no elaboration. The court, however, chose to

decide otherwise, so here I am sitting in a death cell awaiting my
lot.

I get treated well thanks to further treatment of my fellow

prisoners. We are together in the cell. I have got inflammation of

themiddle ear. Iwould like toknowhowmy wifeand children are.

Alex....

For the attention of my wife, Mrs. E.C. Aronson:

Dear Betje and Alwin,

The death cell in this prison is hardly the place to write a

congratulation. Even so I'd like to take this opportunity to wish
you a very special day on the 10th and 14th of December [their

birthdays]. In thought, I will certainly be with you. In fact, not a

day passes that I'm not. I can't do much besides think here.

Fortunately I married a nursery school teacherwho taughtme
to make use of useless materials. From cigarette boxes and silver

paper, I make little toys for the children who come to visit my
colleagues. This is a fitting task for a useless father and husband
like me. Will I ever see you again? God grant that I will be able to

be happy with you for a long time yet. If not, I will, together with
my grandfather Herman [= Tsvi Cohen, who died in Bergen-

Belsen], put in a good word for you with Our Good Lord. To both
of you, with or without me, may lots of love be allotted.

Papa

* & $ * &
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3 December 1975

I am very cold and would like blankets. Have no writing paper.
Sorry.

Alex

* $ * * *

To the Dutch Embassy
9 December 1975

Dear Sirs,

I am in great need of

(1) News about my chances,

(2) A small transistor rado with short wave for use with round
batteries,

(3) English newspapers and paperbacks.

Not immediately in need of money. Fellow prisoners looking
afterme very well. Would like, please, awarm woolly sweaterand
woolly socks. It's begining to turn very cold.

Thanks.

* * * * *

12 December 1975

In Kirkuk [35°N, 44°E], I was arrested through the betrayal of

a Kurd, or first arrested and then betrayed. In the beginning, I had
the help of a solicitor who raised as defense that I was no Israeli.

From the first, I too have pointed this out to the Iraqi authorities.

Lately there haven't been any executions. Vice President
Saddam Hussein seems to be against capital punishment. I have
good faith.

Alex
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(Ed. Months after the international efforts to release Alex began, Alan
received word ofhisfateand wrote thefollowing letter toAlex's mother.)

Oxford, England
23 March 1976

Dear Mrs. van Straten-Cohen,

Only today did I learn, to my great sorrow, of your dear son's
fate. I cannot begin to tell you how grieved I am. Not since the
tragedy of Martin Luther King in my native country have I felt so
keenly the plight of those rare human beings who are ready to
sacrifice themselves for higher principles. And indeed Alex was
the rarest man I have had the privilege of knowing— principled,
idealistic, and yet a man who was willing to put words into deeds.

People have said in these troubled times that it is not how long
aman lives, but it is the quality ofhis life. I believe this; sadly, it has
come to pass that this sayingshould apply toyourbeloved son. Yet
I can tell you that my own life was changed as a result of knowing
him and the thought of his many sacrifices shall remain with me
always.

Many years ago I bought many of the great religious classics of
the world for Alex's house in Greece. I bought the books from an
old man who asked whether I really had the time to study the deep
wisdom which those books contained. I said I did not have the
time, but that they were for a friend who had a cabin in the
mountains of Greece. I said that he had the time as well as the
devotion. The old man thought a moment and said, "Then he is

saved." I have always thought this was appropriate for Alex.
I would deeply appreciate your conveying these thoughts to
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Alex's wife. I am sending this letter to you because I cannot write
French; yet I would like her to realize that I am richer for having
known her husband.

May you be consoled by the fact that the memory of Alex and
the thought of his dedication and sacrifice and of his kindness will

live on in me and in the hearts of people in many lands.

Very truly yours,

Alan Mendelson

(Eds. On 7 April 1976, Mrs. van Straten-Cohen arrived in Baghdad.

During the following week, she kept a journal. Most of this journal

seems to have been written within hours of the events recorded. The
editors have made no attempt to free the text ofsmall inconsistencies.

Throughout these negotiations, the Iraqis maintained the fiction that

Alexwas notaDutch citizen. They resentedanyconnectionwhichMrs.

van Straten-Cohen had with the Dutch Embassy.)

Baghdad
9 April 1976

Today is Friday. At the moment, I am sitting in the Dutch
Embassy, and I'm taking advantage of an available typewriter to

write the following report.

Wednesday's flightwas very fine with excellent service. There
were stop-overs in Istanbul (fine weather) and Damascus (partly

cloudy). In Istanbul, I was allowed to stand out on the staircase for
abreath offresh air. Most ofthe passengersdisembarked there. We
arrived in Istanbul at 1:30 pm (local time) after departing from
Amsterdam about 9:45 am. We then flew on over Cyprus and part
of the eastern Mediterranean, over Beirut, which was visible al-

though nothing could be discerned from our great height, and then
across an inhospitable region ofstone huts. In Damascus, we were
allowed out of the plane for a brief half-hour. A glance around the
airport revealed some poor and miserable folk. We were not
allowed outside.
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Arrival time in Damascus was approximately 4 o'clock; depar-
ture at 4:30. Sand and rocks, few people. We arrived in Baghdad
at 7:10pm (local time which is a two-hour time difference from the
Netherlands). I had a pounding headache and actually I didn't get
rid of it until today, after getting my first good sleep last night. In
taking my leave from the plane, the whole crew wished me
strength through friendly glances and gestures. Evidently they
were completely aware of my situation although they did not let

on. In the airport hall, not nearly as dreary as that ofDamascus, our
flight captain, Mr. Giessen, even stopped to apologize that it could
not have been done for me sooner.

Waiting for me at the airport were Mr. Meihuizen (the Charge
d'Affaires), Ms. Verkuyten (the Embassy Chancellor), and Mr. van
den Oord ofK.L.M. [Royal Dutch Airlines] who took the responsi-
bility for the declaration ofmybaggage. And thatwasno small task
because in addition to my suitcase there also was an enormous
quantity of [kosher] food which K.L.M. gave me to take along—
thanks to the efforts ofRabbi Pereira—even includingsandwiches
for light meals. Because some of the packages were marked with
the name "Israel" and all sorts of Hebrew letters, he had it all

wrapped to be out of sight. He managed to get the whole business
through customs at once.

Everyone was exceptionally obliging and helpful. First we
were driven with Mr. Meihuizen by his chauffeur to an Embassy
reception which was for him routine procedure. The Dutch flag
was covered after he stepped out of the car. After that we were
driven to the Residence, a fantastic house which according to Mr.
Meihuizen would bring in a four-figure rent. By good fortune, in
1960 the Dutch government had bought a number of residences
with all their amenities in several countries. The house was almost
unimaginable, something out of the movies, with a round staircase
that descends into the main hall and everything made ofmarble. It

was decorated very tastefully, and there were many rooms, each
having its own function. On the second floor, I was given a
bedroom, a sitting room, and a bathroom. Unfortunately, Mrs.
Meihuizen and the children were not in Iraq, but rather in Holland
on matters of schooling. Nevertheless, the lovely little passover
packages were most welcome in the hands of Mr. Meihuizen
himself, along with his consul and his secretary. (Mr. Meihuizen
has a self-confessed sweet tooth.)
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So my accommodation is most comfortable although I am
restricted to the Residence. It is surrounded by park-like grounds
where I can sit and read. Probably not such a bad thing so I can get

some rest. I slept only till 4:00 am on the first night in spite of a

sleeping pill and retiring that Wednesday evening at 11:00 pm.
Fortunately, I brought appropriate clothing. Yesterday it was
much colder than today; a sweater was even needed. But as soon
as the sun shines it gets quite warm.

On Thursday morning, at 8:30, 1 was picked up to go to the

Embassy so that I might personally telephone the [Iraqi] Ministry

of Foreign Affairs and ask for a particular person (the Director-

General of the Consular Department of the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs). First, I got to speak to his secretary, who asked if Iwas the

"genuine" mother, something which they later asked me again at

the office. I was told to be there at 10:30.

Themanspoke poor English, his secretarymuch better,but still

hard to understand. Theywere quite courteous, offeredme tea and
cigarettes, ofwhich I accepted the latter. Then itbecame clearfrom
our conversation that they would allow me to visit Lex's grave!

"But that's not what I came here for," I answered. I did my best to

convince them thatmy original visa had been issued with permis-

sion to visit him in prison. But now, since that was no longer

possible, it would follow from my application and from the per-

mission received via Rabbi Pereira that we werenow dealing with
the retrieval of Lex's mortal remains.

They then raised several objections, in particular an Iraqi law
(which they also held to apply to the world at large) which forbids

such retrieval within the first year after death. I spoke against that,

suggesting that it might be so in their country, but certainly not in

the rest of the world, and that I had a friend herewho was prepared
to concern himself with the resolution of the whole matter. How-
ever, theywere not to be budged. Then Iasked about the exact date
(of death) which appeared to have been 6 December. And then the

manner (of death) at which point I lost my composure.

(Eds. The date of Alex's death was not 6 December. As Mrs. van
Straten-Cohen knew, Alex wrote a note from prison six days later.)

Silence all around, and then: "We have sympathy for a mother;
I shall take your concern to the Minister of Health." Then I asked,

"Please make an exception and let me speak to the Minister
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myself/' But he said that wasn't necessary because his word was
good, and I could count on that. Then once more he asked, "Don't
you want to visit the grave?" I answered, "Not now, but I'll think
it over." Then he: "You are welcome here, and you can come
whenever you want." To this I replied: "Do you think I can amuse
myselfin a country that killedmy son?" I quickly concluded inmy
own mind that it would not be advisable to visit Lex's grave; it

would set a precedent which they might use to their own advan-
tage.

Later, during a visit from the Pakistani Ambassador, I was sent
with the secretary fora while into anotherroom. Then the secretary
started to givemereasonswhyLex hadbeenbrought to trial. There
had been (in their eyes) objectionable materials. He asked if I had
previously been in the Middle East, in Lebanon. "No, but in Israel

(here a forbidden word) with your enemy; we are cousins!" Then
followed a discourse about politics during which I kept quiet.

Back to the Minister who asked where I was staying in Bagh-
dad. "At the (Dutch Ambassador's) Residence", I replied, only to

get a disapproving glance. "What do you expect? I am a Dutch
woman." In leaving, I asked again that they put in a good word for
me. We arranged that Iwould call for a reply. I also told themhow
hard it had been forme to adapt to their terms and that I couldn't
really leavemy husband alone (to say nothing about the cost of the
journey).

The whole time the car had been waiting (about two hours).
There was a consultation with the Charge d'Affaires at the Em-
bassy, who agreed with my actions. Then back home and a hot
meal. Mr. Meihuizen droveme around a bit. Never in my life had
I expected to see the Tigris. At 2:00 pm on Thursday afternoon the
day off began; it lasted until Saturday morning.

Later, in the garden, Imadesomedrawings ofpart ofthehouse.
Mr. Meihuizen had a nap; that evening he would be receiving a
delegation from Italy at the "Club." I resolved to go to bed in good
time,but didn'tmanage to do so until 10:30 pm. Before hewent out,
I prepared some tea for Mr. Meihuizen which we took together
while talking everything over once again. He gaveme an articleby
Renate Rubinstein [referred to in Postscript]. He also mentioned
that Mr. de Graaffhadbeen asked to report onwhathad happened.
I asked if I could also speak with Mr. de Graaff myself. I told him
everything, and he said I had done well. We agreed, then, that he
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wouldnowmake contact with the InternationalRed Cross, both in

Holland and in Geneva. He asked with whom I had talked at the
Iraqi Embassy in The Hague. (Ms. Rosemarie had told him that I

did not get to see [Iraqi Charge d'Affaires] Said al-Khadi.) There-
upon he promised to make contact with Rabbi Pereira concerning
his conversation with the aforementioned....

Forme the question remains whetherwe aredoomed to failure

because our initiative has come from Dutch Officialdom. Indeed,
that is the question, agreed Mr. Meihuizen. Would it help or
hinder? Personally, I was considering writing a letter to the

President of France requesting mediation. So much for now. It is

now Friday afternoon, 1:30 pm. The office here is closed on
Sundays.

After lunch in the afternoon, Mr. Meihuizen always has a nap,
which is in keeping with the local custom here. I did not do this

because I feel worse after getting up than before I lie down. Later
on, we went to a wooded area of palms that lies in the middle of

Baghdad where you can find some peace. Baghdad itself is a
witches' cauldron.

Mr. Meihuizen wanted to sell his horse which is stabled at the
park, and we met the Danish Charge d'Affaires who appeared to

be the aspiring buyer. He had two young children with him in

riding gear. A little conversation ensued. After that, we drove
around a bit and saw some beautiful houses and in between them
clay huts which were also inhabited.

Today the weather was summery, but generally speaking it is

still very changeable, and it is always advisable to carry a sweater.
Thatnight [Friday] Icould not sleep, and Itookmore than theusual
quantity ofsleep medication. Mr. Meihuizenhad gone out afterwe
had tea together.

Friday is just like Sunday in Holland. Along the Tigris, you
would see many men sitting in the cafes. The next day there was
no sign of the sun. I forgot to mention that Friday evening during
tea, Mr. Meihuizenspokeby telephone with Mr. de Graaffwho had
in the meantime had contact with Said al-Khadi who claimed to

have heard officially that I could go to Baghdad "to supervise the
transport of the body of my son." Al-Khadi would have needed
absolute assurance from the authorities to make this possible.

The next day telephone contact was made through Mr.
Meihuizen with Mr. Khazraji... about this matter. He later called
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back on his own (which was most remarkable!) to summon me at

11 am to see Mr. Sibahi, Director General of the Consular Depart-

ment.

Mr. Sibahi started with a bit ofsmall-talk aboutwhat Ihadbeen
doing in Baghdad. Had I been to Babylon? Had I been to the

Baghdad museum? What had been interesting for me? Then I

showed him the letter and asked if he would endorse it with his

signature, so that I would not have to go home with empty hands
because from the letter it appeared that the bodily remains would
be released. However, whenhesaw the letterhebecameangryand
said, "You can spoil everything with this. We don't know any
Leendert Aronson; who is Leendert Aronson?" So saying, he
handed backmy certificate. With thismy hopes ofleaving matters

in the trustworthy hands ofMr. Meihuizen and returninghome on
Sunday were completely dashed.

I now knew what I had suspected from the first: that I— and I

alone—wouldhave tosee this matterthrough to thevery end. This

became completely clear in the ensuing conversation. I asked what
I would have to do, and he replied, "You see, I keptmy word. You
can get your son if you do what I tell you, and don't involve Mr.
Meihuizen." Thenwe discussed K.L.M. schedules. Iwould have to

make contact personallywith Dr. Felix ofPublic Healthwho in turn

would contact the municipal authorities inBaghdad. Then itmight
be possible to transport [the remains] on Thursday.

I: " That would be extremely difficult for me because of my
observance of Pesach [Hebrew, Passover]." He didn't know what
thatwas, buthehada pocketcalendarinwhich he checked thedate
to see if my assertion was correct. "O.K. You are right; but never
mind, you can go to your people here and be together with them
[for the Passover]."

In the meantime, I had given Ms. Verkuyten [the Chancellor at

theDutchEmbassy] my Libelle [a Dutch magazine] to read. Shewas
overjoyed with it, just as she had been with the latest newspapers
which I had brought from the plane. For that matter, they are

happy here with everything in the way of food, etc.

After nightfall, I drove with Mr. Meihuizen to a shul [Yiddish,

synagogue] which had been shut down and was no longer in use.

Some Iraqi Jews directed us to another shul where a service was
being held. We arrived there just after the service; however, three

men and aboywere stillstandingaround talking. Matzos [Hebrew,
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unleavenedbread for thePassover] were lyingpiledon thebenches;
they were very different from ours. I asked about their having a
minyan [Hebrew, a quorum of 10 men, required for public prayer].
"Yes, there would be around 15 people/' Would it be possible for
me to attend the service on Wednesday evening? And would they
be holding a seder [Hebrew, a Passover meal]? Yes, I could join a
certain family for the seder. It was agreed that I would be there.
According to Mr. Meihuizen, this is the oldest Jewish community
in the world, having begun roughly 700 years B.C.E.

On Saturday afternoon, Mr. Meihuizen sent a telex to Holland
to indicate that I would personally finish off the business here and
to let my husband know on Sunday that he should hold a kosher
sederaway fromhomeand that Iwould be responsible formyown
according to shaliach mitzvah.

(Eds. Mrs. van Straten-Cohen uses this Hebrew phase to explain to her
husband her own failure to observe all the ritual requirements of the
Passover. In extraordinary circumstances, the fulfillment of one
religious duty (recovering the body ofone's son] would take precedence

over the ordinary observance ofa Festival.)

Sunday, 11 April 1976

Last night I went to bed very late due to much talk with Mr.
Meihuizen. Iam getting the impression that he is pleased with my
presence here. I could be his mother, he is the same age as Lex. We
had a bit of drink and watched T.V. Nothing to suit me, just some
trashy American movie. All the while I was making some of my
rough notes. I didn't sleep much. At 9 o'clock this morning, I tried
to phone Dr. Felix of the Ministry of Health. Telephoning is a
disaster, but I managed to get through.

I was told that Dr. Felix was out of town, but would return
tomorrow. Meanwhile Mr. Meihuizen had come downstairs. He
called the same number once again to ask if there was a replace-
ment (for Felix) available. Mr. Meihuizen then discussed with him
whatwas left forme to do and thatwas quite a lot; too complicated
to describe here. Boko, the chauffeur, was drummed up even
though it was his day off, and off we went in search of a certain
address, where we were redirected somewhere else. Finally, after
a long drive, we were given a guide. We arrived at the cemetery
where there were hassles again over documents, but then Mr.
Meihuizen produced the official permission from the Ministry of
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Health. Itwas all too much forme, and Mr. Meihuizen directedme
back to the car.

After endless conversation, we were sent to the undertaker. It

was better for me not go inside, although I had a photo and items

of identification ready. Mr. Meihuizen came to ask first for one
thing, then another. On the basis of these things, the undertaker
would identify Lex. Apparently it was true that in this country
exhumations were indeed not allowed during the first year after

burial, so they had made an exception after all. Again we sat there

for a long time; it was very hot in the car.

From thecemetery,wewent to the K.L.M. office to deal with the
details [of air transport]. It was all quite difficult because of

Passover and because a corpse can't sit at Schiphol [Airport]. So a
hearse would have to be waiting at the airport to carry off its

burden immediately [after landing] . I asked myselfwho would be
able to do that onyomtov [a Jewish holiday, when those involved in

Jewish burials would not be working]. And where would the

corpse be taken? To me the best place seemed the CIZ [central

morgue?] although I did not know which undertaker would be
able to do that. I wondered whether it would not be better to ask
Mr. Sibahi for permission to leave earlier in order to facilitate the

arrangements in Holland ahead of time. He had no objection to

this, but would have to arrange another meeting with Dr. Felix to

ensure thatno further signatures would be required ofme and that

all the formalities were indeed completed. That will be done
tomorrow.

Sunday evening, after an elaborate afternoon tea with Mr.
Meihuizen,we went to the English library where he returnedsome
books and took out some new ones. When we returned we were
both hungry, and I looked after the evening snack. Mr. Meihuizen
was delighted with K.L.M. buns and raisin bread. Although I had
resolved to retire early after such an emotional day, I offered Mr.
Meihuizen a glass ofcoffee. Hewas already settled in the T.V. room
and, yes, he would love some coffee. The same went for me, so we
had some coffee with baked goods from K.L.M. which are highly
prized here. I stuck around to watch William Wyler's 1952 movie
entitled "Carrie." Notbad for its time! Finally, at quarter to twelve,
I was in bed and slept unexpectedly well. In the meantime, I had
resolved to go home onTuesday ifwe were assured that Lexwould
be sent along the following Thursday. At the same time, I was
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racking my brain to figure out how I would manage to observe
Pesach in the time available.

Monday, 12 April 1976

As arranged, I phoned Dr. Felix and got through after much
difficulty. You could not possibly imagine what I was told: some
objections had arisen. Two problems with the city ofBaghdad had
developed. [Dr. Felix] was not able to explain them to me, but they
would prevent the transport from taking place. At least it would
not be possible this Thursday.

After this news, Mr. Meihuizen called some other authority to

ask what the problems were. He was able to ascertain one thing,

namely that the matter would now take three or four months. I

discussed this with Mr. Meihuizen, and we determined that it

would be best to go back to Mr. Sibahi.

Tuesday, 13 April 1976

I was so discouraged yesterday that I had no appetite to write
on. [Today] I went right away in the morning with Mr. Meihuizen
to the Embassy and spent the whole morning on this report, with
several interruptions for telephone conversations. So I continue.

(Eds. Here Mrs. van Straten-Cohen turns her attention back to the

events of the -previous day.)

I called Mr. Sibahi who had offered me his help in case there
were difficulties. I told him what I had heard from Dr. Felix— that
thereweretwo problems having to do with "local law/' Hewas not
able to tell me precisely what those problems might be. However,
he appeared to know about them already, and he promised me to

do his best to solve them, but, from the manner in which he spoke
to me, I felt very little hope. Now what? Again I phoned Dr. Felix

and, after some floundering talk, Mr. Meihuizen took the phone
and maintained firmly that he had seen with his own eyes the
permission from the Ministry of Health. But now we had to deal
with the "local advisor" who insisted that the law could not be
overruled in spite of the exception that the Minister had made.
From this it is clear that there are always higher authorities who
insist on butting in.

Mr. Meihuizen thus aired his views—hewas reallyquiteangry— but he got no further. When I called Mr. Sibahi once again, he
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had nothingnew to report, but said he would keep on working on
my behalf. Furthermore I told him (at the prompting of Mr.

Meihuizen who did not wish to speak to him personally) that I

would not leave the country without Lex, and that I hoped he
would be able to convince the Ministry ofHealth that the transport

would have to take place on Thursday. The question is, however,
whether this would be enough time, because, according to Mr.

Meihuizen, the only authority who could now give the release

order was the president of Iraq himself.

The government of this country is a very complicated network
of authority. There is a RevolutionaryCommand Counciland also

a Baath Command... I can't make head or tail of it. There is also a

vice-president of the Command Council (being Saddam Hussein)

who appears to have all the power in his own hands.

To return to the conversation with Mr. Sibahi... Well, he had
nothing further to say other than that I should call him the follow-

ing day (today, Tuesday) at 12 o'clock. So for all intents and
purposes another day had gone by because all the offices close at

2 o'clock. Finally I told Mr. Sibahi that I had come to the end ofmy
strength. According to Mr. Meihuizen they don't care one bit about
that.

Mr. Sibahi then repeated his earlier comment that "I have
feelings for a mother." I do believe that he is makingan extra effort

for me. Yet, I had the feeling that I was "fighting against the brew"
[Dutch metaphor = "paddling up-stream"]. Apparently that is the

norm here. Even Mr. Meihuizen remains pessimistic as long as Lex
is not yet in the airplane. In themeantime, it was time to close shop,

and we went home to eat. I was very tired, and, after sitting in the

garden for halfan hour (no sun all day but not cold), I did lie onmy
bed for a while. Generally speaking, I find that there is little

opportunity for fresh air here. Not my style....

At about 5 pm, Mr. Meihuizen and I happened to get up
simultaneously so I made some tea. (The cook and his son arrive

here at 4:00 am in order to get space on the bus. Everyday, an
enormous flood of people comes into the city from their village.

When they arrive at the Residence, they sleep for a couple of hours
after which they begin their work, cooking and cleaning up, father

and son. Then in the afternoon at around 3:30 pm they return

home.)

At the Embassy, there is an attendant who looks after all the
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little errands including the supply of coffee and tea. Yesterday I

dranksome Turkish coffee there for the first time; I actually prefer
it to the instant coffee which they use here at the Residence.

Well, where was I? Oh yes, we had tea. As Mr. Meihuizen had
several things to do, he asked me if I minded staying alone. I had
plenty to do and of course I let him go his way. I told him that I

would finally be able to go to bed early and that I might even be in

bed when he returned. However, that was not to be the case
because I had just started the dishes when I heard Mr. Meihuizen
cominghome. (Ialways leave thekitchenimmaculate eventhough,
according to Mr. Meihuizen, I might just as well leave the dishes
alone, but I don't like that.... ) He appeared to be ready for a glass
of coffee, like I had made for him previously, and to keep him
company I also took half a glass.

Mr. Meihuizen had been in touch with Mr. van den Oord of
K.L.M. who had been able to tell him that the casket maker had
been given the red light by the authorities. It was not good news.
Nothing to do but wait; later I will phone again, now it is almost 12
o'clock. I am glad to report that Mr. Meihuizen told me last night
that in his opinion I was conducting myselfvery well, especially in
my conversations with Mr. Sibahi which, for example, I would
begin with: "Youarespeaking with Mrs. vanStratenfrom Holland.
Can I have a few minutes of your time to speak with you about the
following question?../'.

I often have to think of father in this regard, who always said:

"Knowledge is power; the more you know, the better you are
equipped for life." And indeed, my 40 years of experience in the
office are standing me in good stead.

(Eds. At the most difficult times,Mrs. van Straten-Cohen thinks ofher
father who perished in Bergen-Belsen. Alex did precisely the same
thing, for one of his last notes from prison mentions his maternal

grandfather.)

Tuesday, 13 April 1976, later in the day, 4:00 pm
This morning I did manage to get Mr. Sibahi on the line,

friendly as ever, just like myself, but I was devastated by what I

heard from him: "You spoke on your own with Dr. Muttar."
(Apparently Dr. Muttar is a civil servant with the municipal
secretariat; I had mistakenly spoken to him, thinking I was speak-
ing with Dr. Felix.) "Now everything is spoiled," continued Mr.
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Sibahi, "I told you explicitly that only you as mother could act in

this affair, and you have not done that/'

I replied: "Mr. Sibahi, I could not understand the speaker; that

is the only reason I gave the telephone to somebody else. Listen,

Mr. Sibahi, let me come to your office right now. I shall explain

everything to you/' Then I hurried to his office where they let me
in right away. I was very nervous, took hishandand held it tightly,

begging him to understand that I could not be held personally

responsible for what had been said by someone else. What case

was being made? I guess I knew that already. I didn't agree [that

I had done wrong], but I couldn't set it right anymore now.

(Eds. From the following remarks, it is clear that the Iraqi authorities

took a dim view of the interventions ofMr. Meihuizen. In particular,

they seem to have resented his getting angry on the telephone with Dr.

Felix the previous day.)

Yesterday, Mr. Meihuizen said in his agitated state that surely

there was a ministerial decree and that permission had been

granted. He had further implied that these complications never

would have arisen in our country. In short, he had been critical of

their procedure. And they were not about to take that, especially

from the mouth of Mr. Meihuizen, he being the Dutch Charge

d'Affaires. Moreover, it was now plain to them that he was
involved in the whole business.

At this point, I have to emphasize that I would not have been
able to carry on without Mr. Meihuizen "behind the scenes." I

would have been totally lost in this strange land all on my own;
however, evidently his support was not to be tolerated.

In the rest ofourconversation, IavoidedusingMr. Meihuizen's

name. Then Mr. Sibahi said: "But you could have called me." To
this I replied: "But Mr. Sibahi, you are a busy man, why should I

disturb you only because of not understanding somebody? I have

a good relationship with you and, believe me, it is not my fault.

What can I do now?" He: "You understand that we cannot allow

ourselves to be insulted."

I agreed, but he went on to say that this business was now
beyond his area of competence. The final decision rested with the

president and of course that could not be given very quickly. "In

your country, is it not also impossible to speak with your queen

withinone ortwo days?" "Indeed, you are right," Ianswered, "and
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therefore you doubt that our business can be completed by Thurs-
day?" There was no direct reply. "What about Thursday of next
week?" I asked. He: "Does K.L.M. fly only on Thursdays?" "Yes,
Sir," I replied.

The strange thing in all of this is that I am not thinking at all

about Lex when such conversations are taking place. It is just as if

I am talking about some business deal, and it is exactly that which
givesme strength even though in reality Iam dead tired, especially
after being terribly disappointed.

Finally, I added that I couldn't stay away from home any
longer;myhusband couldn't be left alone any longer; on Thursday
Iwouldhave to leave. He: "You can get the coffin. We will take care
of the transport; you will get a message from our Embassy in The
Hague." Then I asked: " Can I write you directly from Amster-
dam?" No, he said, that would not be possible. Iwould have to go
through Mr. al-Khadi, who would send my letter on.

Back to the car, where Ms. Verkuyten,who often accompanied
me, and the chauffeur were waiting. Once we were seated, she
asked, "Did you remember to renew your visa?" (I should have
done that in the office because it is only valid until today.) I went
right back into the office. I made excuses about being nervousand
forgetting to renew my visa. They asked me to leavemy passport
with them. It would be looked after, and I could call tomorrow. I

agreed. As the official was leafing through the entire passport, he
asked me what my name actually was. Mrs. Cohen? No, Mrs. van
Straten, first name Sara. "In Holland a married woman takes the
name ofher husband," said the person who would take care of the
renewal. I: "You see, I am an old woman." He: "Nonsense, (with
gestures) you are beautiful!"

Back to the car, where I relate some of my misery. Ms.
Verkuyten: "I must say, we three [Mr. Meihuizen, Annemarie
Venekamp and Ms. Verkuyten] are completely amazed by how
well you are handling everything. I mean that from the bottom of
my heart; you are a most remarkable woman."

At the Embassy, I brought Mr. Meihuizen up to date and
impressed upon him, with my index finger waving in his face,
"Remember, not one single step from Dutch Officialdom as long as
Lex remains outside of Holland!!" He had already been planning
to send a note of protest. After Lex is home, I don't care what they
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do. Tomorrow a telegram will go to Foreign Affairs [in Holland]

relaying these sentiments.

Wednesday, 14 April 1976

Yesterday we returned home between 2:00 and 2:30 pm. Mr.

Meihuizen had a nap after lunch. I could not sit outside because of

nasty weather. At any rate, therewas little time; Iwasbusymaking
the rough notes that I always then type up the next day. I also tried

to read a bit, but, before I knew it, tea-time had arrived. I usually

get changed for tea.

So it is Wednesday, a regular office day, and I wanted to pick

up my visa, bid farewell to Mr. Sibahi and ask him what he would
wantme to say ifthe presswere to accostme. ''Whatdoyouwant?"
was his answer. "Just say how you have liked it here. You have
been our guest. Can you say anything bad about us? Are you
satisfied?"

I: "No, that I cannot say. You received me politely, and you
personally did everything to steer matters towards a good ending.

However, if I could take the body with me [when I leave], then I

would be satisfied. As it is now, I am disappointed. But since you
promised me that you would be willing to push and push so that

my son will follow me soon, I shall be hopeful."

The question is, of course, whether Mr. Sibahi will be allowed
any influence. It won't be up to him. Mr. Meihuizen came up with

the good idea of leaving with Mr. Sibahi a personal letter from
myself to the president (with a copy inmy possession). I asked Mr.
Sibahi to make use of it. Whether he actually does remains to be
seen. I suspect that the verdict will be yes or no without many
preliminaries and then such a letter would be of little use. How-
ever, Mr. Sibahi did ask to read the letter. Of course, I had left the

envelope open, and I had to help him with some of the English

words that he did not understand.

Then I returned to the question of publicity. "You can saywhat
you will," he repeated. Then again the tiresome tale about their

hospitality etc. I thought to myself I will end this quickly and put
in writing what I want to say. Immediately I was referred to a Mr.
Ali, who had responsibilities for such matters. This one under-
stood no English whatsoever, and the whole conversation was
translated into Arabic by Mr. Sibahi, for which he apologized.

Onceagainwedrank theirstrong tea in cocktail glasses with a layer
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of sugar on the bottom. I said to him, "I like your tea", and offered

him a mint. Then I wrote down what I would say to the press and
read it aloud:

"I have been received here politely. You did everything to

arrange the matter to a good ending, that means that I could take

thebody ofmyson togetherwithme [on thesame flighthome]. But
there are problems— raised by local and health authorities. They
will try to make an exception [in this case] and have promised me
that the body will follow me within a short time. I am disap-

pointed, but satisfied with this promise."

I do not know if I can believe their promise. There was still

some discussion about the practical questions that I had raised,

especially with regard to the appointment of an undertaker and a

casket-maker. I told him that I had understood that someone had
already begun to work on a casket. This was a shock to Mr. Sibahi.

"Who would that be?" I mentioned the name of Mr. William
Hanna and explained that I had already been to see him. I asked
whether I should continue on with that man or whether I should
cancel the arrangement. "Do you know the address of this man?"
"No, I replied, "but I can give you his address and telephone
number when I call you afterwards." That was all right with him.

ThenMr. Sibahibegan to askme allkinds ofquestions concern-
ing Lex himself. No doubt he saw on my face that I wasn't keen to

pursue this matter, and so he re-assured me that it was only for his

own personal interest. Did I have other children? "No, he wasmy
only son." I told him that before the war I had been divorced from
Lex's father and had re-married in 1948. I told him that I had been
with Lex in a concentration camp. He knew nothing of these.

Where had that been? "In Bergen-Belsen." He had never heard of
it.

I told him that Lex had saved my life there; that we had been
liberated by the Russians; that we were returned to Holland by the
Red Cross moredead than alive. How old was he at that time? "He
was 11." And did he stay with you? "Yes, sure."

Then I told him about Lex's restlessnessand his obsession with
helping people. Well then, was he a doctor? "No, but he was a
nurse, and he knew a lot about medicine. He helped everywhere,
all over the world." I named Greece, Bangladesh, India, Pakistan
whose ambassador had been to this office this week. Mr. Sabihi
had never heard of Albert Schweitzer!
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"But here people said..." and he did not know how to describe

it and instead pointed at his head. "You mean, you think he was
mad? No, he was not mad, although he was a strange boy; no
ordinary human being." Was he unbalanced then? "Perhaps the

war-experience had affected him. He did not listen to me when I

told him not to go on his travels. I warned him. He was a restless

man. He could not stay long in any one place; neither with me, nor
with his wife."

He had been married? "Yes, but not with a Jewish woman. I

have a little grandchild." And still the burial will be in a Jewish
cemetery? "Indeed, he remains a Jew." In Amsterdam? "Of
course, and I will not be satisfied until I can visit him there and I

hope it will be soon".

We shook hands, and I got my passport back.

Back at the Embassy therewas a pleasant surprise forme in the
form of two telexes frommy family. I gave a detailed report of the

morning's activities. Then there was more to do. We had to look
after another formality whereby Mr. Meihuizen would act as the
official representative of our state and by which I was presented
withthe officialdeath certificate. In this thedate ofdeathwas given
as 27 January 1976, which did not agree with the previously given
date, but Mr. Meihuizen had read himself the date of27 January in

a declaration ofthe Iraqi Minister ofHealth, andwe felt itwould be
best to accept the date as such.

I said goodbye to Annemarie, the secretary, who kissed me on
both cheeks and would be happy to visit me in Amsterdam. Back
at theResidence, afterlunch, Iwent to packbecause at 5:30pm Ihad
to be at shul [for the beginning of the festival of Passover]. I was
welcomed by the community, but they didn'tknowwho Iwasand
they were very surprised that a Dutch Jewess would have come to

Baghdad. So I explained it all to them. Some ofthemspoke English
and/or French. At the service, there were 25 men and 6 women.
Therewassome free time afterthe serviceandbeforebeginningthe
seder which was now being held at the shul in my honor, for they
were afraid to receive me in their homes. Those who stayed were
6 or7menand4women. I don't think theywere orthodoxalthough
they did keep the festivals.

There used to be many synagogues in Baghdad which had
150,000 Jewish inhabitants before 1948. Now only one shul was
being used; itserved300 people,many ofwhomwere elderly. Ihad
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no trouble following the seder in a mini-haggadah [Hebrew, a
booklet containing the ritual for the Passover], even though it was
very different from ours. I was very moved when they offered a
yiskor [Hebrew, prayer for the dead] for Lex. I was asked to light

one of theyomtov [Hebrew, festival] candles. And they allowed me
to decide for myself how long I wanted to stay.

I told them about our customs both before and after the seder
meal, and indeed that's how they also did it. So keeping in mind
the time, I asked if they would agree that I [leave right after] the
meal. Itwas agreed that Iwould be taken to the Embassy, and from
there the Embassy chauffeurwould takeme back to the Residence.
Mr. Meihuizen had already started to worry a bit because it was
getting late. Isuggested to Mr. Meihuizen that heshould phone his
wife, which he found most delightful. They will come together to
visit me [in Amsterdam] at an opportune time.

Because of the bustle at the airport the next morning, it was not
possible to bid a proper farewell to Ms. Verkuyten and the Charge
d'Affaires who had nevertheless both come to escort me. The
service in the K.L.M. airplane was exceptionally good, just like on
thejourney toBaghdad. I willcertainly write themanoteofthanks.

I felt more than relieved and overjoyed when at Schiphol I set
foot again on Dutch ground. According to Mr. Meihuizen, my
mission had not been in vain, formy efforts put things into motion.

Postscript:

My own impression now is that Lex could not have been
rescued from Iraq throughnormal channels because of their lack of
understandingand reason, their deficiencies in internalcommuni-
cation, their totally different mentality, and their apparently un-
witting hatred foreverything Jewish. I would say that I agree with
Renate Rubinstein (see article in Vrij Nederland of 3 and 10 April)
that oursilencewas disastrousand thatsomethingmight wellhave
been accomplished by shaking up the powers-that-be around the
world. After all, there were people everywhere who knew about
this business.

[translated by Hans van Nie]
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(Eds. Alex's funeral took place on 21 May 1976 at the Jewish

Cemetery in Muiderberg, on the outskirts ofAmsterdam. We
have obtained copies of two eulogies which were delivered on

that occasion. Thefirst was given by Alex's mother; the second,

by Rev. Ype Schaaf. Elisabeth, Alex's widow, had agreed that

Alex could be buried in a Jewish cemetery— providing that a

Christian could also speak there. The second eulogy, then, was
part of that arrangement.)

EULOGY by Sara van Straten-Cohen

My beloved son,

In Baghdad, I stood at the entrance of the cemeteryand had the

opportunity to visit your grave. At the time, I could not bring

myself to do that. It was not just for emotional reasons. I did not

want people to be able to say that [a visit to your grave] was the only

reason for my journey to Iraq and therefore allow the rest of the

business to lapse.

However, the Iraqi authorities have kept their word and now
thatwestandbyyour final resting place in the land whereyouwere
born, I will bid youmy proper farewell. It goes without saying that
I am doing this with a wounded heart. For a long time, we were
closelybonded in ourshared life together.. . untilyoustarted to find

your own way which took you into the service of humanity.
Given the risks that you took for your belief in justice— and

especially when you told me you wanted to go and help in

Kurdistanwhich borders a countrywhose namealone givesme the

shivers— you gaveme great cause for anxiety. And I suppose that

you didn't fully realize that this trip might lead to the end of your
well-spent life.

You have left us with the certainty that you lived your life

exactly how you wanted to live it, and I realize that few of us can
make that claim. We will not forget this as time goes on.

We did not see you all that often, but you did come regularly,

and you were always a welcome guest at our table, especially on
Friday evenings when you showed us you had not forgotten the

benchen [Yiddish, grace after meals]. May God give your soul the

rest that you have earned.

I want to thank Bets, my daughter-in-law, for the support and
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the help that she was able to give you as your wife while allowing
you the opportunity to serve humankind in those places where
help was needed.

Rabbi Pereira, permit me to thank you again, and this time in
public, foryourmany initiatives,your mediation, thehugeamount
of work and your active support that ultimately led to this result.
I sincerely hope that Bets, Lex's father, and Imay now finally be at
peace with the whole matter.

Iam aware that on behalf of our Government, Mr. de Graaff is

here representing [Foreign Minister] Mr. van der Stoel. Mr. de
Graaff, for months we were in close contact,and I want to offeryou
my sincere thanks forcoming todayand for all the trouble you took
to help. Please convey my deep gratitude to the Minister. It goes
without saying that I also include in this Mr. Meihuizen and his
staffin Baghdadwho helpedme in every possibleway "behind the
scenes."

Last butnot least, I cannot leaveunmentioned theco- operation
ofK.L.M. which was offered to me in so many ways, and for which
I express my heartfelt thanks with special mention of Mr. van den
Oord and his superiors.

Dearest Lex, I close by telling you that I will miss your ringing
laughand theunexpectedappearance ofyourrobust figureframed
in the kitchen window till the day ofmy own death.

[translated by Hans van Nie]

GOODBYE FROM ALEX by Rev. Ype Schaaf

Talking about Alex Aronson in ordinary terms is impossible;
for he was anything but ordinary. He was a special kind of
individual, and that made his life risky.

For nine months he helped us out by training volunteer tel-

ephone operators for the nightly S.O.S. telephone service in
Friesland. Then, suddenly, he called me with a question: Could I

find him a place as a volunteer at a disastersomewhere in the Third
World?
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Was restlessness part of his natural disposition? Was it the

result of damage he sustained in his childhood? I do not know.

One thing is clear... It was not a simple desire for adventure. He
was too intelligent for that.

Anyway, I asked my contacts in Dutch volunteer agencies

about the need for emergency help. At the time, there was none.

Two days later, Alex told me that he was going to Kurdistan.

My reaction was immediate: "Alex, you cannot do this. You will

not survive, for you are a son of the Old Nation."

He replied that just because he was a Jew, he wanted to show
that it could be done. It was as if he were ready to give his life to

prove that humanity exists. For in an emergency nobody is an

enemy or a stranger.

And with his big smile, he added: "You know me. I am a Jew
and therefore a survivor. I'll manage."

When Alex first wanted to help us out at the S.O.S. telephone

service, I made inquiries. Every organization for which he had
done work praised his qualities, while warning me to be careful

with him. They were right. Alex was very suspicious of organiza-

tions and bureaucracy. "They see people as objects, as files, as

cases," he used to say.

Alex could analyze the weaknesses of the Dutch welfare sys-

tem with the insight of a scribe. But he also opposed these

organizations with their rules and procedures by acting as a clever

loner in unorthodox ways. He could fight them in the interest of

one single human being. And that brought him into conflict with

the welfare establishment. His only answer was a grin.

I first met Alex in prison in the Cameroons in West Africa. He
had been on his way to meet Albert Schweitzer in neighboring

Gabon when he was arrested for travelling without an entry

permit. Schweitzer appealed to him because thinking and doing

were as one for him. Alex also did what he thought. Right or

wrong.

That is Jewish, for in the Torah the Hebrew word dabar means
both word and deed. Alex did what he said in this Biblical way.

Therefore it is right to bury his body in a Jewish cemetery. But he

will not rest here as an orthodox man. He was an outsider, who
understood more of the prophets than of the priests. And if he

should have heard me say this, he would have laughed his big

laugh and said: "Ype, you will always remain a preacher."
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And yet, when he left the S.O.S. office to go to Kurdistan, we
wanted to give him a history of Friesland. He refused it and asked
for a concordance of the Old Testament.

In these last months of uncertainty, his wife once said to me: "I
often don't know where he is. But it's nice that we have been able
to do some things together, even though we have been unable to
discuss them." She was referring to the adoption of an Indian girl
whom he had sent from Calcutta to Holland with a passport
carrying the name of Wilhelmina Aronson.

And this morning Mrs. Aronson said to me, "I have supported
this man, this complicated man. Istood by his side. Because of this,

the emptiness will be very great."

At this point, Alex would say: "Stop this. It's enough." All
right, but I would like to say one more thing. Alex Aronson lived
hishuman potential. He burst theballoon ofourinhuman drive for
organization. He wanted to cross unjust human borders. For this
he died.

(Eds. An unveiling ofAlex's tombstone was arranged to take place on
31 Octoberl976. Four days before theceremony, Alex's wife, Elisabeth,
wrote to Alex's parents explainingwhyshe would not beable to attend.
In many ways, this is a very personaland moving letter; the editors are
particularlygrateful toMrs. Aronsonforherpermission thepublish it.)

I don't know if I can explain my absence; that I am not able to
be present. It is not that I am removed or that I don't want to be
present for certain reasons. I have been absorbed with this 31st
October Unveiling for a long time, musing on it, trying to sort out
my feelings. Iam having great difficulty with it and cannot find an
answer.

Or I could not until I realized the deep connection I had with
Alex which runs through my life like a thread. This has at last
offeredme a solution. Alex wanted to be known as a Jew, but at the
same time he asked for the right to be recognized as different. Rev.
Ype Schaaf said it so well. "Here lies buried not an orthodox Jew
but an outsider."
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Alex could not be thought of as an insider. He could not be

placed inside a circle. There had to be an open place, a piece, a part.

That open part I call Muktidas in Alex. I never forget about it or

stop feeling it. This was and is Alex to me, and I do not want to let

him down. I cannot.

If Alex had died a normal death abroad, then I would have

respected his wish to be buried in the country where he died. Then

there would have been no funeral at Muiderberg. If he had been

buried in Siegerswoude, which could have happened, therewould
not have been a gravestone.

First I accepted your choice ofMuiderberg; thenyourwish that

the grave be marked. I went that far, but can go no further. So I

cannot attend the unveiling. This is not out of perversity, but

because of my feelings which probably no one will understand.

But they have grown out of my love for Alex which in part came
from the love you bore. Can there be room then for a rift between

us?

(Eds. In March, 1978, the following notice appeared in a Dutch

newspaper.)

Park for Murdered Lex Aronson in Israel

No Dutch representatives have been invited for the inaugura-

tion on 9 March 1978 of the Lex Aronson Park in Modi'im near Ben

Shemen, Israel [32°N, 35°E]. The Israeli government will be repre-

sented at the opening of a plot containing 4,000 trees, planted in

memory of the Dutchman murdered in Iraq in 1975. The Dutch

have not been invited because of their lack of action at the time.

Directors of the Dead Sea Works who were supporters have been

invited.
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Appendix: Chronology of Alex Aronson

20 December 1934 Born in Amsterdam.

1937 Parents divorced; both father and mother re-married subse-
quently.

1940 German Occupation of Holland.

1943 Deported via Westerbork Police Transit Camp to Bergen-
Belsen Concentration Camp with his mother and maternal grand-
parents. °

Early Summer 1944 Death of Alex's grandfather, Herman (Tsvi)
Cohen, in Bergen-Belsen.

1945 Returned to Amsterdam with his mother.

1945-47 Recuperation from tuberculosis in Switzerland.

1948-51 Hogere Burger (Jewish Secondary) School, Amsterdam.

1951 Father and step-mother emigrated to Israel.

1952 Certificate in chiropody.

1952-55 Nursing student in Jewish Home and Hospital, London.

1955 Left London to join father and step-mother in Israel; worked
at Rambam Hospital near Haifa for a few months.

1956-60 Wanderjahre; extensive travel including India where he
worked with followe ' ~ "

Surrendering My Love.

worked with followers of Gandhi; published booklet of poems,

26 April 1961 Arrived in Lambarene; studiedand worked withDr
Albert Schweitzer for 4 months.
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Spring 1962 Met Sharon, an American studying at Hebrew
University, while she was on vacation in Athens; visited Sharon in

Jerusalem where he met Alan Mendelson, a fellow-student.

Early July 1962 Sharon and Alan visit Alex in his cabin in Fannari

(Thessaly, Greece); Alex returned to Amsterdam in late July.

Late August 1962 Sharon and Alan arrive in Amsterdam where

they stay with Alex in his mother's house.

October 1962 Correspondence with Alan commences.

October - November 1963 Alex returned to Fannari, Greece.

End November 1963 Met Elisabeth van Dieijen in French district

of Dordogne in an Albert Schweitzer Village; they married 2

months later. Alex and Elisabeth moved to her father's farm in

Poortugaal, in south Holland.

August 1964 Joan Michelson visited Alex in Poortugaal.

14 December 1964 Son Alwin born in Piraeus, Greece; the family

returned to Holland, living in Poortugaal and then Friesland.

From December 1968 Spent 8 months in Gabon, Biafra, and

Nigeria; aid work for International Committee of the Red Cross

and Terre des Hommes.

8 February 1970 Arrived in Chicago for 3-month stay in U.S.A.;

fund-raising for International Emergency Brigade.

November 1970 - January 1971 In India.

1971-74 Diploma course in social work with maltreated children.

Autumn 1973 - June 1974 Trainer of S.O.S. (lifeline) volunteers in

Leeuwarden.

Spring 1974 Alan visited Alex in Friesland.
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25 July 1974 Last letter to Alan.

Late August 1974 Began his drive to Kurdistan.

Mid-September 1974 - mid-December 1974 Worked for three
months in Iraqi Kurdistan; with the arrival of winter he travelled
to India and Pakistan for medical supplies.

Mid-February 1975 On his way back to Kurdistan, Alex was
imprisoned in Pakistan.

Early March 1975 Returned to Kurdistan.

13 March 1975 Last letter to family before capture.

20 March 1975 Had breakfast with Dr. David Nabarro, the last
westerner to see Alex alive.

\

24 March 1975 Arrest by Iraqis and imprisonment in Baghdad.

August 1975 Efforts to findXlex intensify.

11 October 1975 Revolutionary Tribunal held.

12 October 1975 Transfer to another prison, 20 miles south of
Baghdad.

3 November 1975 News leaked that Alex had been hanged in
Baghdad; report soon denied by Iraqi Embassy.

12 November 1975 Dutch Charge d'Affaires was refused access
to Alex in prison.

November 1975 International efforts to gain release; Interna-
tional Red Cross Committee's request to visit Alex was refused.

12 December 1975 Wrote last note from prison; note smuggled
out. Alex was executed sometime between the writing of this note
and mid-January 1976.
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15 March 1976 Iraqi Embassy admitted that Alex had been

executed.

April 1976 Alex's mother travelled to Baghdad to obtain the

release of her son's remains.

26 May 1976 Burial in Jewish Cemetery, Muiderberg.

31 October 1976 Unveiling of Alex's tombstone.

9 March 1978 Inauguration of Aronson Park in Modi'im (near

Ben Shemen), Israel.


